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Abstract 
 
The “generation of 68” is a contested label applied to a loose group of Australian poets who began 
writing and publishing in the late 1960s. The thesis questions how this loose group of Australian 
poets can be understood as a generation, and uses network theory to map connections between 
generation of 68 poets. The application of network theory to literary studies presents a method for 
addressing as individuals poets who are also aligned with a generation. Central to the thesis is John 
Tranter’s The New Australian Poetry (1979) anthology, which attempts a definition of the 
generation of 68, and includes twenty-four poets Tranter identifies as belonging to the generation of 
68. These poets include Robert Adamson, Charles Buckmaster, Michael Dransfield, and John 
Forbes.  
 The generation of 68 poets presents unique difficulties to the researcher and critic due to the 
imprecise nature of literary generations. One of the main guiding questions for this thesis has been 
how to critically approach a group like the generation of 68 when the label, and the generation 
itself, is still so contested. Critical approaches to the generation of 68 often overlook the importance 
of the group dynamics on the poets and the poetry.  
 Network theory offers a way to examine the dynamics of the group and the impact these 
relationships have not only on the formation of the generation, but also on the poets’ writing and 
publishing. By tracing the network connections, this thesis shows that the poets in The New 
Australian Poetry are part of overlapping poetry communities. What also becomes clear is that the 
label, generation of 68, is useful as a way to begin thinking about a large number of poets 
publishing during this period, and that the application of a decentralised understanding of network 
connections and vectors of sociability offer a new reading of this group of Australian poets.  
The thesis presents a taxonomy of little poetry magazines, to which generation of 68 poets 
contributed from 1968 to 1979, as a way of reading connections in the network. It also examines 
textual representations of sociability through generation of 68 poets’ use of names in poetry, with a 
specific focus on elegies written for deceased generation of 68 poets. The thesis considers the 
ongoing nature of these dialogues and the continuing connections between these poets. 
Significantly, it offers a new approach to the generation of 68 as a literary generation and provides a 
two-step approach for using network theory to examine a generation. 
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Introduction 
Ideas Become Things: The Generation of 68 as Idea 
 
This anthology [The New Australian Poetry] contains the work of twenty-
four poets, mainly young writers who first came to prominence in the 
closing years of the 1960s – the ‘generation of ‘68’. They rose to public 
notice on the crest of a wave of poetry readings, ‘underground’ magazines, 
and a generally expressed antagonism to the established mainstream of 
poetry at that time, which they saw as too conservative. The readings 
attracted a large and varied audience, and the magazines, being cheap and 
open to almost anything in the way of new poetry, were an ideal breeding-
ground for ideas, argument and experiment.  
 
John Tranter, Introduction xv 
 
This thesis examines how a number of young Australian poets writing and publishing in the late 
1960s and early 1970s came to be grouped together and read as a generation. It draws on network 
theory to examine the connections between poets labelled as “generation of 68” poets, to present a 
new approach to contextualised reading practices. Using John Tranter’s edited anthology The New 
Australian Poetry (1979), the thesis examines the importance of network connections in the 
formation of the generation of 68 as represented in the anthology, and the implications of these 
connections. The anthology contains Sydney and Melbourne poets, including Robert Adamson, 
Michael Dransfield, John Forbes and Kris Hemensley, and poetry written between 1968 and 1978. 
Of the twenty-four poets represented in the anthology, there are only two women, Vicki Viidikas 
and Jennifer Maiden. The poets collected in the anthology were part of a number of different groups 
and poetry communities, including the La Mama Poetry Workshops, the Monash Poets, and the 
Balmain Poets. Despite the numerous anthologies representing “New Poetry”1 produced during this 
decade, The New Australian Poetry remains a central text, historical marker, and departure point for 
recent anthologies like Felicity Plunkett’s Thirty Australian Poets (2011). 
                                               
 
 
 
1
 As distinct from lowercase new poetry. 
xi 
 In introducing the thesis I want to begin by acknowledging an ongoing, yet often implicit 
concern of the thesis, that is, the suggestion that “ideas become things.” This proposition rests on an 
assumption of chronology, specifically, that the idea comes first. However, sometimes the idea 
follows the thing. In the case of the poets known as the generation of 68, there is an ongoing critical 
dilemma about whether the idea (the generation of 68) or the thing (the group of poets identified as 
the generation of 68) came first. This is an issue faced by anyone writing about the generation of 68 
poets. Does the idea come before the thing, or is the thing created by the idea? Can the introduction 
of an idea or label retrospectively create a group? These questions are addressed in chapters one and 
two along with further questions about the centrality of the naming to the history and critical 
reading of the group, the significance of the provenance of the label and its historical deployment, 
as well as the critical acceptance and usage of such a category.  
Even though this is a thesis ostensibly on the generation of 68, it must also answer the 
question: was there ever such a thing as a “generation of 68?” This question guides much of the 
early chapters of the thesis as I address different ways the generation of 68 has been written about 
critically, while answering questions about how a group of young poets came to be acknowledged 
as a generation. Implicit in the answers of these questions is the understanding that the term has 
been taken up critically and, despite the ongoing debates about the usage or usefulness of such a 
term, it persists. Its persistence is of interest, perhaps as much as its creation. 
The idea of a generation of 68 in Australian poetry comes from a number of people and 
cannot be attributed to a single person. There was a growing critical awareness at the end of the 
1960s and early 1970s of a new group of young poets writing what has come to be known as “New 
Poetry.” Tranter is critically acknowledged as defining and promoting the label generation of 68 in 
his anthology, The New Australian Poetry and numerous articles on New Poetry in Australia. In his 
hands, the label generation of 68 draws together a loose grouping of young Australian poets who 
began writing and publishing towards the end of the 1960s, poets whom he sees as having a shared 
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generational experience, a common rejection of the majority of Australian poetry hitherto, and who 
contributed to the remaking of the Australian poetry landscape in the decade following 1968.  
In Australian literary studies we do not really have a method for addressing poets as 
individuals who are also aligned with a generation. Critical and descriptive approaches to the 
generation of 68 focus on individual readings of poets seen as representative of the generation, or 
provide broad definitions of the group. These types of approaches fail to provide an adequate 
description of the group or demonstrate a complex understanding of the relationships that 
constituted the generation of 68. The assumption that the part can stand in for the whole, or that a 
group can be broadly summarised for a deeper understanding, overlooks the importance of group 
dynamics on the poets and the poetry. My aim in this thesis is to provide a substantive account of 
the generation of 68 through an examination of poets aligned with the generational group, while 
evolving a method for dealing with the complexities of groups.  
To date, much of the critical work on the generation of 68 has focused upon the international 
influences on this heterogeneous group, and has often overlooked the importance of local and 
national networks on the formation of the group and the poetry they produced. I examine a number 
of key nodes around which the networks of the “generation” were established, such as the La Mama 
Poetry Workshops, Monash University, and little poetry magazines. These nodes present key points 
of intersection where groups of poets formed communities and demonstrated sociability. These 
nodes have been frequently mentioned in relation to New Poetry in Australia, but rarely discussed 
in detail in relation to the generation of 68 and the broader social network of the group. The 
networks between these nodes—the personal and professional relationships, the linkages and cross-
fertilisation that occurred between these different groups—will be examined in the thesis to provide 
a more complex understanding of this “generation” of poets.  
The methodological approach of this thesis draws on recent literary criticism that sees 
networks as a way to examine texts and generations, to provide the preliminary scaffolding and 
theoretical framework for the thesis. I want to pursue a new critical approach to contemporary 
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poetry that offers a way to combine sociological approaches to literary generations with contextual 
biographical and historical research, utilising the idea of networks and nodes as building blocks for 
our understanding of this poetry generation. The central concerns of the thesis are threefold: how 
networks and nodes contributed to the formation of the generation of 68, how they impacted on the 
writing and publishing of this group of poets, and how these networks and nodes affected how the 
poets understood themselves in relation to the generation and to an Australian literary tradition. My 
aim has been to present a more nuanced understanding of the groups of poets included in The New 
Australian Poetry. This refocusing on the local and national networks enables a refined 
understanding of the very nature of the generation of 68 and the group which constitutes the 
generation of 68. 
Chapter One begins with a discussion of generationalism, which foregrounds an argument 
about the pragmatic function of critically grouping and labelling poets. The provenance of the label 
“generation of 68” is examined, including when the idea of a new generation of 1968 poets was first 
published, when the term “generation of 68” was first printed, and how it was adopted critically. 
Chapter one also, for the sake of argument, questions if there ever was a generation of 68. This is a 
moot point, as critics remain divided on the question of whether a generation of 68 existed, if it was 
a label applied retrospectively to a group of poets, or something Tranter invented that gained critical 
acceptance. This ongoing dialectic is examined alongside the critical approaches and responses to 
the generation. 
Chapter Two presents a review of the methodology used in the thesis and a synthesis of 
various ideas for the methodological approach of the thesis. This chapter assembles what is, in 
effect, a loose theoretical approach, but one that is honed throughout the thesis, so as to evolve a 
way of delimiting contextual-networks, taking the generation of 68 as a specific case. This chapter 
argues that we can use the concepts of social networks and networks of exchange to examine 
relationships in poetic generations that impact on the writing and formation of the groups. We can 
add to our understanding of the generation of 68 poets by tracing the interconnecting lines between 
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the poets and the groups of which they were a part. A network approach offers a way to provide a 
sociological-biographical-historical mode for examining a generation of poets.  
Chapter Three examines the key nodes within the generation of 68’s networks, poetry groups 
like the La Mama Poetry Workshops and the Monash Poets, and the poets and editors associated 
with little poetry magazines. This chapter traces how the networks and nodes were established and 
examines how they contributed to the formation of the generation of 68 group. The chapter begins 
by demonstrating that Tranter, as the editor of The New Australian Poetry, is connected in the 
network to every poet included in the anthology. The chapter traces these connections and, in doing 
so, examines other connections between other generation of 68 poets included in the anthology. 
Chapter Four examines a conduit of the generation of 68 group’s network: “little magazines” 
or “mini-magazines.” Little poetry magazines are one of the elements that define this group of poets 
against those who came before them. This chapter reads the history of the production of these little 
poetry magazines in relation to the poets who created them and published in them, while also 
considering the effect these magazines had in the Australian poetry scene, poetry publishing and 
poetry groups during the late 1960s and throughout the 1970s. The chapter begins by introducing 
the field of “little magazines” and how they have been studied, before establishing a taxonomy of 
“mini-magazines” that fosters a reading of the connections between the magazines in the New 
Poetry network. The chapter also addresses other nodes related to little magazines, including small 
press publishing, which is inexorably linked to little magazine production, and Literature Board 
grants.  
 Chapter Five considers how the generation of 68 poets utilised names in their poetry and 
argues that the use of names in poetry by this group provides textual evidence of network 
connections in the generation of 68 group. This chapter argues that names in poetry offer evidence 
of interpersonal connections, as names can function as signifiers of relationships between poets. 
Poems provide another way to examine connections in the New Poetry network of which poets of 
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the generation of 68 group were part. This chapter questions how we read proper nouns in poetry, 
and identifies different types and functions of poetic naming, including dedications and elegies.  
Chapter Six draws together arguments from the thesis to broadly summarise the arguments 
presented, and to speculate on the implications of the thesis. This final chapter addresses the 
question of the women of the generation of 68 and the ongoing conversations in recent poetry by 
generation of 68 poets.  
The aim of the following pages is to pioneer a method for discussing literary figures within a 
poetry generation and to make a contribution to our understanding of Australian poetry that is 
sensitive to the networks that constitute a “generation.” The impetus driving the project has been a 
desire for more scholarship and consideration of the generation of 68 group of poets. This 
“generation” of poets lacks the level of critical scholarship that one would expect for a group of 
writers who have continued to be such prominent and awarded Australian poets. This thesis is a step 
towards redressing the balance.  
 In the course of the research for this thesis a great deal of important new material has come 
from the interviews with the poets that cannot be covered in this thesis. For this reason, and for ease 
of reference for the reader, the interviews with poets have been donated to Fryer Library at the 
University of Queensland (Accession No. 130103-1). These interviews give further insight into the 
poets, their personal memories and the way they communicate. The interviews were conducted with 
the poets at their homes, bookstores and cafes between 2010 and 2012, the poets included in the 
Fryer archives are Robert Adamson, Laurie Duggan, Kris Hemensley, Robert Kenny, Nigel 
Roberts, John Tranter, John A Scott and Alan Wearne. These are all generation of 68 poets and key 
figures associated with the key nodes the thesis examines; they are also all poets who have kept 
writing and publishing and were willing to participate in this project. Also included in the Fryer is 
an interview I conducted with Martin Duwell, editor of Makar Press, who commissioned The New 
Australian Poetry anthology.  
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Chapter One 
 The Generation of 68: Label, Provenance, and Reception 
 
I would say about that phrase of “generation 68” I don’t think I coined the 
phrase I can’t remember now but I vaguely remember thinking that Tom 
Shapcott may have coined it in a review in about 1971 or 2 but I am not sure. 
But my own experiences of that phrase grew from working as an editor with 
Angus and Robinson Publishers in Asia . . . I was aware of [a] generation of 
officers had come through WWII known as the generation of 45 and that’s 
the phrase I had in mind when I thought of the generation of 68, it was really 
to my mind derived from the officer core in the Indonesian army more than 
the Paris revolt which I didn’t get to see. So I just thought as a way of 
identifying a particular historical period where a group emerged and had an 
effect on society.  
 
John Tranter, Personal n.pag. 
 
Tranter’s use of the label “generation of 68,” applied to a poetry generation functions to group 
together a number of poets and connect them through a shared generational experience. But it is 
more than this. This application of the label is a critical act, a process of inclusion and exclusion. 
The deployment of the label groups together specific poets and excludes numerous poets of the 
same generation. This chapter questions what the label offers that other ways of grouping authors 
do not. Why, despite its contentious nature, has this particular label persisted? This chapter begins 
with a discussion of how generations are understood, and goes on to examine the function of the 
label, its provenance, and its critical reception. It also examines different critical approaches to the 
generation of 68 in order to begin surveying the field of criticism that exists on the generation. 
 
Generationalism  
Marius Hentea argues that in “literary studies, the word ‘generation’ is employed casually, as it 
seems like we already know what we mean when using it” (568). But he warns that even when used 
heuristically, the term generation “retains the gloss of science because of its biological origins” and 
inadvertently “periodizes even though it is employed to avoid monolithic periodization” (568).  
Dividing writers and poets into literary generations is often used as a way to isolate and critically 
address a number of writers linked together by common traits, aspirations, or ideals, which are seen 
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as setting them apart from previous generations. Conversely, generational grouping may be used to 
group together writers who may not be linked by a common aesthetic or style, but nevertheless may 
share certain aspirations or ideals, or a certain relation to their “times.” In poetry, well known 
examples of grouping include the Romantic poets Byron, Shelley and Keats; the Beat generation 
poets Gregory Corso, Allen Ginsberg and Gary Snyder; and the “Confessional poets” such as 
Robert Lowell, Sylvia Plath and Anne Sexton. The Beat generation label encompasses a central 
triumvirate of writers who coined the portmanteau tag: Ginsberg, Kerouac and Burroughs, but also 
includes a large number of writers with wide differences in styles and aesthetics. The Beat 
generation label functions to group together a number of poets through their shared generational 
experience, despite the differences in their poetics. Like the “generation of 68” label, the Beat 
generation operates to group together a number of poets who can be seen as representative of a 
specific period. 
We know that the outlines and divisions of literary and poetic generations are inevitably 
vague and uncertain due to the continuous course of literature. Transformations take place over time 
so that demarcating literary generations and groups necessarily creates artificial boundaries. Some 
labels are self-consciously applied, as with the Beat generation, while others have been bestowed 
after the initial impulse, as with the Romantic poets. Often the retrospective act of drawing together 
individuals under a unifying name is an attempt to represent the essence of a movement or period in 
time, the Zeitgeist. Historical compartmentalisation is fraught, however, not least because a single 
poet may be affiliated with more than one literary generation, or because differences in aesthetic or 
style might seem to outweigh any common generational features. Divisions can be seen as arbitrary, 
as the limits of a literary generation are difficult to fix, yet they remain useful for some critical 
approaches. The sociologist Karl Mannheim argues that the concept of generations are “one of the 
indispensable guides to an understanding of the structure of social and intellectual movements” 
(163) as it allows us to consider a group “embedded in a historical-social process” (170). As such, 
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the concept of generations provides an apparatus for examining social, intellectual and, in this case, 
literary change. 
Hans Jaeger writes that the concept of a “generation” is deployed critically in different ways: 
commonly in “biological-genealogical” ways, but also to indicate culturally distinctive periods of 
time (273-74). The “biological-genealogical” approach is informed by the ongoing progression of 
familial succession, which produces a new generation, on average, every twenty-five to thirty years 
(274). Jaeger argues that the “history of the social production of man characteristically moves in 
stages that are distinctive periods of time. The conceptual model of historical generations leads to 
the meeting point of these two very different phenomena” (273). In other words, generations occur 
on a continuum, while social and cultural changes are variable, generations can share cultural 
experiences unique to their time in history. Jaeger adds a social-cultural dimension to biological-
genealogical generations and provides a way to group together individuals with shared historical 
locations and cultural experiences. It is this added dimension, Jaeger argues, that allows us to 
categorise and periodise the continuous flow of history and writing into generations, as literary 
generations can be grouped according to common historical, social, and cultural experiences. 
Franco Moretti questions the biological model, asking, “since people are born every day, not 
every twenty-five years, on what basis can the biological continuum be segmented into discrete 
units?” (“Graphs” 21). Moretti reads Mannheim’s notion of “the trigger action of the social and 
cultural process” (Mannheim, qtd. in Moretti 21), as a way to quantify the occurrence and 
reoccurrence of generations. Mannheim writes, “[w]e shall therefore speak of a generation as an 
actuality only where a concrete bond is created between members of a generation by their being 
exposed to the social and intellectual symptoms of a process of dynamic destabilization” (qtd. in 
Moretti 21). This confirms for Moretti one element of generations, the lived experience that he 
exemplifies as: “[a] bond due to a process of dynamic destabilization; and one who was eighteen in 
1968 understands” (21). While dynamic destabilization does not completely answer Moretti’s 
questions regarding the “regularity of generational replacement” (21), it does provide a way to 
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define generationalism in part by a shared cultural experience coalescing in a moment in time. 
Moretti’s example of the year 1968 is a happy coincidence in terms of the topic of this thesis, but it 
also illustrates the significance of what Jaeger calls “social and cultural-historical phenomena” on 
readings of generations (274).  
The commonality in all these arguments, Mannheim’s, Jaeger’s, and Moretti’s, is the idea that 
generations are more than successive biological units, that, critically, generations are characterised 
by distinctive periods of time, bonded by shared experience, and demonstrate difference from other 
generational groupings. There is the biological continuum, and then there is the historical “stage” 
development. All agree that the first is problematic as an explanation for social or cultural 
phenomena. Jaeger’s response is to bring together the two time scales, the continuum and the 
staged, in order to produce a dynamic model in which a biological generation meets a specific 
historic stage. For Moretti, the question of generations arises as he seeks to explain the way in 
which the structure of novel genres appears to change every twenty-five years or so. He is aware of 
the unsatisfactory nature of the concept as an explanation of historical change. Thus he links 
generational change to the experience of social and historical crisis or destabilisation. That is what 
produces generational experience, in the strong sense of the term. 
Robert Wohol argues that “historical generations are not born; they are made” (qtd. in Hentea 
568), and it is this emphasis on the way events create generations which underpins the use of the 
term “generation” in literary criticism. This understanding of generations foregrounds the 
investigation of a literary generation in relation to a period of time: the relevant historical-social 
process where the group is located. For example, the Lost generation writers such as Ernest 
Hemingway, F. Scott Fitzgerald, and T.S. Eliot are characterised as coming of age during the First 
World War. They have a common historical-social period. 
Despite the ambiguity of the concept of generations, an argument can be made for 
understanding this group of poets as a generation who share a strong sense of generational 
experience. There is some heuristic value in seeing them in this way as it enables us to consider 
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them as a “collective” or as a “cultural formation,” without having to rely on an argument that they 
share a style, method, or aesthetic. Their generational experience is not just tied to their being 
young poets starting to write at about the same time, which would indicate only a weak version of 
generationalism. It involves the social and political factors discussed below. The sense of this 
collective can be better understood if the idea of a generation of 68 is supplemented by seeing it as a 
network, through the frame of network theory, which allows us to understand connections without 
overinvesting in a singular notion of what unites the group, thereby allowing for dispersed models. 
In this thesis, the generation of 68 is examined not only as a group and as individuals in 
relation to a shared history, but also as individuals in relation to one another. The thesis argues that 
not only is the generation significant, in relation to the historical context and the shared cultural 
history, but also the individual and the way the individual is connected to others within the 
generation. This thesis contends that poetry generations are made up of social networks: 
interconnecting personal and professional relationships between writers, readers, friends, audiences, 
editors, publishers, and so on. These networks are produced by social exchanges and interactions 
which variously affect a poet’s work (writing and publishing). These networks exist formally and 
informally, and operate around nodes specific to the poetry generation. Nodes can be formal and 
informal and include poetry magazines, reading groups, universities, and bookstores. These nodes 
provide points of intersection in the larger social network of the generation. They are often people 
and places that facilitate meetings and function as catalysts for the establishment of connections in 
the network. The social network the generation of 68 poets are involved in can be called a New 
Poetry network: a community of poets loosely connected through their commitment to New Poetry 
in Australia, a label synonymous with youthful, underground, experimental and avant-garde poetry 
from the late 1960s and throughout the 1970s. 
Nodes in a social network are sites of exchange, or “vectors of sociability” (Boswell 179) 
which promote associations and often become linked through conduits passing between different 
nodes which establish new connections in the network. Conduits in network theory are anything 
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that establishes connections between nodes in the network. In a social network like the New Poetry 
network, conduits are often individuals, but books and poetry magazines can also act as conduits to 
connect individuals and nodes. One of the ways we can deepen our understanding this generation 
and its poetry is to examine the key nodes and conduits particular to it, and the way networks of 
exchange or network connections influence and affect the formation and writing. 
The key here is to understand that the network affects the individual, as the individual affects 
the network. There is a reciprocal relationship due to the many connections between the nodes. The 
number of connections in the network also speaks of the level of connectivity between nodes, 
conduits, and individuals.  
 
The Generation of 68 Label  
The Oxford Companion to Australian Literature defines “New Australian Poetry” as 
the vague and somewhat grandiloquent title bestowed by its proponents on the wave of 
poetry, mainly from young poets of the so-called ‘Generation of ’68,’ which found 
expression in poetry readings and in the small and often briefly lived magazines which 
sprang into existence in the late 1960s and 1970s. (574)  
As this definition highlights, the generation of 68 and the New Australian Poetry, remain in many 
ways a contentious labels or categories, which is largely due to the ambiguous nature of literary 
generations, and the critical act of grouping poets under such labels. The earliest allusion to a new 
poetic generation is arguably in Thomas Shapcott’s 1970 Australian Book Review article “Poets 
Today,” although he does not use the label generation of 68. Shapcott writes that the advent of a 
number of new little poetry magazines beginning in 1968 “indicates that there is – at last – an active 
body of young people prepared to make the break with established journals and go it on their own” 
(277). He argues that their faults of “brashness, arrogance, imitation [and] haste” are outweighed by 
their “openness of attitude,” and that they will “have to face exactly the same problems of integrity, 
allegiance and adaptability as every generation before them” (277). While he does not explicitly use 
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the term generation of 68, Shapcott for the first time in print links the idea of a new “generation” of 
young poets with the year 1968.
2
 Shapcott was a regular contributor to Australian Book Review, and 
he was the first to anthologise many of the generation of 68 poets in his anthology Australian 
Poetry Now (1970).  
John Tranter’s “Four Notes on the Practice of Revolution” (1977) is the first article to use the 
phrase “generation of 68” explicitly. Here Tranter writes an account of the preceding decade and of 
the “generation of 68’s” rebellion and revolution. He describes the conservative poetry scene that 
the “New Poets” were rebelling against in the late 1960s, and the importance of small magazines 
around that time for the “cross-fertilization of ideas and techniques,” as well as focusing on “the 
anti-establishment aims of the groups” (129). He argues that the rebellion was characterised by the 
“selfish rhetoric of adolescence,” and concedes that “we were all united in our opposition to a 
common enemy; and that we are now perhaps our own enemies” (133). Nonetheless, Tranter both 
defends the generation of 68’s youthful fight, and their contributions to the Australian poetry scene, 
while acknowledging the inevitability of literary revolutions to fail, as the “young rebels” become 
the “new establishment” (133). He argues that the generation of 68 was not just about “replacing the 
old with the new (which soon becomes the established),” rather was a recognition of the continual 
need to “make it new.” Tranter paraphrases Olson, writing “what does not change is the need to 
change” (134). Here Tranter contradicts the idea that failure is inherent in literary revolution. His 
argument changes to an affirmation of the success of the revolution of his generation, in his claim 
that the generation of 68 succeeded not just by “making it new,” but in their identification of the 
persistent need to “make it new.” Their contribution includes forging a way and making way for the 
next revolution. 
                                               
 
 
 
2
 Robert Ward is the first to link the “underground poetry movement” with “underground magazines” and a “post-war 
generation” of young poets in his April 1969 article “Underground Poetry” for Australian Book Review (112).  
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In the introduction to the anthology Tranter begins by stating, without reservation, “[t]his 
anthology contains the works of twenty-four poets, mainly young writers who first came to 
prominence in the closing years of the 1960s – the ‘Generation of ‘68’” (xv). Tranter argues that 
what made this “loose group of writers” so “unique,” were: demography (youth population/ baby 
boomers), music, technology, drugs, shifting attitudes to authority, American poetry, the Vietnam 
War, and a “commitment to the overhauling of the poetic method and function” (xxvi). He also 
argues for the importance of poetry centres, poetry readings, and “underground” magazines for the 
generation. By commandeering the label generation of 68 and assembling a group of poets under it, 
Tranter makes a polemical point about the collectivity and generational experience of the group, 
and also uses the label as an effective way of claiming “newness” for this group. 
 Tranter’s introduction provides grounds for extending the analysis of “generationalism” in 
relation to this group of poets. On one level there is the broadly shared experience of social and 
cultural unrest; but there is another uniting factor—how they came to poetry—which for the 
generation of 68 is for the most part outside the established channels. Tranter uses the label to 
define not a poetic, but a social and historical location, and a shared cultural, historical, and poetic 
experience. Tranter concludes the introduction by arguing that the “experiments of the late 1960s 
and early 1970s were not so much beginners’ exercises as determined and serious attempts to 
revitalise a moribund poetic culture” (xxvi). He has replaced the often apologetic rhetoric of “Four 
Notes” with a stronger sense of the value and contribution of the generation to Australian poetry.  
Tranter also attempts to predict and answer potential criticisms regarding inclusions and 
exclusions, 
My likes and dislikes should be clear enough from the drift of this introduction, though 
I have made an honest effort to give a fair representation to as many varieties of the new 
poetry as I feel sustain a claim on the attention of a general audience. Many 
contemporary poets have not been included in this anthology. They have various 
virtues, but what they lack most, for my present purpose, is the commitment to the 
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overhauling of poetic method and function that seems to becomes necessary from time 
to time in any culture. (Introduction xxvi)  
Tranter also advances these causes and catalysts for the making of New Poetry in his paper 
for the American Model conference (Macquarie University 1979). Here, Tranter reiterates that 
every new movement aims to replace the old, and argues that there was a real tradition of 
conservatism, both in technique and sentiment, to which his generation was responding 
(“Anaesthetics” 104). He argues that established Australian verse was under attack by young poets 
who were simultaneously rebelling against conscription, the Vietnam War, and the “critical 
strictures of university English departments” (104). In “Four Notes,” the introduction to The New 
Australian Poetry, and “Anaesthetics: Some Notes on the New Australian Poetry,” Tranter takes 
different approaches to achieve a similar goal, that is the recognition and advancement of a new 
generation of writers united in part by their opposition, but more than that, one which has a strong 
sense of generationalism through their socio-cultural, historic and poetic experiences.  
The title of Tranter’s anthology reads as an intimation of homage to Donald Allen’s The New 
American Poetry (1960). The title “The New Australian Poetry” was first used by Kris Hemensley 
in a Meanjin article, written in 1969 and published in 1970. Tranter used it for the same reason 
Hemensley had, because it spoke simultaneously about what was happening in Australia, and linked 
these ideas to broader international changes in poetry. The labels “New Poetry” and the “generation 
of 68” are often used synonymously, but New Poetry is by far the more pluralistic category, 
encompassing a broad range of young poets writing in the 1960s and 1970s not included in the 
anthology. Tranter wanted The New Australian Poetry to be representative of a generation of new 
experimental young poets of the late 1960s and 1970s who were not consciously working for the 
advancement of an Australian literary tradition.  
In each epoch, with every successive generation there are of course “new poets,” but the label 
of “new” had particular connotations during the 1960s and 70s in Australian poetry. Ideas of the 
“new” came from various places, most noticeably from Donald Allen’s The New American Poetry 
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(1960); but this version of “new” also finds lineage in Ezra Pound’s dictum to “make it new” and 
Arthur Rimbaud’s “one must be absolutely modern” (Adamson, Personal n.pag.). From Shapcott’s 
Australian Poetry Now (1968) anthology, to the significant name change under Robert Adamson’s 
editorship of Poetry Magazine to New Poetry, the idea of “new” becomes a descriptor that goes 
beyond the idea of the latest or most recent. It begins to denote other values of newness, such as 
originality and innovation. These ideas culminate in the preface to Applestealers (1974), where 
Kenny writes that the collection’s main “aim is to show that there is such a thing as New Poetry in 
this land—better on the whole and promising more” (14). He writes also of the promise of the 
“revolution” begun in 1968, and the changes it has already brought to writing and publishing: social 
and literary changes (25-26). Australian contemporary poetry was witnessing a shift from 
modernism to the “new.”   
 
Generationalism of the Generation of 68  
Ann Vickery writes that “[w]hile Tranter’s anthology may have been, in some respects, an 
imaginary community, it became one in fact—canonically speaking—in most subsequent criticism” 
(“Bourdieu” 126). Further, while the term, generation of 68 may be “constraining and prescriptive, 
it nevertheless became a powerful marker of symbolic dominance” (125). Vickery acknowledges 
the existence of the generation of 68, but qualifies this acceptance with an argument about the way 
the artifice of the “imaginary community” has been made fact over time through criticism. Vickery 
presents Tranter as the causa sui of the generation of 68. She positions him not only as the 
originator of the label, but also of the community, the generation of 68 group, arguing against any 
inherent sense of generationalism. For Vickery the deployment of the label remains contentious, 
largely due to the associated connotations that this type of grouping fosters: namely, exclusion and 
elitism.  
Dobrez argues that the generation of 68 “cannot be regarded as a generation in time: it is only 
that up to a point” (Parnassus 31). Duwell writes, “it is clear that Tranter’s anthology is that of an 
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existing group with a literary historical self-consciousness rather than a grouping together of 
disparate poets with similar aesthetic ideas” (“The ‘New’” 495). A sense of generationalism (in 
time) occurs through their shared status as young poets who generally began writing in the late 
1960s in Australia (exceptions exist, such as John Forbes who was still in high school in 1968, or 
Philip Hamial who did not migrate to Australia until 1972). There is a clear sense of shared 
opposition on a number of issues, from resistance to existing poetic forms to hostility towards 
Australia’s involvement in the Vietnam war. Hemensley writes that “‘Vietnam’ was the shorthand 
for all that was ugly, evil, and obsolescent in the world. The need for new was felt by many people 
in every situation from the socio-political to the literary” (“Beginnings” 15).  
Australia, in the late 1960s, experienced an unprecedented rise in the youth demographic, as 
“baby boomers” (post Wold War 2 babies) came of age. From 1946 to 1961 more than four million 
Australians were born and, between 1962 and 1972, Australia’s adult population increased by 
almost three million as the “baby boomers” reached voting age, which up until 1973 had been 
twenty-one years (“Baby Boomers” n.pag.). This demographic shift occurred alongside other 
significant factors and catalysts for young poets writing at the end of the 1960s and throughout the 
1970s in Australia: advancements in printing technology, increased access to tertiary education and 
opposition to Australia’s involvement in the Vietnam War. The Vietnam War is seen by many as a 
uniting element for youth during the 1960s and into the 1970s, a period also recognised for its 
emphasis on “people power,” collective action and alternative lifestyles.  
The generation of 68 poet Robert Kenny describes the period as the realisation that “we were 
not from our backyards” (Personal n.pag.). Existing models and traditions were being challenged as 
young people looked for new ways of living, and young poets were experimenting with new ways 
of writing, simultaneously condemning America for its involvement in the Vietnam war, while also 
looking to America for new social models, new modes of writing and a new level of political 
activism. Laurie Duggan recalls, “[t]he question on the lips of my friends and myself back in the 
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late 1960s was ‘Why not?’ We were coming to maturity in what may now be seen as a fracture-
point between eras rather than an indicator of future directions” (“Amaze” n.pag.).  
The generation of 68 is often read in relation to revolutionary or political themes and their 
experimental or avant-garde status. McCooey acknowledges that the generation of 68 poets often 
misrepresented or distorted established Australian poetry figures in order to present themselves as 
removed and different, and he uses this idea to begin making an argument about the experimental 
nature of the generation of 68, concluding that their “originality was arguable,” as they borrowed 
from earlier avant-garde and American poetry (162). McCooey argues that the writing of the 
generation of 68 did not live up to or fulfil the intentions and rhetoric of the group. The introduction 
to The New Australian Poetry is often read as an avant-garde manifesto, but one, as Duggan points 
out, that the poets included did not sign (Personal n.pag.). Similarly, Gray and Lehmann argue that 
Tranter’s claim that the generation of 68 are avant-gardists, experimentalists, and modernists is 
“misleading” as, for them, these poets are “no more innovative than some of their opponents” (The 
Younger 14-15). These arguments about the avant-garde nature of the generation of 68 seek to 
unpick the way the generation positioned themselves in relation to their predecessors and how they 
positioned themselves in relation to their contemporaries. In both cases, the generation of 68 did so 
(in part) through their claim of avant-gardism, which McCooey, Gray and Lehmann challenge.   
Noel Macainsh describes the generation of 68 poets as “radicals, anarchists, terrorist manqués, 
demo-experts, drug-heroes and libertarians, in a conglomerate of factors too capricious and 
unmediated to be properly homogeneous” (“Australian” 21). It is the lack of homogeneity, the very 
heterogeneous nature of the generation of 68, that McCooey agues “has become more visible, 
significant and historically interesting through time.” McCooey acknowledges the aspirations of the 
young poets, while affording space for a sense of generationalism that does not require 
homogeneity.  
Duwell writes that the generation of 68 were united by what they opposed, be it the Vietnam 
War or “establishment” poetry (“The ‘New,’” 495). The poets can be read as political. While their 
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poetry was not necessarily political, writing poetry could be seen by some to be a political act in 
itself (“the personal is political”), while others saw it primarily as a means of self-expression. 
Adamson remembers, “I used to think poetry can change the world. I used to think that clearly and I 
saw Bob Dylan doing that” (Adamson, Personal n.pag.). Hemensley, on the other hand, believed 
that, 
The arts were a very natural place for people who were dis-affected and dis-affiliated, if 
you like, to express themselves and to be themselves. I mean was it radical? I think it 
was natural, I mean it was part of how society was; you run away and join the circus. I 
mean you’re a poet. (Personal n.pag.)  
The label generation of 68 has been used by Tranter and others as a way to define a certain kind of 
revolutionary commitment and dedication to poetry, which has been critically understood as 
separating these young poets from other poets of their own generation, as well as older poets who 
did not share their polemical position. The New Poetry label encompasses young poets of the 1960s 
and 1970s who are considered to be innovative, experimental, avant-garde, bohemian and, in some 
instances, poètes maudits. Their oppositional rhetoric and desire for something “new” needs to be 
read alongside their opposition to the Vietnam War, conscription, and their emphasis on the 
importance of poetry, the idea that the “personal is political,” which was tied to an anti-
establishment stance, not just regarding poetry, but also society. 
While the generation of 68 are not grouped stylistically, Duwell identifies a concern common 
to the “New Poets” of the late 1960s and 1970s in Australia, the re-thinking of poetry and 
approaches to writing poems. Dobrez agrees with Duwell, that, rather than seeing the poets as a 
generation in time, it is more “a question of poetic affinities, in the end of radical approaches to the 
query ‘what is a poem?’” (31) Dobrez presents the generation of 68 as a “loose federation bound 
together by a few poetic assumptions” (32). His quasi-definition of the generation of 68 as a “loose 
federation” joined by some “poetic assumptions” provides a useful way of thinking about these 
twenty-four poets and the larger New Poetry network.  
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The responses to the phrase generation of 68 by poets included in the anthology vary widely. 
When questioned about the generation of 68 label, Hemensley said,  
One is responding then to John Tranter’s “tag” if you like, and there could be quite a lot 
of, I imagine, discussion around such a term. I remember seeing a picture in the Village 
Voice newspaper, I think it was in 1967, copies of which have been bought to 
Melbourne by Betty Burstall who had started the La Mama Café theatre in Faraday 
Street, Carlton, and there was a picture of people bearing a coffin and the description of 
it was “RIP Hippie.” And it was saying that “hippie” died the day that the media had the 
word hippie. The thing is that hippie was both a serious and fun concept, it was 
something that you could both positively be, it provided positive energies, but it was 
always if you like parenthetical. Or they would then later say – well they wouldn’t say it 
was in inverted commas – they would say it was ironic, so that even ones positive 
participation in things had a touch of irony, which again was part of the politics of the 
time. So the generation of 68, I think it has some of what I have just been describing 
involved with it. The generation of 68, it is kind of like a finger snapping term and it 
probably is John [Tranter] thinking of the Beat times and the Jazz times. So that would 
be the pinch of salt with which I would happily accept it. (Hemensley, Personal n.pag.) 
Here, Hemensley connects the “tag” to another label of the time “hippie,” and suggests that both 
terms should be read parenthetically. John Scott, another poet represented in the anthology, said he 
presumed that the label, 
the generation of 68, was a direct pinch from the “Revolution of 68,” it’s that sort of 
trying to tie sort of an uprising of Australian literary movement in poetics against the 
entrenched what would you call them? The entrenched views regarding poetry. 
(Personal n.pag.) 
Robert Kenny, responding to a question on how he would define the generation of 68 links the label 
to an international youth movement: 
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It’s probably a far broader generation than people think in terms of its influences. I 
think I would define it as a very international trend, a trend which saw itself as 
operating within an international scene rather than just within Australia. The American 
influence is important but there is also a substantial influence of British and European, 
well particularly me, I’m far more influenced by what was going on in Europe than in 
America. So I think that’s the defining thing. 
It was also involved within that whole 60s and 70s youth culture in which you had 
this whole [inaudible] and that youth metaphor was international, in a limited context. 
What we thought of as international then, which was “western” international. 
 (Personal n.pag.) 
Duggan, when questioned about the generation of 68 in an interview for The Ardent Sun, said that 
he was  
always uncomfortable with the tag. I saw it as a strategy, but it was a strategy that 
backfired. Not on its originator, but on all those people who were seen to be 
“followers.” The thing about the first Tranter anthology is that it groups together people 
who in a number of cases didn’t even know each other. But people who didn’t like the 
work—and some reviewers didn’t even get past the introduction, which was the source 
of all the problems—tended to see the “generation” as some kind of literary gang. 
(Interview vi)  
It is interesting how divergent the readings of the label “generation of 68” are among poets 
who have critically been identified by that term, and also how these interpretations tend towards 
cultural readings of the period, rather than their poetic impulses, or a sense of participation in a 
literary “generation.” The label is read as a means to capture the social context of the period, an 
attempt at naming the Zeitgeist, a way to parenthetically refer to the period. The statements from the 
poets above also constitute a way to establish their strong sense of a generational movement, 
regardless of their historical accuracy.  
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Critical Approaches to the Generation of 68  
Dobrez argues that the label generation of 68 is “well-established, not least in the minds of its 
detractors, and may be used without coyness, like that other label, the New Poetry, provided one 
remains aware of the limits of such pigeon-holing expressions” (Paranassus 31). Dobrez is 
conscious that it is Tranter’s use of the term generation of 68 that really provides the common 
understanding of the label which was used by other critics writing in response to Tranter’s 1977 
article (Macainsh; O’Connor, “Greying”). However, as a category, the generation of 68 label was 
crystallised critically by Tranter’s employment and explication in the introduction to The New 
Australian Poetry (1979). Dobrez writes that The New Australian Poetry represents “Tranter’s taste, 
his interpretation of the nature of the New Poetry, and one may well query the centrality of this” 
(36). However, he concedes that, despite it being a singular interpretation and there being a number 
of alternative anthologies, Tranter’s “is as good a starting point as any and perhaps better than 
most” for an examination of New Poetry in Australia (36).  
The publication of Dobrez’s account of the generation of 68 group in Parnassus Mad Ward: 
Michael Dransfield and the New Australian Poetry (1990) was the first extended study of the group 
since the publication of John Tranter’s anthology The New Australian Poetry (1979) and Martin 
Duwell’s book of interviews with many of the poets, A Possible Contemporary Poetry (1982). In 
the last twenty years, scholarship on the generation of 68 group has been found predominantly in 
chapter entries in companions to Australian literary history (such as The Cambridge Companion to 
Australian Literature [2000], and The Cambridge History of Australian Literature [2009]). Patricia 
Dobrez’s biography, Michael Dransfield’s Lives (1999) is the first biography written on any 
member of the generation of 68 group. There is a collection of essays on Tranter’s poetry, The Salt 
Companion to John Tranter (edited by Mengham in 2010), and an assembly of poems, essays and 
anecdotes about John Forbes, Homage to John Forbes (2002), edited by Ken Bolton and published 
after Forbes’s death. Tranter edited a posthumous collection of Martin Johnson’s work, Martin 
Johnson: Selected Poems and Poetry (1993), which includes interviews with Johnson, essays, and 
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book reviews. Adamson has written an autobiography, Inside Out (2004), and a book of 
memoirs, Wards of the State (1992). Most recent criticism on the generation of 68 poets is in the 
form of book reviews and interviews, rather than full length articles or critical monographs.  
Dobrez’ book is significant as the only sustained account of the “New Poets.” In Parnassus 
Mad Ward he reads Michael Dransfield as central to the generation of 68 and New Poetry in as 
much as he writes about poets through their relationship to Dransfield, who is the main focus of the 
book. Dobrez writes a detailed consideration of Dransfield and his poetry in part through his poetic 
milieu. The generation of 68 poets provide the context for this examination. Duwell, reviewing the 
book, writes, “[i]t offers, constellated around a major figure, though in many respects atypical 
figure, a survey of almost every poet of significance who has achieved any kind of prominence in 
the last thirty years” (“Reviews,” 94). Dobrez’ book spans what remains a largely unwritten poetry 
history and, as Duwell intimates, Dransfield is perhaps atypical of this group of poets. He is 
certainly seen as atypical of Tranter’s generation of 68 group. His inclusion in The New Australian 
Poetry was met with derision by some critics who felt that Tranter had “co-opted” Dransfield to 
promote his cause, due to Dransfield’s association with a certain type of “drug poetry” and 
alternative lifestyle. However, what Dobrez does demonstrate is Dransfield’s relationship to the 
poets of his own generation. He also situates the generation of 68 in relation to the preceding 
generation, the “New Impulse” poets collected by Hall and Shapcott in New Impulses in Australian 
Poetry (1968). Dobrez’ project demonstrates many of the same questions guiding this thesis: 
specifically, how to write about poets who are part of a group, yet not tightly organised around a 
single poetic; and how to write about poets from a period of Australian poetry history which 
remains largely unaccounted. Dobrez’ solution provides an impressive foray into the period, the 
poets and Dransfield. It presents one way to begin approaching poets who are part of a group or 
“generation,” working with a central figure in the “constellation” of “New Poetry.” In this thesis, 
this constellation is understood as a network, and the connections in the network are examined for a 
more decentralised understanding of the generation of 68 group.  
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The New Australian Poetry Anthology  
The critical reception of The New Australian Poetry anthology on its release was divided. Some saw 
it as a valid attempt to document a decade of new Australian poetry, while others attacked what they 
saw as a narrow focus and Tranter’s position on Australian modernism. Robert Harris argued that 
The New Australian Poetry provides “a cohesive account of the most successful chapter [of avant-
garde writing], and a document broad enough to make particular failures and misunderstandings 
intelligible” (“Two” 32). Similarly, David Carter wrote that The New Australian Poetry “is an 
important book, containing the most substantial evidence so far of the achievement, preoccupations 
and contradictions in the work of the ‘Generation of ’68.’” He recognises that the anthology is 
“explicitly presented as a ten-year retrospective,” hence “the selection is openly delimited and 
exclusive [and not a] ‘broad cross-section’” (“Ongoing”159). 
Some critics dismissed the anthology as irrelevant or characterised by bad poetry. Michael 
Alexander reviews A.D. Hope’s The New Cratylus and The New Australian Poetry and devotes 
only three sentences to The New Australian Poetry; he rejects the anthology as “feeble in most of 
the ways that experimental ‘poetry’ can be. Unlike Donald M. Allen’s American anthology, which 
it emulates, it is also dated and derivative. Drivel such as this corroborates Hope’s position” (57). 
Other critics read the anthology as already out-dated. Les Wicks asks “Is this history or nostalgia?” 
and argues that, 
The real achievement of the writers of the 60s is that they paved the way for faster 
changes. And as each successive wave of writers supplants the previous one, ‘the 
generation of 68’ and ‘of 74’ have little choice: They can ignore the off-spring of their 
rebellion, or they can join us as best they can. Either way, ‘1979,’ doesn’t give a shit. 
(37)  
Martin Harrison writes that The New Australian Poetry is a “more avowedly documentary 
anthology than most,” and that “Tranter’s intentions are quite clear . . . by selecting the work of 
some of his generation’s poets, he has attempted to begin establishing an Australian version of 
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modernism” (“A Note” 39-40). Gary Catalano acknowledges the same point, but holds that 
“Tranter’s conception of modernism is inadequate for any genuine understanding of the 
phenomenon” (85), and he calls Tranter’s “version” a “provincial caricature of modernism” (86). 
Rae Desmond Jones is included in the anthology and believes that there is a disconnect between 
Tranter’s “introduction and the poets that it seems to present” (“The Ambiguous” 497). Jones 
argues, despite his criticism of the introduction, that “Tranter has made the most serious statement 
for the new poetry which does not fall back on ‘extraneous’ social criteria, and which still takes 
social criteria into account” (497).  
 Tranter designed a flyer advertising The New Australian Poetry (see appendix one), a 
parody of advertising of the time. The language of the flyer is sensational, and includes an image of 
a “beatnik” party and the title, “THEY DARED TO LIVE!” and the subtitle, “the generation of 68.” 
The first paragraph of the flyer reads, “[d]rugs and sex weren’t enough! In the turmoil of the late 
1960s a new generation of writers burst onto the scene. Heedless of restraint, and filled with urges 
they themselves only half understood, they wanted——and demanded—more! Much more!” 
(Tranter, “They”) Adamson recalls the flyer as a “brilliant piece of advertising copy, [Tranter] 
would have been a brilliant advertising guy. It is interesting. I only treated it fairly lightly, but those 
things, ‘make it new’ from Pound and ‘we must be absolutely modern’ pretty much guided us a lot 
us” (Adamson, Personal n.pag.). The advertising can be read as an attempt to generate excitement 
for the release of the anthology, but it is also self-conscious and parodying. Still, as Adamson 
acknowledges, the exaggeration of the copy was underpinned by genuine concerns shared by 
generation of 68 poets. Through the image and the language of the flyer, Tranter makes a claim for 
the newness of the poetry which is framed within popular culture. It is a gesture which speaks to the 
generation which it represents.  
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New Poetry Anthologies: 1968-1979 
A cluster of Australian poetry anthologies appeared in the decade following 1968, each claiming to 
be representative of new poetry in Australian. There are some clear distinctions between the 
different “categories” of anthologies that are worth noting, as inevitably these anthologies present 
competing versions of “new.” Examined together, these anthologies demonstrate that in compiling 
an anthology of New Poetry Tranter was not doing something idiosyncratic, but trying to give one 
“slice” of something that others too had noticed. The anthologies provide a way to approach 
contemporary poetry, a way to read groupings of poets, and critical approaches to New Poetry.  
Dobrez argues that three anthologies (Australian Poetry Now, Applestealers, and The New 
Australian Poetry) established “the fact of a generation of ’68” (“Australian” 289). These 
anthologies, as implicit acts of criticism, present a way to approach contemporary Australian poetry. 
The anthologies of the period act to some extent as representative summations and offer a way to 
chart and understand the period (Haskell, “Scribbling” 460). Haskell argues that anthologies such as 
The Penguin Book of Australian Verse (ed. Thompson, Slessor, and Howarth 1958, later 
republished as The Penguin Book of Modern Australian Verse 1961) and Poetry in Australia (ed. 
Moore and Stewart 1964) are examples of anthologies produced in the mid-twentieth century that 
“did not see a rupture in the Australian tradition” (460). The break, according to Haskell, occurs 
with the publication of Hall and Shapcott’s New Impulses in Australian Poetry (1968), and is 
consolidated by Shapcott’s Australian Poetry Now (1970), Tranter’s The New Australian Poetry 
(1979), and even Gray and Lehmann’s The Younger Australian Poets (1983); which were published 
in response to Tranter’s anthology (460-61). These anthologies all present new poetry being 
produced in Australia, but only some of them aim to present New Poetry and a new generation of 
poets. The volume Applestealers (1974) should also be included in Haskell’s list of anthologies that 
demonstrate a break with tradition. 
Hall and Shapcott’s anthology, New Impulses in Australian Poetry (1968), is the first 
collection to “see a rupture in the Australian tradition” and it attempts to create an account of the 
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changes (Haskell 460). The introduction to New Impulses states that the anthology aims to “clarify 
the accomplishments of Australian poetry in breaking fresh ground during the past decade, 
particularly since 1960” (1). The “new impulses” poets are not presented by Hall and Shapcott as 
making a revolutionary break with Australian tradition. Rather, the volume is presented as having 
“no poems by the accepted hierarchy,” and being sensitive to the changes and developments in new 
Australian poetry (Introduction). The anthology includes Vincent Buckley, Gwen Harwood, 
Randolph Stow, and Francis Webb, and presents a weak sense of generationalism; if anything there 
is a sense of a “generation of 58,” a middle generation of poets who are situated between the post-
war poets (like Stewart, Hope, and Wright) and the “new poets” (such as Adamson, Dransfield, and 
Tranter). However, Haskell is right to see the anthology as a turning point. New Impulses is the first 
of a number of anthologies that attempts to represent changes in new Australian poetry of the 
period. These changes occur rapidly, and only one poet in this collection, Bruce Beaver, was also 
included by Tranter in The New Australian Poetry (1979) a decade later.  
The New Impulses anthology was quickly succeeded by Shapcott’s Australian Poetry Now 
(1970), which is introduced as being a survey of Australian poetry at the end of the 1960s, and 
includes sixty-four “older – but still contemporary – poets,” “widely recognized younger poets,” 
and “outstanding younger poets in their early twenties (or even younger)” (xi). This anthology is the 
first to include a number of “new (experimental) poets” who also appear in successive New Poetry 
anthologies. Australian Poetry Now includes eleven poets from New Impulses. Thirteen of the sixty-
four poets in this anthology are included in The New Australian Poetry. While not attempting to 
represent a specific group or generation of poets, Shapcott’s Australian Poetry Now is the first 
anthology of the period that is sympathetic to the new generation of young poets. The anthology 
includes Adamson, Buckmaster, Dransfield and Tranter. Robert Ward, reviewing New Impulses 
writes, “One might remark that there is something surreal about mountains being their own 
cartographers, but in poetry, nature is often expected to act peculiarly” (“Poetry” 165). A similar 
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observation can be made of Tranter, the poet who assumed the role of cartographer and 
spokesperson for the generation of 68 group.  
A much more experimental, underground production, appeared in Applestealers, selected and 
introduced by Robert Kenny and Ken Talbot in 1974. Unlike New Impulses and Australian Poetry 
Now, it was the first collection to explicitly declare its break with Australian poetry pre-1960, which 
it characterised as having “an abnormal mediocracy” (22). The editors acknowledge that their break 
with the Australian literary scene “happened not as a reaction to the situation . . . but in profound 
ignoreance of it.” Their poets, they argue, ignore what has gone before in Australia poetry (25). 
Seventeen poets are included, and the book is described by Kenny as a “representative volume,” 
which focuses predominantly on writers associated with New Poetry magazine in Sydney and the 
La Mama Poetry Workshops in Melbourne (32). Talbot prefaces the compilation with a warning, 
calculated it seems to place critical distance between Applestealers and anthologies like Australian 
Poetry Now. “This book,” he writes, “is a collection of some of the poetry written in Australia 
during the past seven years. It has been named new poetry which can stand as some sort of 
definition, although this book is not being touted as ‘definitive,’ or as an anthology” (12). It was not 
meant to be a representative collection of New Poetry. Thirteen of the seventeen poets included in 
Applestealers also appear in The New Australian Poetry.  
Responding to Applestealers as well as Balmain and Fitzroy avant-garde poets, the Canberra 
poet Mark O’Connor3 writes that the “60s Underground nourished two great delusions. One, the 
original one, was that they were part of a great happening, ‘the 1968 revolution’ (sic) which would 
make obsolete all earlier Australian poetry” the other, he argues, was the “consoling delusion . . . 
                                               
 
 
 
3
 There are two Mark O’Connors. The Canberra poet Mark O’Connor, and the Sydney poet John Nash, who is also 
known as Mark O’Connor. Nash is referred to as the “real Mark O’Connor” by generation of 68 poets, including 
Dugan, Forbes, Roberts and Tranter (Tranter, “The Real”). 
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that major writers are always rejected when they first appear” (7). O’Connor wrote outside these 
poetry scenes. He questions the self-mythologising nature of the Sydney and Melbourne 
“Undergrounds”, which anthology introductions tend to demonstrate, and what he sees as the 
misguided appropriation of 1968 as a symbol for youth rebellion. The revolutionary zeal of 
Applestealers was an easy target for a dispassionate reviewer to criticise. Applestealers, like the 
other New Poetry anthologies, is an artefact informed and limited by the context that produced it. 
The New Australian Poetry followed this experimental collection, and like Applestealers the 
introduction openly proclaims its break from the past. While Applestealers announced “New 
Poetry,” Tranter’s anthology announced a “new generation” of poets. His polemical introduction 
names and attempts to contextualise historically the generation of 68 poets, whom he saw as having 
a “commitment to the overhauling of poetic method and function” (xxvi). The introduction does not 
share the urgency of Applestealers. Instead, The New Australian Poetry offers a retrospective of a 
time coming to an end, rather than the “nowness” of Applestealers.  
The next New Poetry anthology was The Younger Australian Poets, edited and selected by 
Robert Gray and Geoffrey Lehmann in 1983, and aims to challenge Tranter’s representation of New 
Poetry. It includes some of the poets published in The New Australian Poetry (Adamson, Roberts, 
Tranter, Dransfield, Viidikas, Forbes, and Buckmaster) as it sets out to “discover what survives of 
Australia’s so-called ‘poetry explosion’ of the 1970s” (11). According to Gray and Lehmann, this 
period has been obscured by “an unprecedented degree of factionalism among the poets” and the 
production of “partisan” anthologies, which may refer to The New Australian Poetry and 
Applestealers (11). Gray and Lehmann accuse most of the generation of 68 poets of “rejecting the 
validity of all Australian poetry which preceded their own” (11), and say that their claims of being 
“experimentalists” and “the avant-garde” are “ based upon their having appropriated wholesale an 
established, anthologised American style of writing—that of the New York school” (14). It is an 
interesting accusation, given the generation of 68 poets are included in The Younger Australian 
Poets, which is the last anthology to attempt to document this moment in Australian poetry history.  
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Two poetry magazine editions, the “Preface to the Seventies” (1970) issue of Poetry Australia 
edited by Tranter, and the “New Writing in Australia Special Issue” (1977) of Australian Literary 
Studies, can also be compared to the poetry anthologies discussed above. Both magazines draw 
together a number of “New Poets” of the period. “Preface to the Seventies” includes poetry by a 
number of poets who would be seen at the end of the decade as part of the generation of 68 group 
(including Dransfield, Viidikas and Wearne) alongside articles by more established figures 
(including Hall, Shapcott and Tulip). The “New Writing in Australia” editorial states that the aim of 
the issue is the “consideration of new writing that has grown up in Australia since the late 1960s” 
(114). The editorial includes a quotation from Tranter, where he argues that “to be wilfully ignorant 
of current experimental writing is a deliberate quasi-political act, similar to voting with the herd in 
an election because you can’t be bothered finding out what the issues are” (114). These magazines 
present themselves as attempting to find out the “issues,” and represent experimental writing. As 
such they provide a way to begin understanding post-war contemporary Australian poetry. These 
collections attempt to illuminate New Poetry for their audiences, and account for changes in 
Australian poetry.  
This desire is also evident in Virginia Osborne’s 1971 Vogue magazine article “The Poetry 
Explosion.” In the article Osborne characterises Australia as “the back end of the cultural 
pantomime horse” who now has its “hind legs . . . jigging and skittering in a most noticeable way, 
and forcing the pace of the staid and arthritic front legs before them” (86). The article includes 
Robert Adamson, Tranter, Michael Dransfield, Martin Johnson, Terry Larsen and Peter Skrzynecki 
as exemplars of the new trend of young poets “exploding” onto the Australian poetry scene. She 
links the renewed public interest in poetry to pop figures like “Dylan, The Beatles and Leonard 
Cohen” who “have undeniably been an added force in the spreading cult of poetry” (86). Of the 
poets Osborne mentions, all but Larsen and Skrzynecki would be included in Tranter’s anthology at 
the end of the decade. The article can be seen as one of a number of forerunners to Tranter’s 
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anthology, because it aimed to collect together a number of poets held to be representative of 
changes in Australian poetry from late 1960s onwards.  
 
Other Critical Approaches 
Anthologies are only one of the ways critics have approached the break with tradition provided by 
New Poetry in Australia in the 1960s and 1970s. Other critical approaches include locating groups 
within oppositional models, or identifying thematic and stylistic similarities. For this period in 
Australia’s poetry history, where little of that history has been written, it can be difficult to situate 
the generation of 68 group in contemporary (post World War 2) Australian poetry history. Yet, for 
each critic writing on post-war or contemporary poetry history in Australia, how to deal with the 
generation of 68 is an unavoidable concern. This question functions as a structuring device, as it 
articulates a major issue in understanding this period and contemporary Australian poetry overall. 
Critics seek to diffuse and dilute the simple idea of oppositions between the new and the old, the 
progressive and the reactionary, that characterise recent debates about New Poetry, by integrating 
them back into a history that is both longer and more varied.  
Writing in 1987, James Tulip sketched “general trends and aspects of the past twenty years” 
in “Poetry Since 1965.” He includes the generation of 68, Les Murray and others who demonstrate a 
“commitment to the Australian tradition,” a “resurgence in the 1970s of poets who had established 
their reputations before the changes of the late 1960s,” a “middle generation of writers” including 
David Malouf, Rodney Hall, Judith Rodriguez, Thomas Shapcott, and Roger McDonald, and the 
“recent emergence of women writers as a new force in Australian poetry” (“Poetry” 478). Tulip’s 
broad brushstrokes give a picture of the complexity of the Australian poetry scene post-1965. The 
generation of 68 group occupies a certain space, as do contemporaries like Les Murray, Geoffrey 
Lehmann, and Robert Gray, and post-war poets who continued to publish during the 1970s such as 
David Campbell and Rosemary Dobson, and women writers anthologised in collections such as 
Mother I’m Rooted (edited by Jennings in 1975) and The Penguin Book of Australian Women Poets 
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(edited by Hampton and Llewellyn in 1986). We can see that dividing poets into groups is a way to 
begin examining contemporary Australian poetry (“contemporary” here means post-1965), and 
allows critics to group together “general trends and aspects.” In this instance Tulip attempts to 
account for the “general transformation of the poetry scene” (Tulip, “Poetry” 475).    
The divisions also work to place different groups or generations of poets in opposition to one 
another. Duwell argues that the generation of 68 poets “form a coherent group”, within the 
increasing poetic activity of the 1960s and 1970s in Australia, that makes it tempting to isolate them 
critically (“The ‘New’” 493). This isolation of the generation of 68 in turn often leads to a focus on 
their rivalries and oppositions. Tulip notes that the generation of 68 is often read in opposition to 
other generations of poets which they were “battling,” especially the post-war generation of poets, 
including Stewart, Hope, McAuley, Wright and FitzGerald (“Contemporary” 83). These rivalries 
were documented in poetry journals of the time and have continued to characterise readings of post-
1965 Australian poetry. The historical descriptions of the factions and oppositions, and the thinking 
in terms of oppositional models, obscures what was occurring in a specific group like the generation 
of 68.  
There certainly were conflicts between poets, and these form part of our understanding of the 
time. In Graham Rowland’s article, “Poetry and the Clique’s Claque,” he accuses Hemensley of 
“foisting on us a new cultural cringe,” and Adamson of “pissing on poets concerned with issues,” 
and argues that due to “gang warfare in Australian poetry” his article will now “exclude [him] from 
acceptance in several places where [he] submit[s]” (404-05). Don Anderson argues that Australian 
poetry in the 1970s “ran the danger of becoming the closest thing we had to a bloodsport” 
(“American” 481). Forbes once described the Australian poetry scene as a “knife fight in a 
telephone booth” (Duggan, “In Dialogue”). These factions caused divisions, not only between the 
poets, but between our readings of the poets.  
Les Murray saw Australian poetry as having a “poets’ mafia” that consisted of “splits and 
factions and gangs” (Moffitt 36-37). In response to this statement, an issue of New Poetry called the 
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Mafia Issue”4 featured poets’ responses to the question, “What are your views on the Poetry 
Mafia?” The poets’ one-line responses are taken from lines of their poetry and reviews (47). 
Duggan argues that this factionalism is represented by the “‘Generation of 68’ vs. ‘Les Murray is 
God’ divisions” in anthologies (“Interview,” The Ardent ix). Factionalism is also apparent in the 
introductions of poetry anthologies of the period. Editors frequently use oppositions in an attempt to 
define their selection; it provides a way to define what something is, by providing an example of 
what it is not. While this is a way to position poets, the factions create lacunas, and obscure the 
connections between poets.  
McCooey is conscious of this problem. In “Contemporary Poetry: Across Party Lines,” 
(2000) he aims to provide an historical and literary context for Australian contemporary poetry, 
including the generation of 68 group. McCooey acknowledges that many critics and literary 
historians read contemporary Australian poetry in terms of its factionalism and oppositions, which, 
he argues, overlooks the differences within groups, and significantly the connections between the 
“factions.” McCooey contends that if we look beyond oppositional models, we can examine the 
connections and connectedness of factions and groups. McCooey moves away from seeing the 
generation of 68 as a separate distinct group, in order to examine the precursors and successors of 
the generation of 68, and begin placing them into an Australian literary tradition. He offers a way to 
move beyond binaries, but this approach overlooks the importance of the connections within the 
groups of the generation of 68. 
John Kinsella also attempts to place the generation of 68 in a broader Australian literary 
tradition. He argues that the generation of 68 is part of an Australian poetry tradition that has 
“historically . . . been consciously or unconsciously experimental and innovative” (Introduction 2). 
                                               
 
 
 
4
 New Poetry 25.4 (Dec. 1977) 
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Kinsella sees the generation of 68 poets as participants in Australia’s experimental tradition, and he 
connects the tendencies of the late 1960s and 70s poets and poetry “to the urge towards innovation 
prevalent from the earliest poetry written in Australia” (Introduction 10). Kinsella acknowledges 
that poets and critics alike have always grouped and categorised poets, because it allows “critics and 
writers to see poets as either belonging to or departing from particular movements” (Introduction 
10).  
Kinsella argues that Tranter’s anthology is an attempt to “define itself against” the binary 
“Boeotian and Athenian” debate engendered by Murray and Peter Porter (10), which had some 
minor influence as a factional way of reading contemporary Australian poetry. The Boeotian and 
Athenian groups are proposed as a “dichotomy between country and city, old world and new world, 
creativity and rationality,” or put another way, the “rural lyric” and the “urban non-lyric” (10-11). 
The dichotomy creates a system of categorising poets as “either belonging to or departing from” a 
side or movement, and the ability to “define them through the activity of their peers” (10). By 
presenting the generation of 68 as a group defining itself against another group, Kinsella recognises 
the factionalism, but remains cautious about an over reliance on this model.   
McCooey argues that while the poets may have been oppositional, critically “oppositional 
models can also mask anxieties” and overshadow contemporary poetry debates (158). With this in 
mind, oppositional models remain a useful starting point when examining what the generation of 68 
was and was not, in so much as the model’s secondary oppositions (rural/ urbane, political/ non-
political) can help to define the general shape of the generation of 68 group, while recognising that 
overlaps exist between the group and other “factions.” The question then is how to understand the 
group in relation to these things, factions and oppositions existed, but so did internal differences and 
external stimulation. A network approach offers a way to examine closely the groups within the 
generation of 68 group. We are able to acknowledge the often rhetorical nature of their opposition 
and the connections between the groups. This approach can be extended to recognise and examine 
many other groups and factions within a much larger post-war Australian poetry network. This 
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thesis concentrates on the connections in a New Poetry network with a focus on the generation of 
68 group.  
Another way to conceptualise the “poetry explosion” of the late 1960s and 1970s in Australia 
is as a renaissance (Travers, “These Gods” 2). If we think of New Poetry as having a number of 
“generations” or immanent groups like the “San Francisco renaissance,” we can establish a model 
or approach that allows for the exploration of these groups and the networks and connections 
between these groups, even if our focus in this instance is on one group, the generation of 68, and 
the groups that comprise it (Kane 11). A renaissance has connotations of rebirth or revival. It 
implicitly acknowledges that Australia has a history of bohemian and avant-garde poets (nothing 
comes from nothing, a rebirth or revival has seeds in other periods), and yet it speaks also of the 
flourishing of experimental poetic activity that occurred in the late 1960s and throughout the 1970s 
in Australia. The generation of 68 group is but one of a multiplicity of groups contributing to the 
poetic renaissance occurring in this period, and can be understood as one aspect of the larger 
Australian poetry network.  
The question of “how to deal with the ‘generation of 68’” continues to feature in recent 
debates and critical writing on the generation of 68, “New Poetry,” and contemporary Australian 
poetry. The contentious label, and the provenance of the term generation of 68 have been discussed 
to begin to situate Tranter’s group of poets presented in The New Australian Poetry in relation to 
critical readings of the “generation” and Australian poetry history of the late 1960s and 1970s. The 
sense of generationalism is clearly linked to a historical period, shared cultural experiences between 
the poets, and their identities as “New Poets.” This raises questions about Tranter’s connections to 
the poets included in the anthology, the connections between these poets, and the key nodes that 
constitute the generation of 68. The following chapter presents network theory as a methodology for 
literary studies to provide a new theoretical approach to begin answering these questions.  
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Chapter Two 
Network Theory: A New Critical Approach to the Generation of 68 
 
FORBES always said that it [the term generation of 68] first came to 
prominence as a joke, on a flyer for a poetry reading held in late 70s 
SYDNEY announcing something like 
 
WHERE ARE THEY NOW THE GENERATION OF '68?. 
 
& in the absence of anything else I would surely go along with that. 
Certainly that's how it will be in the Movie Version. 
 
When in doubt trust the movie version I say especially the one inside your 
head.  
 
Alan Wearne, “Re: Referencing” 
 
Despite all the qualifications critics and poets have made, there is still a point in attempting to 
understand this loose group of poets as a generation. This chapter examines network theory and 
ways a network approach can be utilised to fully understand the dynamics of the generation of 68. A 
network approach offers a way to move beyond a reliance on binary or oppositional models. I argue 
that networks can illuminate the importance of group dynamics for the production and reception of 
their poetry. The chapter begins with a discussion of the ways critics use networks as a 
methodology and focuses on work by Philip Mead and Irad Malkin. Mead offers a way to begin 
thinking about networks and poetry, while Malkin offers a network approach which can be applied 
to this generational group. The chapter then presents the generation of 68 network, and discusses 
ways to record the formation of the network, and the implications of connections in the network. 
 
Methodology: Network Theory and Literary Studies  
A number of critics have recently employed the idea of networks as part of their approach to 
literature and history. They offer insights into how a networked approach might facilitate a more 
complex understanding of a poetic generation. Mead, in Networked Language: Culture and History 
in Australian Poetry (2008), and Malkin, in A Small Greek World: Networks in the Ancient 
Mediterranean (2011), use the concept of networks as a way to examine relationships between 
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people, culture, and history. These two works provide a starting point for developing a network 
approach to a poetic generation. Read together, Mead and Malkin offer ways to begin rethinking 
critical approaches to connections and communication, and to contemporary cultural criticism, 
which can be applied to create a new reading of the generation of 68 (Mead 3; Malkin 25).  
Ideas of literary networks are linked in part to Bourdieu’s theory of “the field,” a useful 
concept when beginning to think about plotting information, and how structure informs our reading 
of the content. The field, Bourdieu explains, “is a form of analysis situs [topography],” in which 
every position “is subjectively defined by the system of distinctive properties by which it can be 
situated relative to other positions” (The Field 30). In other words, the field (which is a space with 
rules) is constituted by a number of positions. These positions are relative to one another, as they 
depend upon one another for their very existence. The field then is a “space of positions” (30).  
For Bourdieu, the cultural field is conceived as “a radical [form of] contextualization,” in that 
it takes into account works, producers, and positions (Johnson 9). It allows us to examine the work 
as well as the structure of the field. In this way, meaning is found in “the history and structure of the 
field itself,” not just in the text or the social structure (9). Therefore, meaning resides not in the 
“internal readings or modes of external analysis,” but in all these things at once (the work, the social 
agents, and rules of the space) (9). Consequently, for analysis that aims for a “thorough 
understanding of cultural goods and practices,” the framework must be integrated into the analysis 
(10).  
A network functions in a similar way to a field: within the network, as with the field, there are 
positions, or, in the case of networks, nodes, which are relative and dependent on one another. The 
nodes constitute the network, along with the connections between the nodes, although they do not 
necessarily depend upon each other for their existence. The network can be integrated into the 
analysis, so when we examine a poetry generation we can combine textual reading with social 
context, or the network in which the text was produced. In this way, networks provide a way to 
examine texts and “generations” in the social networks which produced them.  
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Diagram 1. Tate Gallery Field (Grenfell and Hardy 94). 
 
Bourdieu’s field is very different from a network. Bourdieu is not interested in plotting 
networks in the way network theory is, and the logic of the field differs from the logic of network 
model. If we think of a network as a series of nodes with connecting lines (refer to diagram two), 
this is not at all what the model of the field looks like. Bourdieu’s models are always boxes within 
boxes (refer to diagram one). They are a model of an economy that is a bounded space with internal 
dynamics. His argument is that every individual, every text, every institution, and so on, will have a 
position in relation to the fundamental “poles” of the field. Its provenance is structuralist theory, 
with the field imagined as a structure (not a network) with all the elements held in position in 
relation to all the others. In Bourdieu’s words,  
fields present themselves synchronically as structured spaces of positions (or posts) 
whose properties depend on their position within these spaces and which can be 
analysed independently of the characteristics of their occupants . . . a state of the power 
relations among the agents or institutions. (Sociology 72) 
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The similarity is that both models are relational models, but they conceive of the relations in very 
different terms. It is not necessarily that they contradict each other, but rather, they are tools 
custom-made for different purposes.  
If we can map the nodes within the network of a poetry “generation,” we can examine the 
relationships and connections between the nodes, the poets and the poetry. What this provides is a 
framework which allows us to examine the generation in relation to its group dynamics without 
assuming a centralised or homogeneous generation. We can acknowledge and explore the role 
nodes and connections within the network have for the poets, their writing and publishing. 
Networks provide a way to conceptualise a poetry generation in terms of the many parts which 
constitute it and in turn offer us a way to analyse the history of the network and production of the 
generation. Like the field, networks offer a way to explore meaning that is produced in the structure 
of the network. In other words, it provides a way to examine how the structure of the network 
impacts on our reading of the poets.  
Networks provide a way to study connections between actors who are connected in the 
network. The actors, or nodes, can be almost anything. In the case of a group of poets or a literary 
generation, the nodes might be things like groups and institutions, poetry readings, bookstores and 
poetry magazines. These nodes are connected and networked to each other through things like 
personal and professional relationships and print distribution networks. These networks are 
established by conduits, which often take the form of an interpersonal interaction, or something 
more tangible, like a poetry magazine. For analysis of the networks to be undertaken, the formation 
of a network, like the field, needs to be established.  
 
Mead’s Use of Networks  
In the introduction to Networked Language Mead writes that “[m]y interest here is in the networks 
of relations between some examples of Australian poetic creativity, the broader poetic field as a 
plan of culture, and the social history of that most renewable of resources, language” (1). Mead 
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suggests that he could have used the word “discourse” rather than “network,” except that the word 
“network” allows him to “work at a lower level of generality than ‘discursive formation,’ at the 
level of networks, the structures that constitute the discursive genome” (3). He is working upwards, 
from local elements, rather than downwards from large-scale discursive formations. Mead proposes 
to draw together poetic language and networks in order to examine both structure and connection 
under the label of “networked language” (3-4).  
Mead writes that,  
‘Networked language’ suggests the cultural and textual relations of language art, with 
all its associations of a (potentially) communicative medium, human-only pattern-
making, interconnectedness, local end-use, global extent, virtual capacity, the 
circulation of codes and energy, metacommunication, noise (interference), and 
interactivity. Poetry is networked language in the sense that it is designed to generate 
meanings through structure and connection. At the same time, because it is made of 
language, it maintains a kind of non-contiguity to the world – a ‘rhetorical’ relation, in 
deconstructive terms—the world that nevertheless it always refers to and is always 
constituted in relation to. (4) 
Mead argues that while poetry is “non-contiguous,” or “relatively autonomous” from the world, 
poetic language is both communication and networked into other kinds of language. To discuss 
poetic language, he argues, we need both dimensions. Mead’s use of the term “network” is 
combined with his analysis of poetic language, and its inseparable cultural and historical context. 
He does not use the network as a structuring device, rather the idea of networks offers him a method 
for considering the connections between poetry, the poetic field, and the history of language. Often, 
he uses the term “network” synonymously with connection. Networks are not presented as a way to 
map connections, nor to provide a system for reading the connections. Networks, for Mead, are 
connections, read against social and historical contexts. Mead’s approach is one of contextualism, 
as he attempts to devise a reading of a cultural field in relation to developments and changes in 
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poetic language, “structured by what Pierre Bourdieu in The Rule of Arts calls a ‘double 
historicisation,’ a method of re-imagining the historical emergence of a work and, in the same 
movement, the historical understanding of that re-imagining” (4).  
Mead uses some of the language of network theory, but his ideas about the usage of networks 
are limited in some ways to readings of connections between poetic language, history and culture 
(5). While his approach offers a variation to contextual reading practices, he is not primarily 
interested in an examination of connections within an identified network, like a poetry group or 
“generation,” and the effect that network connections have on their writing and publishing.  
 
Malkin’s Use of Networks 
Although not a study concerned with literature or literary generations, Malkin’s A Small Greek 
World provides a model for the use of network theory that can be applied to literary studies and to 
the generation of 68 in particular. In his book, Malkin reads the ancient Greek Mediterranean as a 
“decentralized network” (8). He is concerned with ways of showing how Greek culture spread, 
through migration and colonization, and questions the value of the term “network” as descriptive or 
explanatory (8). For Malkin, “network” is a descriptive and heuristic term, one that offers “another 
way of observing the Archaic Mediterranean” (16).  
His approach, while developed to illuminate Greek colonisation in the Archaic Mediterranean, 
offers a new way of considering data and relationships, a new logic for computing connections and 
groups. Castells argues that “[n]etworks constitute the new social morphology of our societies and 
the diffusion of networking logic substantially modifies the operation and outcomes in processes of 
production, experience, power and culture” (qtd. in Malkin 9-10). Malkin argues that “[a]pplying 
network concepts to historical civilizations seems to belong to our own Zeitgeist,” in as much as our 
thinking has been shaped by the World Wide Web and the globalised world (Malkin 9).  
Networks are often used figuratively as descriptors or metaphors to represent connections 
within social relations: business networks, networking functions, and so on. Networks can be 
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understood as charted data. Nodes can be mapped out, plotted, and connected to depict the network 
and the relationships between the nodes and connections. However, we also understand networks as 
functioning in more concrete forms such as railway lines, where train stations are nodes, and the 
railway tracks provide the connections between the nodes. Malkin contrasts two kinds of network 
models, centralised and decentralised. Some networks are centralised, and have at their heart a 
central node or hub (refer to diagram two). Malkin uses a rail network to illustrate this point: the 
central station is the node where all the train lines intersect (9-11). He argues that we can see 
decentralised networks better now due largely to the communication revolution that the internet has 
achieved. As we move away from a centralised understanding of networks, and more decentralised 
networks become available for analysis, networks take on a less hierarchical form.  
          
Diagram 2. Centralised Network (left) and Decentralised Network (right). 
For Malkin, “network” means more than connections studied in historical and social context 
(Mead). Malkin writes that “network . . . is not just a metaphor but a descriptive and heuristic term. 
It is another way of observing the Archaic Mediterranean” (16). More broadly, it is another way of 
observing and recounting a phenomenon. This is in part due to Malkin’s approach, which involves 
identifying the occurrence of the network formation (the conduits which connect nodes) and 
interpreting the implications of the formation and the connections (the outcomes of these 
connections) (16). This two-step approach provides a structured way to read a network, in part 
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through its formation and development, but also through the effects of the network and the 
connections in the network. For the generation of 68, this involves consideration of the generation 
prior to the critical usage of the generational label. This approach is, in effect, a retracing of the 
people and events which contributed to the formation of the generation, followed by a consideration 
of the effect of the network on the generation. Malkin attempts not only to situate the phenomenon, 
culturally and historically, and read the connections, but through the examination of the creation 
and realization of the phenomenon, he interprets the effects of the network relations on actors in the 
network.  
Giovanni Ruffini, reviewing Malkin’s book, argues that Malkin’s reading of the Archaic 
Mediterranean is:  
convincing, but it is not network theory. Malkin speaks of viewing Greece through a 
network perspective and of applying network concepts. He claims that advances are 
possible through the “network model.” But network perspectives, concepts, and models 
exist through network analysis. Network analysis is not a model but a method. 
Networks are not conclusions. They are assertions to be proven. Malkin writes that his 
book’s network is “not just a metaphor but a descriptive and heuristic term.” 
Descriptions require proof, however, which in network analysis means quantitative 
analysis of data. (1644) 
Ruffini reads Malkin against a specific discipline of network theory. In doing so he presents a 
narrow interpretation of the application of network theory. His dismissal of Malkin’s network 
model overlooks the sociological imperative in Malkin’s work, which is underpinned by the 
structure of social interactions and analysis of actors in the network. Network theory has 
applications in multiple disciplines, including computer science, statistical physics, and sociology. 
In social theory, network theory is “based on the idea that human behavior can be most fully 
accounted for by an understanding of the structure of social relations within which actors are 
situated” (Mizruchi 534). In sociology, “[n]etwork theorists assume that these structures have a 
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more profound impact on behaviour than do norms, values, or other subjective states . . . [and] is 
distinct from network analysis, which is a set of techniques that apply network theoretical ideas” 
(534). Therefore, despite Ruffini’s strong objections, a network theory approach is possible without 
quantitative data analysis. Malkin moves away from network analysis, and his descriptions 
constitute the proof. 
Mead introduces “network” into the vocabulary of contemporary Australian poetry criticism, 
but Malkin’s work provides a way to apply it to a poetry generation. Because of the way it models a 
decentralised network, I adopt Malkin’s two-step methodological approach to examine the 
processes of formation of the network of the generation of 68 group, and to interpret the 
implications of the connections in the network. The generation of 68 is a decentralised network in 
which there is no single hub through which connections must pass. Rather there are a number of 
nodes with varying numbers of connections (refer to diagram two). However, taken in isolation, The 
New Australian Poetry anthology deliberately presents a centralised network, as all poets in the 
collection are connected to Tranter and their inclusion is through him. Tranter is the central hub in a 
centralised network. This causes friction, because his centralised network has been imposed over 
the generation of 68’s decentralised network.  
A network approach offers new readings of the generation of 68 through the study of the 
formulation of the decentralised network and their network connections. Networks offer an 
organising principle to map the generation of 68 group through the different nodes which constitute 
this generation of poets. For this study, the twenty-four poets in the anthology provide a starting 
point for the examination the generation of 68’s network, but I acknowledge the almost infinite 
number of connections possible in a decentralised network. 
Network theory arguments are often based on information from quantative databases. This 
thesis draws on qualitative data, mostly from primary source material including interviews with 
poets, diaries, letters, and emails, as well as poetry magazines and reviews. As the thesis 
concentrates upon the formation of the generation and the New Poetry network up until the 
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publication of Tranter’s anthology, the data is restricted to the nodes and connections established 
from the late 1960s through to the publication of The New Australian Poetry in 1979. The 
organising principle underpinning the thesis is that networks offer a central reference point where 
nodes can be located and connections can be analysed. Network theory offers a structured way to 
study a group of poets aligned with a group or generation and provides a way to examine the 
dynamics of the group and the impact these relationships had, not only on the formation of the 
group, but also on the poets’ writing and publishing.  
 
A Network Approach to the Generation of 68 
A network theory approach to a poetry generations formation can be introduced in general terms 
through an anecdote. Three young men, Laurie Duggan, Alan Wearne and John Scott, met while 
students at Monash University in the late 1960s. They shared an interest in writing and reading 
poetry. Together, they revitalised the university poetry-reading group. They also acted as informal 
critics of each other’s writing, lent each other books, and suggested authors and book titles. In this 
way, they formed a small poetry group that had interpersonal relationships with the university 
poetry readings at the centre (Duggan, Personal n.pag.). When John Scott won a Poetry Society of 
Australia prize in 1970 and travelled to Sydney to accept it, he met another group of poets (Scott, 
Personal n.pag.). This group centred on New Poetry magazine, at the time under the editorship of 
Robert Adamson, and linked to the “Balmain poets,” a loose assortment of writers who lived in or 
near Balmain in Sydney, including John Tranter and Nigel Roberts.  
On his return to Melbourne Scott told the “Monash poets” about the Sydney poets (Duggan, 
Personal n.pag.). Scott recalls thinking that:  
the Poetry Society of Australia would be a very earnest organisation full of sort of high-
ranking academics . . . and I thought I’d better wear a suit up to it. So I came in with 
very long hair and a suit and tie and looked around and saw everybody was about as far 
from my imagined description as they could be. I remember Nigel Roberts came up to 
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me after we'd had the presentation and looked at the suit and says “Wow, man, that's 
really cool, you must be really stoned.” (Scott, Personal n.pag.) 
Scott was surprised and impressed by the poets he met in Sydney. Duggan says Scott returned to 
Melbourne “raving” about what was going on in the Sydney poetry scene, and this convinced 
Duggan to go to Sydney also (Duggan, Personal n.pag.). 
The meeting between Scott and the Sydney poets established relationships between Scott, his 
friends at Monash, and the poets he met in Sydney. Scott became a conduit between the Sydney and 
Monash poets, and a connection was established. This is just one example of the way connections 
were established in the New Poetry network, and by the end of the 1970s the Monash poets were 
considered key poets of a “literary generation,” the generation of 68 group, alongside poets from a 
number of groups of poets in Sydney and Melbourne (Wilde, Hooton, and Andrews, 574-75). Links 
and connections are initiated and opened up, but also nodes keep operating relatively independently, 
thereby producing both connections and differences within the network. Anecdotes like this one 
allow us to trace the establishment of a generation of 68 group by means of an examination of the 
networks and connections that can be shown to constitute it. We can chart how the connections 
between the nodes (key points of connection in the network) are established, and examine the 
implications these connections in the network have for the production, distribution, and reception of 
New Poetry written by generation of 68 poets from the late 1960s and throughout the 1970s in 
Australia.  
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Chapter Three 
Establishing Connections: The Editor and His Poets 
  
[The New Australian Poetry] was partly young men against old men . . . or 
rather young men and women against old men and women. It was partly a 
“generation gap” . . . a lot of the music we enjoyed was young people’s 
music, rock and roll, Dylan, The Beatles, and The Rolling Stones. I can’t 
imagine a university professor of English enjoying that sort of music.  
 
John Tranter, “John” 
 
Every poet included in Tranter’s The New Australian Poetry anthology is networked to him in some 
way, through personal friendships, poetry readings, reviews and magazines, each poet represented 
in the anthology is connected to Tranter. How Tranter became aware of these poets, and what his 
requirements were for inclusion in the anthology, are questions that are addressed in this chapter. 
The chapter begins with an examination of the key nodes that constitute the generation of 68 
network and it considers how these nodes were connected to form the network. This leads into a 
discussion of the production of the anthology, and an examination of Tranter’s relationships with 
the poets represented in The New Australian Poetry. This chapter provides details about these poets, 
their connections to Tranter, and to one another. In doing so, the chapter places Tranter as a central 
hub in the generation of 68 network, while acknowledging that nodes and connections exist outside, 
and extend beyond, Tranter. This chapter discusses Tranter’s place in the network as it traces the 
formation of the New Poetry network, and questions how the generation of 68 as an identifiable 
group of poets came to be. 
An examination of the formation of the network is the first step in Malkin’s approach, as it 
offers a way to begin plotting space and time, people and events, nodes and connections. The key 
nodes for the group of poets in the New Poetry network include La Mama Poetry Workshops, 
Monash University in Melbourne, Balmain (an inner city suburb in Sydney where many poets 
lived), New Poetry magazine and mini-magazines like Crosscurrents, The Great Auk, and Our 
Glass. These nodes are variously networked to each other through conduits like poetry readings, 
poetry magazines, publications, reviews and friendships. The chapter begins with a discussion about 
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how the different groups which constitute Tranter’s generation of 68 group were established and 
how they became connected, thus charting the formation of the network. It also addresses how The 
New Australian Poetry anthology was produced and examines connections between the twenty-four 
poets represented in the anthology. Finally, the chapter presents biographical and bibliographical 
details for each of the poets, which begin to locate them in the network and as part of the generation 
of 68.  
 
Groups in the Group: How the Key Nodes Were Established 
The concept of a generation of 68 came about through a number of mechanisms: through critics 
sensitive to the changing nature of poetry in Australia attempting to understand these changes (and 
the poets involved); the occurrence of a new wave of young poets wanting to break with tradition 
and write new poetry; and through social and technological changes, such as the increased access to 
higher education and the availability of cheaper printing using gestetner (stencil duplicator) and 
roneo (mimeograph) machines. Young poets in Sydney and Melbourne became networked through 
various nodes and also discovered interstate (and international) poets who shared their concerns and 
desires.  
Perhaps the earliest node central to the development of the New Poetry network was the 
establishment of what Alan Wearne calls the “legendary (enough) bookshop readings which were 
started by Joachim Mauch in 1967 and held on the first Thursday of every month” at Monash 
University, Melbourne (“Were”). The generation of 68 poets, Laurie Duggan, John Scott, and 
Wearne met at Monash and participated in these readings, which Duggan chronicles in his journals 
of the period.
5
 The readings generally comprised a “fairly straight heavy” guest poet followed by 
                                               
 
 
 
5
 Available in the Fryer Library, University of Queensland.  
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students reading (Duggan, “Scott”). Invited readers in 1968 included Bruce Dawe, Rodney Hall, 
Chris Wallace-Crabbe, and R.A. Simpson. The guest poets were often more or less ignored. As 
Scott recalls, “The main reason everybody came was to hear themselves and a couple of other 
people and to get stuck into the free sherry” (“Scott”). Duggan and Scott point out that not as much 
has been written about the Monash poetry readings as the La Mama ones, and argue that university 
readings by university students “didn’t have the romantic pull of young drop outs living in Carlton” 
(“Scott”). The Monash readings were less “bohemian,” and attended mostly by undergraduates and 
some members of the English department (Wearne, “Were” 7). However, these readings were 
important in the development of Duggan, Scott, and Wearne as poets, as was their inclusion in a 
number of student-run magazines.
6
 
Very different poetry “scenes” were developing simultaneously at Monash and La Mama. 
Duggan read for the first time at Monash in August 1968, but it was not until the following year that 
he went to some poetry readings at La Mama. In February 1970 he notes that the Monash poets took 
over a reading at La Mama (Duggan, “Journals”). The Monash poets’ relationship with La Mama 
was tenuous; Duggan notes hostility at the reading and, in conversation with Scott, he discusses a 
“heavy atmosphere,” and what he saw as a lack of respect shown to the Monash poets (“Scott”). 
Monash and La Mama are two separate nodes in the New Poetry network which, while operating at 
the same time and with some connections, represent two distinct groupings of poets in Melbourne at 
the time. Both are represented in The New Australian Poetry.  
La Mama began as a theatre run by Betty Burstall who, inspired by her experience of living in 
New York and frequenting the “off-off-Broadway” coffee house theatres of Greenwich Village, 
wanted to find a place in Melbourne like those “cheap . . . small and rather seedy places” in New 
                                               
 
 
 
6
 See the Monash magazines Leaves, Lot’s Wife, and Mirabeau Goat Poems. 
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York. Realising that there was nothing at the time like the “outlets for local writers” she frequented 
in New York, Burstall opened La Mama Theatre in an old shirt factory in Carlton in July 1967 
(Burstall, “Betty”). The La Mama Poetry Workshop readings began in September 1968, with 
readings by Kris Hemensley and Michael Dugan (Morgan v). The Tuesday night La Mama events, 
organised by Hemensley, continued into the mid-1970s.
7
 However, before Hemensley’s 
involvement, poetry readings had already been organised at La Mama by Burstall and involved 
“poets associated with Melbourne University, Chris Wallace-Crabbe, Andrew Taylor, Wilson 
Blackman, Jon Dawson and Jack Hibberd” (Hemensley, “The Beginnings” 15). Hemensley had 
been introduced by Burstall to the Melbourne poet Ken Taylor, at a poetry reading at La Mama in 
January 1968. Hemensley, in his diary, records his excitement at meeting Taylor, writing that he 
considered Taylor to be “one of the best iv heard in Australia – or anywhere come to that!”8 Burstall 
invited Hemensley to read with Ken Taylor and Andrew Taylor in February 1968 (48). Hemensley 
read for the first time on 3 March 1968 (50), but he had aspirations beyond this singular event. He 
hoped to start a poetry magazine with Ken Taylor, and wrote after the reading: “i see it as the pulse 
of a generation – here at La Mama things should happen” (53).  
His diaries express his ambitions and an ongoing desire for a “scene” in Melbourne and a 
sense of community. These goals are apparent in the poem “Fools Day,”  
thinking 
of objectives : perhaps there is one 
i.e. to break completely the barrier between  
the poet and his audience… 
i will work towards proliferating the  
mechanics of poetry to all people : 
                                               
 
 
 
7
 The La Mama poetry readings are documented in Hemensley’s journals, parts of which were printed in three issues of 
Earthship (“Documenta”).  
8
 Quotations from Hemensley’s journals are transcribed verbatim throughout the thesis.  
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i would like a workshop 
where people would come & write 
. journals would be published where there 
were a thousand Smiths to a Pound 
- values would reorganise themselves so as to 
achieve a universal equilibrium 
- and this could be  
done despite the wreckers . those who stand outside . (126) 
Between April and September 1968 a number of events helped further Hemensley’s goal of 
establishing a poetry scene in Melbourne. He began reading regularly at La Mama, and started 
compiling poems for Our Glass–his own poetry magazine–beginning with two works by Bill Beard, 
a friend of his wife Retta, and other La Mama friends and associates (129). In May, Hemensley met 
Dugan, editor of Crosscurrents magazine, while still working on the first edition of Our Glass, 
which was published two weeks after Crosscurrents (Dugan, “Michael”). Crosscurrents was the 
first New Writing magazine published in Melbourne. While not included in The New Australian 
Poetry, Dugan held a central position in the New Poetry network. He is associated with La Mama 
and was part of the Melbourne poetry scene and friends with Buckmaster, Hemensley and Kenny. 
As an editor and publisher, Dugan supported and promoted New Poetry initially in Crosscurrents 
and later in Contempa publications. He was also one of the earliest chroniclers of little poetry 
magazines produced from 1968 onwards, in Australia, writing a large number of articles dedicated 
to the “mini-magazines” in Australia as well as many poetry reviews of generation of 68 poetry 
collections. 
Around the same time as the publication of Our Glass, Hemensley received a letter from 
Charles Buckmaster (Hemensley, “Documenta” 136). Buckmaster was a sixteen-year-old high 
school student living in Gruyere in rural Victoria. Hemensley saw himself taking on a mentor role 
with Buckmaster (137), who had already been in contact with Dugan, and quickly established 
connections with other La Mama poets like Beard, Ken Taylor and Mal Morgan. These poets were 
published in issues one and two of Buckmaster’s gestetnered magazine, The Great Auk, in 
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September and October 1968. When Buckmaster moved to Melbourne, he became involved with 
the La Mama Poetry readings. 
In September 1968, La Mama Poetry readings occurred every Tuesday night, and regular 
poets were established (141). Hemensley chronicles the intimates of the La Mama “scene” (also 
referred to as the “Carlton School”) in his diary. In September 1968, he writes,  
Sat nite—at Kens [Taylor]. really stimulating. drink/ some bread n  cheese/ & 
poetry.. everyone racing around with OUR GLASS GREAT AUK CROSSCURRENTS 
NEW or the books Earle was showing.. Bill /BEARD/. Charles ?BUCKMASTER/. 
Michael ?DUGAN/. Elaine ?RUSHBROOKE? & ourselves made up the party – when 
you get down to it: there aint many more! (“Documenta” 465)  
The La Mama scene was established. Hemensley occupied a central location in the group associated 
with the poetry readings and underground poetry magazines. In July 1968, through Paul Smith (a 
contributor to Our Glass), Hemensley heard about Transit magazine, edited by Tranter in Sydney 
(137). The Monash poet’s first experience with the Sydney poets occurred when John Scott won the 
Poetry Magazine Award in 1970 (Scott, Personal n.pag.). Links were established early between 
Sydney poets and La Mama through poetry magazines and poets who acted as conduits between the 
different locations (such as the Sydney poet Nigel Roberts who visited La Mama) (Hemensley, 
“The Beginnings” 17). 
By 1968 Adamson and Tranter were already at the centre of different nodes in Sydney: 
Adamson had taken over as editor of Poetry Magazine, Tranter was editing Transit, and both were 
involved in the “Balmain” scene. They had met in the Sydney University Poetry Workshops, 
initiated by James Tulip, which were open to non-university students. From 1967 to 1977 Adamson 
also taught poetry at adult education classes, and recalls meeting other poets including Judith 
Beveridge, Anthony Lawrence, Jennifer Maiden, and Vicki Viidikas (Adamson, Personal n.pag.).  
The Poetry Workshops were advertised in New Poetry (see 19.2 1971: 26). Adamson changed 
the name of Poetry Magazine to New Poetry in 1971 (the new title an allusion to Donald Allen’s 
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The New American Poetry [1960] and Ezra Pound’s dictum “make it new”). This not only changed 
the focus and direction of the magazine, but provided a useful link to the critical language for a 
certain kind of Australian poetry during the period, including the “New Poets,” “New Poetry,” and 
the “New Australian Poets.”  
Hemensley wrote in 1969 that “the new Australian poetry”  
phenomenon has a great deal to do with events in Melbourne in 1968. Of readings at 
Betti Burstalls coffeehouse/ theatre in Carlton: La Mama which developed into 
 the Poetry Workshop in September 68. Of the little-magazines led in by 
Crosscurrents (ed. Mike Dugan) Our Glass (ed Kris Hemensley) & The Great Auk 
(ed Charles Buckmaster) – which counterfoiled in Sydney by Free Poetry. These—
the main influences—plus secondary journal Mok (Adelaide) Transit (Sydney—
which should have prospered but unaccountably folded) Thrust (West Australia)—
&— new mags born directly of these primers such as Flagstones (ed Ian Robertson---
-Melbourne). (“Documenta” 493) 
Aside from Hemensley using the phrase “the new Australian poetry” as early as 1969 in his diary 
and a Meanjin essay,
9
 the statement above also notes the importance of the connections between 
poetry groups in Sydney and Melbourne for the “New Poets.” This is further evidenced in his 
writing on the poets’ exchanges:  
Of the interaction of poets themselves—their travellings to & fro the different states—a 
general “turning on”—word of new visions/ what goes on in this place or that place /--
the correspondence within & between cities—linking of the Melbourne and Sydney 
scenes for instance—important crossfertilisation between Terry Gillmore Nigel Roberts 
                                               
 
 
 
9“First Look at ‘The New Australian Poetry,’” written in 1969 and published in 1970.  
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Bill Beard Charles Buckmaster Allison Gillmore (nee Hill—her marriage to Terry a 
marriage in poetics also!) & others—important the exchanges between Mike Dugan 
Geoff Eggleston John Romeril Paul Adler Ian Robertson & others—the straight talking 
of Ken Taylor—important the breaking of bread together / the drinking/ the sleeping . . . 
(“Documenta” 493) 
While there were rather distinct groupings of poets in Sydney and Melbourne associated with 
specific nodes like Monash and La Mama, Hemensley was aware, as early as 1969, that what was 
occurring in Melbourne was being replicated to varying degrees in other locations, even if he does 
not mention Adamson and Tranter. 
Two of the most significant nodes for New Poetry in Sydney were New Poetry magazine and 
the geographical and literary centre of new writing, the inner city suburb of Balmain in Sydney. 
Balmain was an artistic milieu in the late 1960s and early 1970s for a number of young poets and 
writers including John Forbes, Frank Moorhouse,
10
 David Rankin, Robyn Ravlich, Tim Thorne, 
Vicki Viidikas
11
 and Michael Wilding (Tranter, “Re: Balmain”). These nodes are much more 
densely networked Monash and La Mama. For example, Adamson was editing Poetry Magazine in 
1968 and shared a house in Balmain with Rankin (Adamson, Inside 280) and later with Thorne 
(1969) (306), before moving back to the Hawkesbury (330). Adamson recalls meeting Dransfield at 
the Balmain house:  
When Michael turned up at 50 Church Street, Balmain, the house where we edited 
Poetry Magazine, he knocked on the door and introduced himself. He told me he had 
just finished a manuscript and knew I was looking for poems to publish. He said he 
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 See Days of Wine and Rage (1980). 
11
 Viidikas’ first published poem was titled “At East Balmain.” 
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could write several poems in a night and I didn’t believe him. It wasn’t long before I 
learned that he could indeed write several poems in a day, some would turn out to be 
keepers, however this ability to create spontaneous lyrics wasn’t as much a gift as a 
handicap. He needed tough and critical friends around him but I don’t think he was 
ready for them. He returned the next day with a manuscript and submitted it to the 
magazine. I read through it and thought there were a quite a few poems that were more 
than good enough to publish. My co-editors, Martin Johnston, Carl Harrison-Ford and 
Terry Sturm weren’t so easily impressed, but they eventually agreed to publish some of 
Michael’s tighter, less romantic poems. (“Who was”) 
50 Church Street, Balmain, became Poetry Magazine’s “home base” (Adamson, Inside 303), 
remaining so even after Adamson moved out (330). It was usual to have poets dropping in. The first 
was Roberts who lived nearby, bringing with him the first edition of Free Poetry, and “poets from 
all over Australia started turning up—Richard Tipping from Adelaide, Charles Buckmaster, Shelton 
Lea and Geoffrey Eggleston from Melbourne” (303). Tranter, who was not living in Balmain at the 
time, was associated with the Balmain scene, attending Balmain poetry readings, and Sydney 
University poetry workshops where he met Adamson (287), as well as editing Transit poetry 
magazine, whose first issue contains a number of Balmain poets including Adamson, Rankin, 
Roberts, and Thorne. Tranter writes that the “story of the Sydney intelligentsia is writ in alcohol, 
and its odyssey was the search for the perfect pub” (“The Search” n.pag.). He tells how the 
“Balmain Renaissance” of “avant-garde poetry and prose is enmeshed in the local pubs and poetry 
magazines.” There were Annual Balmain Poetry and Prose Readings at various locations around 
Balmain and significant “mini-mags,” like Free Poetry, edited by Roberts, Terry Gillmore and John 
Goodall. Roberts was a key poet in the Balmain scene and a conduit between Sydney and the La 
Mama Carlton scenes.  
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Michael Wilding recalls,  
The Balmain readings were inspired by the Beats and the Liverpool poets. They had 
begun while I was still in England, but on my return I enthusiastically joined with Nigel 
Roberts, Moorhouse and others in helping organize them. Organizing things like that 
was all very libertarian and alternative. None of the tedious apparatus of committees and 
funding applications and forms for diversity and gender balance and health and safety. 
We just did it. Somebody found somebody who was renting one of those old sea 
captain’s houses and persuaded them that holding a reading there on the waterfront 
would be a cool thing to do, just like a usual Saturday night party where the pub 
descended like a flock of flying foxes and drank and smoked and talked. Then Nigel and 
I would cruise around Balmain in my Humber Super Snipe, calling in on the various 
writers and tell them the event was on. I don’t think we even had posters for the early 
readings. Certainly no paid advertisements. Just word of mouth. (“Interview”) 
Contributing to the New Poetry network, along with the key nodes of Monash, La Mama, 
Poetry Magazine (New Poetry), and Balmain, were a number of underground poetry magazines in 
Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide, and Brisbane, as well as bookstores which sold the magazines and 
held poetry book launches and readings. Another important element in the New Poetry network was 
the move towards paperback poetry series and the importance of small poetry presses which 
allowed new poets to bypass the established presses. These nodes will be discussed further in 
Chapter Four.  
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Tranter As Editor: How the Anthology Came to Be 
Martin Duwell, the editor of Makar, the University of Queensland’s English Society’s magazine, 
published Tranter’s collection Blast Area, in 1974 as part of the Gargoyle Poets series.12 When 
Tranter moved to Brisbane in 1975, Duwell approached him to see if he would be interested in 
compiling an anthology for Makar Press. At the time Tranter was also compiling Crying in Early 
Infancy for Makar, a book of one hundred sonnets (Tranter, Personal n.pag.). Duwell remembers 
wanting to “produce an equivalent of The New American Poetry anthology” (Duwell, Personal 
n.pag.). Tranter had already been thinking about the possibility of editing an anthology and took up 
the challenge. He recalls:  
trying to construct an anthology that was unlike the anthologies that were around at the 
time. They had one poem from everybody and I just didn’t want to do that, I just didn’t 
see what the point was and there was a kind of poetry I was interested in which was 
avant-garde which was a kind of experiment for want of a better phrase. And I wanted 
to give each of the writers a fair amount of space, ten or fifteen pages each rather than 
just one page each and that meant I was looking for poets who could present a fairly 
large slice of material that was strong. (Tranter, Personal n.pag.) 
In 1977 Tranter sent prospective poets a standard letter outlining the project, “300 pages, 20 poets 
(a variable 15 pages each), 5,000 copies printed, publication due October 1978,” and asking for 
permission to include them in the anthology. Tranter specifically mentions that the focus of the 
collection was to “reflect the new writing that emerged around 1967-68 and the various related 
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 The Gargoyle Poets series consisted of thirty-seven Australian poetry books edited by Duwell from 1972 to1980. 
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developments over the last decade”13 (“Dear Rudi”). Thus we can see that even in its earliest 
incarnation, The New Australian Poetry anthology aimed to define or chronicle a decade of New 
Poetry in Australia. In a way it also provides a bookend to Tranter’s first venture of assembling a 
number of new poets for the “Preface to the Seventies” special issue of Poetry Australia (1970), 
which he edited. Seven of the poets selected by Tranter for “Preface” also appear in The New 
Australian Poetry. Inclusion in the anthology was based on Tranter’s desire to represent what he 
saw as avant-garde and experimental writers from a specific period. 
In an interview with Erica Bell, Tranter recalls considering the basic divide in the anthology 
as being between Sydney and Melbourne:  
I see two distinct groupings which I tried to reflect in the anthology. Bruce Beaver starts 
of [sic] the Sydney contingent as a sort of elder flag bearer. Halfway through the book 
Ken Taylor starts of [sic] the Melbourne contingent, he was an older Melbourne writer 
that a lot of Melbourne writers like/liked. Robert Kenny and Chris [sic] Hemensley 
looked up to him and liked him immensely. There are a few who don’t belong to any of 
those groupings. Let me see. Belonging to Bruce Beaver there’s Nigel Roberts, Rae 
Desmond Jones, Vicki Viidikas, Dransfield, Tim Thorne and Robert Adamson and 
Martin Johnston as well as Jennifer Maiden and John Tranter . . . all of those names 
were connected with New Poetry magazine in the early 70’s . . . Then there are the 
Melbourne writers, Ken Taylor, Hemensley, Kenny, Faust and Billeter, who all knew 
each other and were friends. (Tranter, “Interview” n.pag.)     
There were others who did not quite fit into the Sydney and Melbourne groupings:  
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 However, in July 1978 Tranter wrote to Thorne saying that the anthology is “turning out more and more to have a 
focus on the historical period 1968-74, though of course there is some spill-over into later work” (“Dear Tim”). 
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Rudi Krausmann and Philip Hammial are together [in the anthology] because they 
didn’t fit in terribly well with any other groupings. Gary Hutchinson is a bit of an odd 
man out because he was somewhat peripheral to all the other groups. John Forbes, 
Laurie Duggan, Alan Wearne and John Scott seemed to know and like each other. 
Duggan, Wearne and Scott were together at Monash and they formed a small group. 
They didn’t relate to other Melbourne writers much at all.  
These groupings can be represented diagrammatically (see diagram three below) so that we 
can begin conceptualising and tracing the groups within the generational group, or New Poetry 
network. 
Melbourne
John Forbes
Laurie Duggan
Alan Wearne
John Scott
Melbourne and 
Sydney
Rudi Krausmann
Philip Hammial
Garrie Hutchinson
Sydney
Bruce Beaver
Nigel Roberts
Rae Desmond Jones
Vivki Viidikas
Michael Dransfield
Tim Thorne
Robert Adamson
Martin Johnston
Jennifer Maiden
John Tranter
Melbourne
(Carlton)
Ken Taylor
Robert Kenny
Kris Hemensley
Clive Faust
Walter Billeter
Charles Buckmaster
John Jenkins
 
Diagram 3. Tranter’s Groupings of the Poets in The New Australian Poetry. 
 
Individual Connections: Introducing and Connecting Poets 
1968 is the year to which New Poetry as a phenomenon in Australia can be traced back. It was the 
year the La Mama Poetry Workshops started, the year the Monash poets (Duggan, Scott, and 
Wearne) became involved with the readings at Monash, the year when a number of New Poetry 
magazines began to be produced, and when many of the connections in the New Poetry network 
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were established. 1968 onwards is also the period of poetry presented in The New Australian Poetry 
published in 1979. Even though in the introduction to the anthology, Tranter frames the period as 
coming to a close, The New Australian Poetry represents not so much the end of New Poetry, but a 
marker which enables us to consider the preceding decade of New Poetry in Australia.  
If we place Tranter at the centre of the network and consider how Tranter knew each poet, or 
their work, by 1977 when he began work on the anthology, we can begin to see how are connected 
in the New Poetry network. By examining each poet’s book publications, the magazines they edited 
or contributed to and other anthologies in which they were represented are also listed, we begin 
making connections between the poets and publishers, magazine editors and anthologies that are 
part of the network. While this approach places Tranter at the centre of the network, it allows 
consideration of the anthology as a centralised network and offers insights into the ways these poets 
are connected to a much larger decentralised poetry network. 
The first poet in the collection is Bruce Beaver (1928-2004; born Manly, New South Wales). 
Beaver is the oldest poet in the anthology and is seen as a mentor to many of the younger included, 
as well as to poets on “both sides” of the “poetry wars” in the 1970s (Page 58). It has been argued 
that Beaver “led the revolution that occurred in poetry in Australia in the late ’60s” (Stasko 4) and, 
while this is debatable, he surely was a poetic mentor, and introduced Frank O’Hara’s poetry to a 
number of younger poets (Dobrez, Paranassus 87). Beaver’s poetry, especially his fourth book, 
Letters to Live Poets (Southhead Press 1969), demonstrates his ability to experiment with new 
forms, particularly American ones, leading James Tulip in 1970 to call Letters “the most American 
work to have come out of Australia” (“Australian-American” 32). Dobrez argues that Beaver is 
“less an imitator of American poetry than most of the younger poets who perhaps discovered the 
American model through him” and he calls Beaver’s tone “obstinately Australian” (88).  
Tranter acknowledges the unique place Beaver held as a poet “so special to so many poets of 
my generation” (“Obituary”). Beaver met Roberts in New Zealand while picking apples in 1959 or 
1960. Roberts was seventeen and already writing poetry (Beaver, “Bruce”). Roberts moved to 
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Australia and continued his friendship with Beaver. It was at Beaver’s house that Roberts and 
Tranter met in the mid to late 1960s (Roberts, “Re: Meetings”). Beaver remembers meeting Tranter 
when Tranter was just twenty-one or twenty-two years old, around 1966 (Tranter, “Beaver”). 
Tranter published Beaver in his first edition of Transit magazine (1968). Beaver was included in the 
New Impulses in Australian Poetry (1968) anthology, edited by Hall and Shapcott, and Shapcott’s 
Australian Poetry Now (1970). From the late 1960s and into the 1970s, Beaver published in a 
number of small poetry magazines associated with New Poetry including Aspect, Dodo, 
Etymspheres, Free Poetry, Leatherjacket, and Your Friendly Fascist. While Beaver’s inclusion in 
New Impulses gestures to his belonging to a slightly earlier generational period, he was friends with 
a number of generation of 68 poets in Sydney and had connections to underground Melbourne 
poetry magazines, like Etymspheres, edited by Walter Billeter and John Jenkins, two poets also 
included in The New Australian Poetry. 
Rae Desmond Jones (1941, born Broken Hill, New South Wales) was the editor of Your 
Friendly Fascist (1971—ongoing) magazine in Sydney. His first book of poetry was Orpheus with 
a Tuba, published by Makar Press in 1973. He published another two books during the 1970s: The 
Mad Vibe, (Fragment Press 1975) and Shakti (Makar 1977). Tranter met Jones in the early 1970s 
(Tranter, “Re: Balmain”) through a mutual friend and poet, Patrick Alexander (Jones, “Re: 
Tranter”). Alexander was published in Tranter’s first issue of Transit (1968) and the first issue of 
Your Friendly Fascist (1971). Jones published in a large number of underground poetry magazines 
including Aspect, Dark Areas, Dharma, Dodo, Fields, Fitzrot, Foundation, Free Poetry, Heart, 
Khasmik, Leatherjacket, Magic Sam, Parachute Poems, Ploughman’s Lunch, Riverrun and 
Trespasser. Jones was connected in Sydney to Tranter and Roberts, but he was also connected to 
Adelaide, through Ken Bolton, editor of Magic Sam, who also provided artwork for Your Friendly 
Fascist; Brisbane, through Martin Duwell at Makar Press; and Melbourne, through magazines like 
Fitzrot. edited by Π O. Jones co-edited Your Friendly Fascist with John Edwards, a “New Poet” not 
included in Tranter’s anthology, but nevertheless published widely in New Poetry magazines of the 
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period. Jones was connected in the New Poetry network through his personal friendships, as well as 
through his role as editor.  
Nigel Roberts (1941; born Wellington, New Zealand). His first collection of poetry was In 
Casablanca for the Waters (Wild and Woolley 1977), a book that Tranter awarded “five stars” in 
his review (Tranter, “The Search”). Roberts did not publish a book of poetry until the later part of 
the 1970s, but he was an integral poet in the Balmain scene from the late 1960s. Roberts edited the 
duplicated magazine, Free Poetry (1968-1970), and was published in the first issue of Tranter’s 
Transit magazine as well as a number of other New Poetry magazines including Aspect, Magic 
Sam, and Mok. He was also included in Thomas Shapcott’s Australian Poetry Now (1970), and 
Applestealers (1974).  
Roberts was a key figure in Balmain, as a magazine editor, and participant in poetry readings. 
When questioned by Jones about how he sees himself “as a member of the ‘generation of ’68,’” 
Roberts replied,  
A quick look at Quadrant, Meanjin confirmed that we would have to publish elsewhere. 
Such magazines appeared to go along with the status quo, with Menzies and Vietnam, 
in their search for an Eliot or Auden. Our sympathies were elsewhere, our noses buried 
in Donald Allen’s anthology [The New American Poetry (1960)]. We were being drawn 
into an American tradition that started with Walt Whitman and came through to Bob 
Dylan, The Fugs, Country Joe and the Fish. Yet really it was Kris Hemensley with his 
La Mama-based Our Glass magazine that gave Terry Gillmore, Johnny Goodall and 
myself the clue to publish Free Poetry. Over two years we put out nine editions of Free 
Poetry and it was just that—free, though I think later that was amended to a dollar or a 
poem. The most receptive magazines to the work of the little magazines was New 
Poetry which had been taken over by Carl Harrison-Ford and Robert Adamson, and I 
think the exposure in New Poetry did more for us than Shapcott’s Australian Poetry 
Now which was a ‘one-off.’ Another factor of course was the availability of the low cost 
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duplicator—not only were we publisher and editor, but also printer and distributor of 
our magazines. (Roberts, Interview 70-71) 
Here Roberts links together key parts not just of his identity as a generation of 68 poet, but defining 
elements in the formation of the New Poetry network, like the discovery of Allen’s anthology, their 
opposition to the Vietnam War, and the realisation of the need to look outside established 
magazines for free space for “New Poetry.”  
Michael Dransfield (1948-1973, born Sydney) sent poems to Tranter when he was editing 
Transit in 1969 (Vickery, “Bourdieu” 121; Tranter, “Dear Michael”). Dransfield was published in 
Tranter’s first anthology of “New Poetry,” Poetry Australia’s “Preface to the Seventies” issue. He is 
also included in Australian Poetry Now, Twelve Poets 1950-1970 (1971), edited by Alexander 
Craig, and Applestealers (1974), edited by Robert Kenny and Colin Talbot. Dransfield published in 
a number of “mini-mags” including Aspect, Fields, Flagstones, Free Poetry, Poet’s Choice, and 
The Great Auk, as well as more established magazines like Meanjin, Poetry Australia, and 
Southerly. During his short life, Dransfield published three books of poetry: Streets of the Long 
Voyage (University of Queensland Press, 1970), The Inspector of Tides (University of Queensland 
Press, 1971), and Drug Poems (Sun Books, 1972). Memoirs of a Velvet Urinal (Maximus Books, 
1975) was published posthumously.  
Dransfield is a key figure in the generation of 68 group. He is, more than any other poet in the 
anthology associated with the drug and “rock and roll” lifestyle that Tranter portrays in the 
introduction to The New Australian Poetry (Adamson, Personal n.pag.). Despite Dransfield’s 
premature death in 1973, his reputation as a talented “drug” poet was already secured by the time 
Tranter’s anthology was published. He is a figure who inspired jealousy among some generation of 
68 poets (Wearne, Personal n.pag.), due to the ease with which he appeared to publish during his 
lifetime, and the mythic status he attained posthumously. He is considered “one of the most widely 
read poets of his generation” (“Michael”).  
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Vicki Viidikas (1948-1998; born Sydney) was a Balmain poet who also attended University 
of Sydney poetry workshops where she met Adamson and Tranter (Adamson, Inside 287). Viidikas 
is published in Poetry Australia’s “Preface to the Seventies” issue edited by Tranter, as well as 
Applestealers. Her first book, Condition Red, was published by University of Queensland Press in 
1973, and she contributed to a number of underground poetry magazines including Dodo, 
Leatherjacket, Magic Sam, Mok, Riverrun, and The Great Auk. She is one of only two women poets 
represented in Tranter’s anthology. Viidikas was a Balmain poet, who also travelled to Melbourne 
and attended La Mama readings. She connected in the network through her contributions to little 
magazines, and her friendships with poets in Sydney, Melbourne, and Adelaide. Kerry Leves writes 
that Viidikas “was indisputably a strong voice and perhaps the embodiment of the ‘Generation of 
’68.’” due as much to her bohemian lifestyle as her poetry (n.pag.). 
Tim Thorne (1944, born Launceston, Tasmania) was included in the first issue of Transit 
(Sept. 1968) edited by Tranter
14
 and published in Aspect, Leatherjacket, Meanjin, and Southerly. 
Thorne moved from Tasmania to Sydney in September 1967. He recalls meeting Adamson at John 
Elliot’s house in November that year and moving in with Adamson, Denise Reid, Rankin, and 
Tricia Davies at Church Street in October, 1968 (Thorne, “Re: Questions”). He met Tranter at the 
Sydney University poetry workshops run by Craig Powell in early 1968. He recalls: 
The three of us [Adamson, Tranter and Thorne] were regular participants in the Poetry 
Society of Australia's workshops [at Sydney University] throughout 1968, as were Vicki 
Viidikas, Robert Gray and others. Bob and I agreed that Tranter's “Bardo Thodol” was a 
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 The earliest letter in the Thorne papers at ADFA 25 March 1969 (on Transit letterhead). Tranter wrote about the 
“Action Poetry onstage” at the PACT reading. “there is a world-wide poetic movement in progress & he’s [Adamson] 
doing a good job fostering it [with the poetry society]” (“Dear Tim”). 
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landmark poem in the history of Australian poetry, perhaps the most significant poem of 
its time. I moved back to Tasmania in January 1969. (Thorne, “Re: Questions” n.pag.)  
Thorne’s first book of poetry was Tense Mood and Voice (Lyre Bird Writers, 1969) and three books 
followed during the 1970s: The What of Sane (New Poetry, 1971), New Foundations (Prism, 1976), 
and A Nickel in my Mouth (Robin Book, 1979). Thorne was also included in Shapcott’s Australian 
Poetry Now (1970). He also won the New Poetry Award in 1973.  
Adamson recalls meeting Thorne,  
We met him in a bookshop, a communist bookshop and someone told him I was a poet 
and he said “you’re a poet? I’m a poet. I’ve come to Sydney to be a poet,” like it was 
that simple. And he started quoting, he said “do you like Arthur Rimbaud?” and I said 
“yeah” and he started quoting him in French, as if I would understand. (Personal n.pag.) 
Thorne’s time in Sydney was short (1967-68), but he made connections with a number of poets 
through Poetry Magazine (later New Poetry) (“Tim” n.pag.). He was in Balmain for a defining 
moment for “New Poetry,” and in 1969 he moved back to Tasmania, before going to Stanford 
University, California on a writing scholarship (1971) (Australian Poetry Library, “Tim” n.pag.).  
Robert Adamson (1943, born Sydney) met Tranter at the Sydney University poetry 
workshops (Adamson, Inside Out 287). In an interview with the author in 2011 at his Balmain 
house, Tranter recalls first visiting Adamson, when: 
he was living in a house two blocks from here, just down the hill and opposite—what’s 
now a huge block of white brick flats—was in fact a demolished factory that used to 
create shipping for the Mort docks and it had a fence all around it that went up and 
down the street about half a mile long. And on the fence, either Adamson or Rankin had 
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painted the words “FREE EZRA” in white paint. That goes back to ’69 I think, the time 
I went there. (Personal n.pag.) 
Adamson writes about painting the slogan on the fence to announce his arrival in Balmain. He was 
inspired by the “FREE ZARB”15 posters around Sydney at the time, so was thinking about political 
prisoners that “Rimbaud would have supported with a graffiti slogan” and in three-foot high letters 
he painted “FREE EZRA / RIMBAUD” (Adamson, Inside Out 283).  
Adamson is published in the “Preface to the Seventies” issue of Poetry Australia edited by 
Tranter. He also appeared in Applestealers and Australian Poetry Now. His first book, Canticles on 
the Skin, was published by Illumination Press in 1970, and he published six more books of poetry 
during the 1970s: The Rumour (New Poetry, 1971), Swamp Riddles (Island Press, 1974), Theatre I-
XIX (Pluralist Press, 1976), Cross the Border (Hale and Iremonger, 1977), Selected Poems (Angus 
and Robertson, 1977), and Where I Come From (Big-Smoke Books, 1979). He was an editor of 
Poetry Australia and New Poetry, and contributed to many poetry magazines including 
Etymspheres, Free Poetry, Khasmik, Leatherjacket, and Transit. 
Martin Johnston (1947-1990, born Sydney) was a student the University of Sydney from 1966 
to 1968. Tranter met Johnston there around 1969 while Tranter was studying Arts (Tranter, “Re: 
Balmain”). Tranter’s first book, Parallax (South Head Press, 1970), won the 1970 University of 
Sydney Student Union Poetry Prize, judged by Johnston. Johnston published his first book of 
poems, Shadowmass in 1971 (Sydney University Arts Society), followed by Ithaka: Modern Greek 
Poetry in Translation (Island Press, 1973) and a second book of his own poetry, The Sea-Cucumber 
(University of Queensland Press, 1978). He lived with Adamson in Balmain and joined the editorial 
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 John Zarb was denied conscientious objector status during the Vietnam War. In 1967 he was the first person to be 
jailed in Australia for failing to comply with his call up notice. During 1968 and 1969 there were “FREE ZARB” 
posters in Sydney and Melbourne and many other places. 
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board of New Poetry from the August 1971 issue to the June 1972 issue (Tranter, Introduction xix-
xx). Johnston also published in Poet’s Choice and Surfers Paradise. 
Jennifer Maiden (1949, born Penrith, New South Wales) is published in Poetry Australia’s 
“Preface to the Seventies” issue edited by Tranter. Maiden had read Tranter’s poetry and had visited 
him in Camperdown in the late sixties (Tranter, “Re: Balmain”). In an interview with Duwell she 
recalls corresponding with Tranter early in her writing career. He gave her some technical poetry 
advice, and lent her the Donald Allen anthology (“Jennifer” 125). Her first book was Tactics 
(University of Queensland Press, 1974), followed by The Problem of Evil (New Poetry, 1975), The 
Occupying Forces (Makar Press, 1975), Mortal Details (Rigmarole, 1977), Birthstones (Angus and 
Robertson, 1978), and The Border Loss (Angus and Robertson, 1979). Maiden published in a 
number of poetry magazines, including Aspect, Free Poetry, Leatherjacket, Magic Sam, and Three 
Blind Mice. Tranter reviewed Tactics, writing “To call this first book promising would be trivial. 
Still in her twenties, Maiden has all the skill, insight and assurance she needs” (“Three” n.pag.). The 
following year Maiden reviewed Tranter’s The Alphabet Murders, praising the book, and calling 
Tranter “the world’s best ‘anal’ poet, not only in semantic terms but in simple Freudian creative/ 
retentive ones, and he uses it marvelously” (“Alphabet” n.pag.).  
Tranter (1943; born Cooma, New South Wales) edited two issues of Transit New Poetry 
magazine (1968-1969). His first collection of poetry, Parallax and Other Poems, was published as a 
special issue of Poetry Australia (1970). Tranter studied at the University of Sydney (1961-62 and 
1968-70). From 1971 to 1972 he was an editor at the Singapore branch of Angus and Robertson. 
From 1975 to 1977 he worked for the ABC in Brisbane, before returning to Sydney in 1977 (“John” 
n.pag.). During the 1970s, Tranter wrote another five books of poetry: Red Movie and Other Poems 
(Angus and Robertson, 1972), The Blast Area (University of Queensland Press, 1974), The 
Alphabet Murders (Angus and Robertson, 1976), Crying in Early Infancy: 100 Sonnets (Makar 
Press, 1977) and Dazed in the Ladies Lounge (Island Press, 1979). Tranter was a regular contributor 
to Poetry Australia and published in all the major poetry magazines in Australian, as well as Aspect, 
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Free Poetry, Leatherjacket, Magic Sam, Poet’s Choice, Rigmarole of the Hours, Surfer’s Paradise 
and The Great Auk.  
Ken Taylor (1930-2014, born Ballarat, Victoria) was a Melbourne poet who was introduced to 
Hemensley by Burstall in 1968. Taylor in Melbourne, like Beaver in Sydney, was a poetic mentor 
to younger poets and is included in The New Australian Poetry and Applestealers. Taylor read at La 
Mama often and was an early idol of Hemensley (“Documenta” 45). Hemensley writes, “I heard 
Taylor twice in the winter and spring of 1967. He referred to John Ashbery, and Snyder, Ginsberg, 
and others, and waved a copy of NEW. He was my man! When I appeared there in October, 1967, I 
read a poem For Ken Taylor. Word of that got to him” (“Beginnings” 15-16). They published a 
book together. Taylor included Hemensley in his New Melbourne Writing ABC radio series 
(Hemensley, “Beginnings” 16) (published as Melbourne on My Mind, 1976) and Hemensley 
published Taylor in Our Glass. Hemensley also published in Aardvark, Flagstones, The Great Auk, 
and Three Blind Mice. His first book of poetry was At Valentines: Poems 1966-1969 (Contempa 
Publications, 1975).  
Charles Buckmaster (1951-1972, born Gruyere, Victoria) was a sixteen-year-old high-school 
student living in Gruyere when he wrote to Hemensley in July 1968 (Hemensley, “Documenta” 
136). Buckmaster had already been in contact with Michael Dugan after he was featured in a local 
newspaper, and he assured Hemensley that Buckmaster’s letter was not a hoax (136). In September 
1968 Buckmaster published his first issue of The Great Auk (1968-1970). He was involved in the 
La Mama scene with Dugan, Hemensleyand Ken Taylor. Dugan recalls that 
Charles was one of La Mama’s core attenders and read there often, although he was not 
a good reader of his own poetry. Keeping his head down and mumbling his words, he 
did not project his poems, but the poems were such that they commanded attention. 
There was, perhaps, a stubborn defiance in the way Charles read his poems, as if he 
were challenging the audience to listen. (“Charles” 67) 
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From age sixteen to twenty-one Buckmaster was published in a large number of underground poetry 
magazines, including Aardvark, Cat, Crosscurrents, Dark Areas, Free Poetry, Flagstones, 
Gruntled, Leaves, Mindscape, Mok, Our Glass, Parachute Poems and Poem Magazine. He was also 
anthologised in Applestealers and Australian Poetry Now and had two books of poetry published, 
Deep Blue and Green Poems (Crosscurrents, 1970) and The Lost Forest (Prism Books, 1971). He 
committed suicide in 1972. Collected Poems, was published posthumously in 1989 (University of 
Queensland Press). Buckmaster was friends with a number of avant-garde Melbourne poets 
including Bill Beard, Dugan, Garrie Hutchinson and John Jenkins, He had links with a number of 
Sydney poets including Dransfield and Roberts (Dugan, “Charles” 71-72).  
Robert Kenny (1952, born Melbourne) is often grouped with the La Mama poets, probably 
due to his involvement with the Applestealers anthology, but he was not a part of the La Mama 
Poetry Workshops. Kenny attended the launch of Shapcott’s Australian Poetry Now in Melbourne 
in 1970, where he met a number of poets and recalls thinking “that the Melbourne launch was a far 
more significant event than the book” (Kenny, “Robert” 3). He was involved in the Melbourne Arts 
Co-operative and attended weekly workshops organised by Gary Hutchinson. He met Philip 
Edmonds there and later joined him working on Contempa magazine (1972). Kenny also met Talbot 
at the launch; they went on to edit Applestealers together (4). Kenny’s poetry is included in both 
Applestealers and Australian Poetry Now. He was editor of Rigmarole of the Hours (1974) which 
began as a poetry magazine and became a series of individual poetry books. Kenny published books 
by generation of 68 poets: Billeter, Duggan, Hemensley, and Maiden. 
Kenny’s first book of poetry was Dead Oceans Poems (Rigmarole, 1975), followed by 
‘Poem:’ (Poem in Inverted Commas) (Ragman, 1975) and Etcetera (Ragman, 1978). Kenny 
contributed to Dark Areas, Etymspheres, Fitzrot, Magic Sam, and Three Blind Mice. In an interview 
Kenny spoke of his experiences in Melbourne and Sydney:  
I suppose the kind of scene in the 70’s that I was most involved, for which Robert 
Harris called somewhere “The Melbourne Internationalist” and pleasingly he said he 
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thought he was part of it for a while, and which I guess the main figures were Kris 
Hemensley and Walter Billeter and John Jenkins and Robert Harris hanging around 
sometimes and so on . . . I spent an awful lot of time in Sydney in the 70s. In fact I was 
far more at home amongst the scene in Glebe than the scene in Melbourne. That was 
with people like Ken Bolton and so forth, Anna Couani and Laurie [Duggan] was living 
up there and also John Jenkins had moved up there for a while. So I was thinking of 
moving to Sydney at one stage, so to a large extent, that was kind of like in the later 70s 
I think when what I call “the Carlton push in the Pram Factory” which I never felt part 
of, was so dominant in Melbourne culture and it was so nationalist and narrow and so 
forth and I felt far more at home in Glebe, which it had that kind of internationalist sort 
of feel to it. (Personal n.pag.) 
Kenny was an earlier supporter of New Australian poetry through his small magazines and small 
press publishing. In the preface to Applestealers he writes that “[i]ts main aim is to show that there 
is such a thing as New Poetry in this land – better on the whole and promising more, than the poetry 
that came before it” (14).  
Kris Hemensley (1946, born Isle of Wight, England) first interacted with Tranter by post. He 
submitted poems for Transit but they were rejected for lacking “‘the subtle use of complexities’ he 
[Tranter] was seeking” (Hemensley, “The Beginnings” 18). In August 1969 Hemensley saw a copy 
of Poetry Magazine edited by Adamson “which showed evidence of the insinuation of the New into 
the belly of the Establishment!” (17) Hemensley did not meet Adamson or Tranter in person until 
1973 when he travelled up to Sydney. He already knew Roberts from his visits to La Mama in 1969 
(Hemensley, Personal n.pag.). 
Hemensley is published in Applestealers and was an active contributor to poetry magazines in 
Sydney, Melbourne, and Adelaide (as well as internationally) including Aardvark, Aspect, Cat, 
Crosscurrents, Etymspheres, Fitzrot, Flagstones, Free Poetry, Magic Sam, Mindscape, Mok, 
Rigmarole of the Hours, Surfers Paradise and The Great Auk. He edited Our Glass (1968-69), 
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EarthShip (1970-72) and The Ear in the Wheatfield (1972-76). Hemensley was poetry editor of 
Meanjin (1976-78) and had a program, Kris Hemensley’s Melbourne, on ABC Radio (1969-70). His 
first book of poetry was a joint collection with Ken Taylor called Two Poets (s.l., s.n. 1968). From 
1969 to 1979, he published twelve books of poetry: The Going and Other Poems (Michael Dugan, 
1969), Dreams (Edible Magazine, 1971), The Soft Poems: For Timothy (Prison Clothes; Joe 
DiMaggio Press, 1972), Rocky Mountains and Tired Indians (Joe DiMaggio Press, 1973), Love’s 
Voyages (Makar Press,1974), Domestications: A Selection of Poems 1968-1972 (Sun Books, 1974), 
Sulking in the Seventies (Ragman Productions, 1975), The Poem of the Clear Eye (Paper Castle, 
1975), Beginning Again: Poems 1976 (Sea Cruise Books, 1978), The Moths (Paper Castle, 1978), 
The Miro Poems (Stingy Artist, 1979) and A Mile from Poetry (Island Press, 1979). 
Clive Faust (1932, born Melbourne). Faust had been published in Meanjin and Three Blind 
Mice, a magazine produced in 1977 by Rigmarole of the Hours 1977 in association with The Ear in 
a Wheatfield, and The Paper Castle, edited by Hemensley, Walter Billeter and Robert Kenny. Faust 
was not involved directly with Melbourne groups or magazines. His first book of poetry, Token or 
Trace, was not published until 1980 by Tangent Books in the United Kingdom.  
Faust is an anomaly in the anthology, in an interview Tranter explains his inclusion: 
Faust is a minor poet in that he hasn’t made a large output of poetry his aim in life. I 
originally wasn’t going to include him in the anthology because I didn’t know his work 
that well and what little I had seen I didn’t much like. But Chris [sic] Hemensley 
strongly encouraged me to include him . . . He wrote me four long letters on that one 
theme, persuading me to include people who I hadn’t initially intended to include, 
namely Ken Taylor and Clive Faust. (Tranter, “John Tranter” n.pag.) 
Walter Billeter (1943, born Sierre, Switzerland) was co-editor with John Jenkins of the poetry 
magazine Etymspheres (1974), and was a close friend of Kenny and Hemensley in Melbourne 
(Duggan, Personal n.pag.). He collaborated with Hemensley and Kenny on Three Blind Mice and, 
while he was also included in The New Australian Poetry at Hemensley’s insistence (Tranter, “John 
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Tranter” n.pag.), Tranter did include him in Poetry Australia’s “Preface to the Seventies.” Billeter is 
also anthologised in Applestealers and Australian Poetry Now. He contributed to Aspect, Contempa, 
Fitzrot, Magic Sam and Rigmarole of the Hours. Billeter published one book of poetry during the 
decade under consideration, Sediments of Seclusion (1973) published by Contempa Publications, a 
small press established by Philip Edmonds, Michael Dugan, and Kenny.  
Rudi Krausmann (1933, born Mauerkirchen, Austria). Tranter was sent some of Krausmann’s 
poems by Don Maynard circa 1968-69. Tranter wrote back to Maynard to accept Krausmann’s 
poems and ask to meet him (Tranter, “Dear Don”). Krausmann, in an interview with Hazel de Berg 
in 1977 recalls, “The acceptance in Transit was important for me because it was the first poem 
published in Australia” and that “after Trantor [sic] had published it, he wrote to me to see him and 
I made contact with the Australian literary scene” (n.pag.). Krausmann edited the magazine Aspect: 
Art and Literature from 1975 to 1979 and published three books of poetry: Structures and Other 
Poems (Glenrock Press, 1969), From Another Shore (Wild and Woolley, 1975) and The Water Lily 
and Other Poems (Makar Press, 1977). Krausmann also contributed to some underground poetry 
magazines including Etymspheres, Leatherjacket, Magic Sam and Your Friendly Fascist.  
Of his inclusion in The New Australian Poetry Krausmann said,  
I felt connected to these other “new” Australian poets only because we seemed to 
belong to the same wave, but everybody interpreted it differently and did his own thing  
. . . other poets came into this social scene without being part of the project. It wasn’t a 
total life force, it was just a feeling that we had a different approach and yet were 
individually different again. (“Interview” 43-44) 
Philip Hammial (1937, Detroit, Michigan) moved to Australia in 1972 and almost 
immediately began contributing to Australian “mini-mags” including Aspect, Etymspheres, Heart, 
Magic Sam, Ploughman’s Lunch, Surfers Paradise, The Saturday Club of Poetry and Your Friendly 
Fascist. Tranter remembers meeting Hammial before moving to Brisbane in 1975 (Tranter, “Re: 
Balmain). Hammial published six books of poetry between 1976 and 1979: Footfalls and 
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Notes (Saturday Centre 1976), Mastication Poems (Saturday Centre ,1977), Hear Me 
Eating (Makar, 1977), Chemical Cart (Island Press, 1977), More Bath, Less Water (Red Press, 
1978) and Swarm (Island Press, 1979). In 1979 he took over the position of editor of Island Press. 
Hammial, while part of the Sydney poetry scene, was not living in Australia for the “founding 
moment” of “New Poetry;” instead he seems to have been recruited through his shared ideologies 
and poetry interests. 
When questioned about his inclusion in The New Australian Poetry, Hammial said,  
John really copped it for putting me in. He copped it for many reasons . . . I wasn’t here 
in the sixties, and who did I know amongst these poets? I knew Vicki [Viidikas], Nigel 
[Roberts], Rae Jone[s] and Chris [Kris Hemensley] (who I know really well) . . . so 
John put me in I suppose because he liked my stuff and because I could fit the 
framework of the thing, the introduction. I was superficially writing the same sort of 
poetry that Tranter, Forbes and John Scott were. (“Interview” 19) 
Garrie Hutchinson (1949, Melbourne) and Tranter have never met (Tranter, “Re: Balmain). 
Hutchinson was involved with the La Mama scene and read regularly (Hutchinson, “Interview” 4). 
He published in Melbourne, Sydney, and Adelaide poetry magazines including Fitzrot, Flagstones, 
Free Poetry, Leatherjacket, Mok, and The Great Auk. He was included in Applestealers and 
Australian Poetry Now, and published three books during the period: Dart Objects: Poured 
Concrete, 1967-71(Synergetic 1971), Nothing Unsayable Said Right: 50 Poems, 1968-72 (Sun 
1974), and Terror Australis: Poems (Outback 1975).  
John Jenkins (1949, Melbourne) contributed to Aardvark, Cat, Crosscurrents, Fitzrot, 
Flagstones, Magic Sam, Mok, Our Glass, Parachute Poems, Poem Magazine, Surfer’s Paradise, 
Tinker, and The Great Auk. Jenkins was an editor of Aardvark (1970) and Etymspheres (with 
Billeter), and was collected in Applestealers and Australian Poetry Now. He published two books of 
poetry in the 1970s: Zone of the White Wolf and Other Landscapes (Contempa, 1974) and Blind 
Spot (Makar Press, 1977). He was initially involved in the Melbourne poetry scene, for a time living 
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above The Source Bookstore with Buckmaster, who was editing The Great Auk and planning a new 
magazine with Hutchinson to be called Dark Ages Journal (Dugan, “Charles” 70). Jenkins and 
Buckmaster also rented a house together in Kew in 1971 (71). Jenkins recalls how he got to know 
Tranter:  
Tranter was published in Australian Poetry Now (ed. T. Shapcott, Sun Books, 1970) and 
I was also included in that anthol., but had prev, not heard of T. However, I read that 
anthology very closely: it was my first intro to his work, and to that of many others, and 
was favourably impressed by his contribution. A little later on, in the early to mid-
1970s, Walter Billeter and Kris Hemensley were corresponding widely with T., and 
talked of him approvingly as a Sydney link to fresh and contemporary work. I recall 
making a mental note of this. Then, in 1974, I was published, along with Tranter and 
many others, in Applestealers (ed. Robert Kenny, Outback Press, 1974). I had become 
increasingly aware of T. by this time, but we had not met. We certainly had by 1979, at 
which time he included me in his anthology, The New Australian Poetry (Makar Press, 
1979). I think I was first introduced to John by my partner of the time, Carol Novack, 
very soon after I moved to Sydney to live with Carol in 1974. I forget where this was—I 
think John and Lynn Tranter invited us both around for dinner while we were living in 
Paddington. (Jenkins, “Re: the generation” n.pag.) 
John Forbes (1950-1998, born Melbourne) attended the University of Sydney where he met 
Carl Harrison-Ford, one of the editors of New Poetry (Forbes, “Interview” 11). Forbes finished high 
school in 1968 and is among the youngest of the generation of 68 group. Forbes spoke about this 
period of time with Hazel de Berg, recalling that,  
From 1969 to 1973 I was at Sydney University, doing a degree in Arts, in English, 
Latin, Philosophy and Fine Arts … Over the period of 1971, ’72 I wrote a number of 
poems, quite a few. In ’72 I won the New Poetry Award, with my poem Four Heads and 
How to Do Them. This was a big deal at the time, because two years previously a 
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couple of poets I admired quite a lot had won it, John Scott and Laurie Duggan. At this 
stage also, I met Laurie Duggan, Alan Wearne, Martin Johnstone [sic]. (Forbes, “John” 
n.pag.)  
Tranter and Forbes did not meet until 1973 or 1974 (Forbes, “Interview” 13). Forbes is published in 
Applestealers and edited Surfer’s Paradise (1974-) magazine. He contributed to very few small 
magazines (Leatherjacket and Magic Sam), but was published in some larger small press 
publications like Meanjin and New Poetry.  Forbes’s first book was Tropical Skiing (Angus and 
Robertson, 1976), followed by On the Beach (Sea Cruise, 1977) and Drugs (Black Lamb, 1979), a 
roneoed publication whose poems were reprinted in Stalin’s Holidays (Transit), published by 
Tranter in 1980. 
Laurie Duggan (1949, born South Melbourne) attended Monash University between 1968 and 
1971 where he met Wearne and Scott and became involved with the Monash poetry readings. In 
February 1972 he moved to Sydney, having made connections in Sydney due to Scott’s having won 
a poetry prize (Duggan, Personal n.pag.). “I didn’t know Robert or Chris [sic] Hemensley when I 
was living in Melbourne but in about ’73, ’74 and ’75 I got to know them” (Duggan, “Interview” 
19). Tranter recalls meeting Duggan: “Well I didn’t meet Laurie until he came up to Sydney in fact 
I met him at a poetry reading at Canberra there was an international students reading . . . in 1971 I 
think . . . early in the year. Laurie had long blonde hair with those rainbow bands around it. We all 
went through that stage I guess” (Tranter, Personal n.pag.). Duggan’s first book published was East 
in 1976 by Robert Kenny at Rigmarole Press, which was followed in 1978 by Under the Weather 
(Wild and Woolley). Duggan was an editor of Mirabeau Goat Poems (1968) and Leaves (1971), 
both Monash poetry magazines. Duggan contributed to Leatherjacket, Magic Sam, Surfer’s 
Paradise and Three Blind Mice.  
Alan Wearne (1948, Melbourne) is published in Poetry Australia’s “Preface to the 
Seventies” issue edited by Tranter and Australian Poetry Now. He was a Monash poet for two 
years, but received his Bachelor of Arts from La Trobe (Wearne, Personal n.pag.). He met Tranter 
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with Scott and Duggan in 1970 or 1971 when they visited Sydney from Melbourne (Tranter, “Re: 
Balmain”). Wearne wrote two books of poetry during the 1970s, Public Relations (Makar 
Press1972) and New Devil, New Parish (University of Queensland Press 1976). He contributed to 
Leaves and Surfer’s Paradise, as well as to Poetry Australia and Makar. Tranter characterised 
Wearne as part of the small group from Melbourne that did not share a lot in common with other 
Melbourne poets (Tranter, “Interview” n.pag.)  
John A. Scott (1948, born Littlehampton, West Sussex, England), was a Monash poet with 
Duggan and Wearne. He won the Poetry Magazine Award 1970 (Poetry Magazine 18.6: 25). His 
award winning poem “Relation” consists of four sonnets, and includes an (actual) postage stamp, 
and a calendar with crossed out days (25-27). Scott met Tranter and Adamson when he was in 
Sydney for the award. Scott recalls that his strongest friendship in Sydney during the 1970s was 
with Tranter: 
he was very supportive of the poems and I actually came up to Sydney. Every time I 
came up to Sydney, nearly every time I'd come to Sydney I'd stay with John and Lyn. 
So he was the link for me and he occasionally would, Bob [Adamson] might turn up at 
various places, I liked that, but I always found Bob a little bit threatening and some of 
his girlfriends were just clearly absolutely dangerous and so I tended to keep away from 
it. (Scott, Personal n.pag.) 
Scott published one book of poetry during the period, The Barbarous Sideshow (Makar Press 1975). 
He contributed to Aspect, Leatherjacket and Surfer’s Paradise. 
 
All Roads Lead to Tranter? 
In this chapter, Tranter is presented as the centre of the network. Because here we are approaching 
it first and foremost through his roles as editor of The New Australian Poetry anthology. The 
advantages of this approach are that it reveals clearly the strong connections between Tranter 
himself and the large, diverse groupings of poets represented in the anthology. More generally, this 
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thesis understands the New Poetry network as decentralised. The network then takes on the form of 
a galaxy rather than a constellation; there is not one central figure (as there is in Dobrez’s account 
of Dransfield and the New Poetry). Seen in this light, the anthology presents a group of poets 
networked to each other not only through Tranter, but also through other interpersonal relationships, 
and publications. Tranter as poet, editor, and reviewer, thus acts like a hub in a centralised network, 
a facilitator of connections for the larger decentralised New Poetry network of which generation of 
68 poets were a part. 
The poets included in the anthology are diverse, not just stylistically and poetically, but also 
in terms of their output, their publications and contributions to journals, and their participation in 
poetry communities. The short summaries of these poets writing and their connections, above, are 
necessarily brief and do not provide an overview of the poets’ careers, but they do offer a broad 
sense of the connections in the network that constitutes the generation of 68 as a distinct group. 
These biographical and bibliographical introductions not only reveal information regarding who 
knew whom, but also about the nodes and the publications these poets were involved with during 
the decade.  
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Chapter Four 
Networks at Work: Poetry Magazines 
 
sometime / during 67 
i read his poems /& he read 
mine / & that we knew of someone 
up the road / who wrote 
that we should visit 
& did / & 
he read ours / & we read his / then 
had a smoke 
talked of why 
& where 
                        to publish 
           & then 
of OUR OWN MAGAZINE 
that / we would publish 
who / or whatever 
we dug. 
 
Nigel Roberts – from “For the Little Magazines” 
 
This chapter examines a conduit of the generation of 68 group’s network: “little magazines” or 
“mini-magazines.” Little poetry magazines are one of the elements that define this group of poets in 
relation to those who came before them. They operated as a vehicle for connecting poets, because 
the little magazines opened lines of communication among poets and created a space for New 
Poetry in Australia. From 1968 to 1979 hundreds of new little magazines were produced in 
Australia. The little magazine “revolution” of the 1970s was directly linked to advancements in 
printing technology which led to more affordable and accessible printing, but, as this chapter 
discusses, it was also fuelled by the desires of writers on the fringes, often in protest against the 
conservatism of established magazines and presses. There are important links between little 
magazines publishing generation of 68 poets and small press publishing during this period, as many 
little magazine editors also edited and published poetry paperbacks. These small presses adapted 
forms from earlier international avant-garde models which were translated by the fringes of the 
Australian poetry scene and subsequently adopted by larger institutions and publishing houses.  
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This chapter offers an account of the history of the production of the little poetry magazines in 
relation to the generation of 68 poets who created them and published in them, while also 
considering the effect these magazines had in poetry publishing and poetry groups during the late 
1960s and throughout the 1970s. The chapter begins by introducing the general field of little 
magazines and how they have been studied, before establishing a taxonomy of little magazines that 
fosters a reading of the connections between them in the New Poetry network. The development of 
a taxonomy of little magazines offers a way to approach the large number of poetry magazines from 
this period in a meaningful way. These groupings of magazines into three taxons (or groups)—
avant-garde/ underground magazines, alternatives to established magazines and oppositional 
magazines—provide a way of examining the network connections between the magazines and 
generation of 68 poets. The chapter draws on Raymond Williams’s definitions of “oppositional” 
and “alternative” to represent the different ethoi or ideologies manifested in the magazines. 
Following on from the taxonomy is a detailed discussion of a number of magazines “typical” of 
each group. The chapter also addresses other nodes related to little magazines, including small press 
publishing and the role played by Literature Board grants in the period.  
From Aardvark to Your Friendly Fascist, there was a large number of new little magazines 
published from 1968 to 1979 in Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide and elsewhere, dedicated 
to, or featuring, poetry. The magazines range in production quality from roneoed and gestetnered 
foolscap pages held together with a staple, to professionally presented offset magazines with perfect 
binding. They have been accused of favouring quantity over quality (Dugan, “Poetry” n.pag.), of 
not being serious publications and so on, but, despite the typographical errors and the often less than 
professional printing in the less than professional publications, these magazines all shared a 
common desire to promote New Poetry in Australia, and in so doing to help redefine Australian 
poetry. The magazines provide evidence of connections in the New Poetry network, as their 
publication histories are linked to the groups from which they emerged, as much as the editors who 
produced them.  
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Tranter defined the generation of 68 group in part by their association with little magazines. 
In the introduction to The New Australian Poetry he writes, “They rose to public notice on the crest 
of a wave of poetry readings, ‘underground’ magazines, and a generally expressed antagonism to 
the established mainstream of poetry at that time, which they saw as too conservative” (xv). Little 
magazines provided a way for emerging poets to bypass the “establishment” and the “mainstream” 
periodicals, and create their own space for the production, dissemination, and consumption of 
poetry. The “poetry explosion” of the 1970s would have been impossible without the increasing 
number of little magazines, which can be seen as both cause and effect for the increase in 
production and the demand for poetry, which subsequently influenced the publishing practices of 
established publishers in Australia. 
The introduction and increasing availability of cheaper print technologies from the late 1960s 
onwards provides this group of poets with access to publication outside established journals, but 
more than that, the little magazines represent a rejection of mainstream publishing and what they 
saw as the orthodox poetry scene in Australia (Kenny, Personal n.pag.). Robert Kenny argues that 
one of the things that distinguishes the generation of 68 group from earlier generations and other 
contemporary poets was the way they started their own magazines and did not expect an 
“imprimatur from an older generation, so that very few of us were published in established journals, 
we were establishing our own journals and publishing activities” (Personal n.pag.).  
Kenny wrote in Applestealers that New Poets, through their publishing activities, took the 
“mystique out of publishing; it was no longer the light at the end of the tunnel, no longer the great 
success but just part of the process of poetry and from that the poem became a living thing: an inter-
reaction between poets became possible” (26). This “inter-reaction” occurs in a number of different 
ways, including editorials, poetry dedications and poems written in response to other poems or 
poets, which create conversations in the pages of the magazines, an ongoing dialogue between 
poets. Kenny offers an important perspective on the New, his idea of an inter-reaction is about 
participating in the network, rather than in some “absolute” literary realm. Many of these New 
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Poetry magazines participated in an ongoing debate about what New Poetry was. The magazines 
also act as “vectors of sociability” (Boswell 179), in as much as they provide a dialogic space, and 
textual evidence of interpersonal relationships.  
  
Australian “Little Magazines” 
 Little poetry magazines of this period, or “mini-mags,” as Dennis Douglas termed them in 1969,16 
were “typed and duplicated, roneo or offset, and to a great extent distributed within the movement 
itself” (“Underground” Ward 112). They were produced by writers, rather than separate editors or 
publishers, who usually began the magazine by publishing the work of their friends, and advertising 
in the magazine for submissions. Most mini-mags of this period did not pay contributors, unlike 
established literary magazines, and were sold cheaply, or given away.
17
 The magazines were often 
swapped for other mini-mags, and found distribution networks in universities, specialist bookstores, 
poetry readings, and workshops as well as through subscriptions.  
Michael Denholm describes little magazines as “designed for a limited circle of readers”; as 
they “aimed to be truly avant-garde, making no compromise with the public taste,” while “being 
ever ready to give support to new movements of thought” (“The Little” 88). Denholm lists a 
number of little poetry magazines which appeared from the late 1960s, including Mok, 
Crosscurrents, Our Glass, The Great Auk, and Free Poetry (51), but he also includes scholarly 
journals and established cultural quarterlies such as Australian Literary Studies, Meanjin and 
Southerly in his discussion. It is necessary to distinguish between established little magazines and 
more avant-garde magazines which began being published in 1968. The term “mini-mags” is 
sometimes used to provide a differentiation between magazines which were already established by 
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 “Mini-Mags and the Poetry Explosion.” 
17
 Crosscurrents is an exception as all contributions published were paid (Dugan, “Michael”).  
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the late 1960s and 1970s, such as Southerly (1939), Meanjin (1940)Overland (1954), Westerly 
(1956) and Quadrant (1956), as well as the often short-lived, “underground” publications discussed 
in this chapter.  
John Tregenza examined Australian little magazines from 1923 to 1954, and argues that little 
magazines in Australia “have only constituted something of a phenomenon since the mid thirties” 
(5). Writing in the early 1960s, before the “explosion” of the New Poetry little magazines in the late 
1960s and 1970s, Tregenza argues that the little magazines of the twentieth century, specifically 
those produced after World War One, “have been products of an age of anxiety” and “begotten by a 
series of crises—crises in art, thought, economics, and international relations” (2). Tregenza 
identifies three different types of little magazines produced in response to these anxieties: protest 
magazines, magazines designed to introduce Australian readers to contemporary European literature 
and magazines which sought to “develop a distinctly Australian culture” (27-28).  
These three types provide an interesting contrast to the little magazines of the late 1960s and 
1970s. This period could also be referred to as an age of anxiety, especially for young writers 
opposing the Vietnam War and the revolutionary period of 1968. Some of the little magazines from 
the 1960s and 1970s have similarities with the types produced in the 1930s and 1940s: political and 
protest magazines, magazines designed to introduce Australian readers to Australian and 
international avant-garde writers, and little magazines that sought to bypass “the establishment”, 
providing publication opportunities for young writers and experimental works of poetry. However, 
the New Poets were not explicitly concerned with promoting Australian poetry in a nationalist 
sense, something which they accused earlier generations of doing. Instead, they aimed to establish 
the claim that Australia too had contemporary, experimental and avant-garde writing. This latter 
category is the most common type of little magazine publishing the generation of 68 poets. These 
multifarious productions were not restricted to poetry and, just as often, contained short stories, 
letters, editorials, news and review sections, illustrations, short plays, diary extracts and essays.  
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While Tregenza’s typology provides a way to consider shared impulses and types of 
magazines, it is too restrictive for the variety of magazines being produced from 1968 to 1979. 
Douglas attempts to resolve the issue of grouping types of magazines by considering the magazines 
as a spectrum. He describes mini-magazines as “rang[ing] from conscientious attempts to produce 
something close to well-established periodicals, like Transit and Crosscurrents, to publications 
resembling overseas underground papers, like Free Poetry and Our Glass, which consist of two or 
three sheets of coloured foolscap roneod both sides and held together with staples” (46). This 
approach begins to take note of the common elements and posits little magazines on a spectrum 
according to production aesthetics, with duplicated magazines at one end and more professionally 
presented magazines at the other. Douglas and Tregenza both attempt to resolve similar problems, 
namely how to approach and make sense of such a large field and how to group magazines together 
in a meaningful way that synthesises both the editor’s intentions and the physical form. To do this 
with such a large field, we need to develop a taxonomy, a way to classify and group magazines 
together. 
 
Taxonomy of Mini-Magazines 
Magazine taxonomies are usually compiled for commercial purposes. They are used in marketing 
research and tend to be predicated on readerships, with the result that magazines with similarities in 
editorial orientation are grouped together by sales statistics (Cannon and Williams 17, Milne 172). 
The little poetry magazines under discussion can be defined in part by their distance from 
commercial value, in as much as they “exist[ed] outside of the usual business structure of magazine 
production and distribution” (Görtschacher 3). Most little poetry magazines were swapped, given 
away, or sold cheaply, and editors kept no records of print run numbers, which also means there is 
very little information on readership numbers (there a few exceptions, including New Poetry and 
Aspect).  
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While the commercial nature of magazine taxonomies is of little use to us here, the 
methodology of taxonomy is useful. It consists of three parts: first, the representation or description 
of the objects; second, the ordering of the taxons, or the way the objects are grouped; and third, 
nomenclature, the naming of the groups (Hoog 779-81). The parameters for the first part of the 
taxonomy, the representation and description, involves defining the magazines to be included in the 
taxonomy (refer to appendix two). In this instance, the magazines under consideration were all first 
published between 1968 and 1979 in Australia; all were edited by, or contain writing by at least one 
of, the twenty-four poets whom Tranter identifies as generation of 68 poets. 
Even with these delineations, we are left with approximately one hundred little magazines, 
which published generation of 68 poets from 1968 to 1979. We can divide this large group of little 
magazines into three smaller groups. The first group contains the underground and avant-garde 
magazines, the second is the alternative magazines, while the third is the “semi-professional” 18 
little magazines. The magazines are aligned using a number of factors including their editorial 
content, cultural politics, positioning (as alternatives or oppositional to established magazines) and 
the aesthetics of their production. Of course not all magazines fit neatly into these groups. Examples 
of those that do not will be discussed, but when we look at the broad range of magazines from this 
period, enough fit into these three categories to make applying the taxonomy useful for further 
analysis.  
Williams classifies three types of “external relations in cultural formations”: specialising, 
alternative, and oppositional. By “alternative” he means “the provision of alternative facilities for 
the production, exhibition, or publication of certain kinds of work, where it is believed that existing 
institutions exclude or tend to exclude these.” In the case of oppositional, the provision of 
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 Here I draw on the term Martin Duwell used for Makar (Duwell, Personal n.pag.).  
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alternatives is “raised to active opposition to the established institutions, or more generally the 
conditions within which these exist” (70). Williams differentiates between alternative groups which 
offer a critique of established institutions, and oppositional groups which attack “prevailing art 
forms and institutions” (71). While all the little magazines that the generation of 68 were involved 
with were alternative, providing new “free spaces” for the publication of New Poetry outside 
established publications, some were also oppositional in that they positioned themselves not only as 
free spaces, but also spaces for attacks on established magazines and the institutions that produced 
them. While it might seem counter-intuitive for poets characterised as experimental, underground, 
and avant-garde, the majority of the magazines under discussion were almost solely concerned with 
poetry (or writing). They identified a need, and were dedicated to providing a space for writing 
perceived to be outside the mainstream. Therefore, they are characterised as alternative productions. 
 
New Poetry Magazines 
The first new little magazine publishing New Poetry in Australia was Mok which began in March 
1968, edited by Robert Tillett and Richard Tipping in Adelaide. Mok was a paperback-style little 
magazine, with folded, stitched duplicated pages and cardboard covers. Mok lasted for five issues, 
until spring 1969, and published fiction, plays, reviews, essays, and poems by Sydney, Melbourne, 
and Adelaide writers including Balmain and La Mama Poets, Viidikas, Roberts, Bill Beard,
 
Hemensley, Buckmaster, Jenkins, and Hutchinson.
 19
 Mok’s editorials suggest that Tipping and 
Tillett were conscious of the magazine being part of the “so-called Australian Underground Scene,” 
but they were critical of the writing produced under that banner (Tillett, “Notes” 4). Tillett writes 
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 Beard, a La Mama poet, was a prolific contributor to “mini-mags” in the late 1960s, including Cat, Contempa, 
Crosscurrents, Dodo, Free Poetry, Flagstones, Leatherjacket, Leaves, Magic Sam, Mok, Our Glass, The Great Auk, and 
The Ear in the Wheatfield. He was a regular contributor to New Poetry. 
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that the “greatest problem” of the Australian underground “seems to be a distinct lack of something 
to say.” He argues that poets such as Allen Ginsberg, Roger McGough, and Yevgeny Yevtushenko 
“have captured an audience because what they have to say is widely comprehensible, capably and 
powerfully expressed, and above all, relevant and meaningful to society.” Tillett encouraged poets 
to write, but warned against placing image over substance: 
Neither the cliquey snobbery of the literary “Establishment” nor the effervescent closed 
circle of the “Underground” can at present supply the ordinary intelligent man with 
anything meaningful to him. We band together for support and talk in rooms of the 
great revolution or the wonderful day when the government supports artists and we 
drink claret with cheese and we smoke pot but we get nowhere. Our “culture” is 
inwardly orientated—we close our books to the uninitiated. Let’s not be so foolish as to 
deprive ourselves of listeners through laziness and arrogance. Let’s forget about being 
great misunderstood artists struggling in noble poverty and actually think about 
something. This may lead us to be able to communicate something of value to someone 
else, and being a little more understood, although we’ll be just as poor, I suppose. (4)  
As the first new writing magazine for young writers, Mok is an important starting place for any 
history of new writing in Australia. Its publication marks the beginning not only of a wave of 
alternative magazines to follow, but the beginning of the creation of a new space for New Poetry in 
Australia. This was a space constructed largely outside established institutions, unregulated by 
profit margins and formal distribution networks: a new community for young poets where the 
binding principle was poetry.  
The first new little magazine dedicated solely to publishing New Poetry was Crosscurrents, 
edited by Michael Dugan in Melbourne and first published in May 1968. The first three issues were 
also produced in a paperback format like Mok, but this changed in 1969 when it was printed on 
unfolded foolscap with staples down the left hand side. This was in part due to Dugan’s financial 
position (Dugan, “Michael”), and possibly due to the styles and formats adopted by a number of 
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other little poetry magazines which followed Crosscurrents in quick succession, including Our 
Glass, Free Poetry and The Great Auk, which were all known to Dugan. These little magazines all 
released first issues in 1968 and were typed, duplicated on foolscap paper and held together with 
staples. This method for producing little poetry magazines was about more than utilising the 
available printing technology, although this was a factor. These roneoed and gestetnered pages 
make an avant-garde gesture that was influenced by the physical aesthetics and content of American 
and English underground magazines. It is also an anti-establishment gesture, with roots in the 
Sydney Push and libertarian traditions (Bowes).  
 Crosscurrents published a number of “New Poets,” including Geoffrey Eggleston, Terry 
Gillmore, Hemensley, Beard and Buckmaster. Dugan writes that, at its core, the reason he started 
Crosscurrents was because “his own and his friends’ poems had been rejected by the 
‘establishment’ magazines and [Dugan] considered [their] poems to be better than many of those 
published in them” (“Mini-Mags” 20). 20 “Behind them” (little magazines), Dugan argues, “was the 
idea that publication was open to anyone who had access to a gestetner and a few dollars and that 
these unpretentious publications would break down the barriers that the more formal literary 
magazines had erected around poetry” (20). These magazines were not explicitly oppositional, but 
were in effect produced in opposition to established magazines. This was not in the same way as 
Williams’s definition of oppositional, however: he would define them as “alternative.” 
 To some extent the “mini-mags” did “break down barriers.” They made publication more 
available to young writers, and allowed poets to bypass the traditional publishers. Denholm writes 
that “[i]t is with the little magazines and small publishing firms that many writers first get 
                                               
 
 
 
20
 Gillmore was published in a number of “mini-mags,” including Free Poetry, Mok and Our Glass. He published one 
book of poetry in 1977, and one in 1990. Eggleston was an editor of Whole Earth Sun-Moon Review which started in 
1973. 
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published, learn more about their craft, and expand their awareness of their literary heritage” (“The 
Role” 18); or, to expand their awareness of what they were rejecting. The approach was clearly 
oppositional. Kenny writes that “[t]he late 60s broke down the confines of the old . . . the little 
magazines then saw their job as destroying the idea of a literary establishment not just a particular 
literary establishment, but the very concept, the fraudulent concept, of a consensus opinion of what 
was good or bad” (“Living” 202). The little magazines helped further a “democratization of 
Australian writing” (202).21  
 The New Poetry little magazines can be seen largely as a rejection of “established” literary 
magazines and are presented, in opposition, as alternatives to the type of magazines in existence 
prior to 1969. Dugan also argues that 
For the first time they [underground magazines] provide an alternative to the established 
literary periodicals, and their influence has been felt by the older magazines who are 
having to do some rethinking about their position on the Australian scene. The previous 
‘radical’ magazine, Overland, now appears hopelessly stuffy when compared with the 
underground press. (qtd. in Hemensley, “Documenta” 467) 
There was a desire not only for alternatives, but also for wider range of publications and new 
voices. In 1974 Kenny argued, “[t]he malady affecting Australian writing is not purely 
conservatism but that the publishing and criticism has been in the hands of too few people whose 
real interest & concerns are political & humanist rather than the goodwill of ‘the world’” (“Notes”). 
The New Poetry magazines and the increasing number of small presses in Australia in the 1970s 
certainly created new opportunities for new voices in Australian writing. 
                                               
 
 
 
21
 There were developments in printing technology and shifts in traditional publishing that also contributed to increases 
in poetry publishing, and the break-down of “the confines of old.” 
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The first group, the underground and avant-garde magazines, include Crosscurrents from the 
first issue of 1969, as well as Our Glass, Free Poetry and The Great Auk. Our Glass was published 
by Kris Hemensley in the same month as Crosscurrents (May 1968), also in Melbourne. Our Glass 
was the first self-consciously underground magazine. The first issue was dedicated to the “French 
revolution,” or the street riots in Paris, in May 1968. Hemensley wrote editorials that read like a do-
it-yourself underground manifesto. In issue two he writes, “if you don’t like this mag. or any other 
mag. make your own—bypass the institutions—create a ‘free’ area around yourself—to defeat the 
establishment increase your own consciousness—this is OUR/ & your GLASS ...”22 
Our Glass inspired the creation of Free Poetry, a Sydney based magazine first published in 
October 1968, and edited in rotation by Terry Gilmore, John Goodall and Nigel Roberts. On the 
first page of the first issue the editors wrote, “we must salute kris hemensley/ editor/ publisher of 
our glass/ melbourne/ who suggested as we do here/ that if you don’t like this broadsheet/ then 
create your own/& a free area around yourself.” The title of Free Poetry speaks directly to 
Hemensley’s call for a “free area.” The magazines are presented as an instrument of freedom, not 
merely a container. Flagstones, a Melbourne poetry magazine edited by Ian Robertson, also situates 
itself in relation to “free areas.” In issue three (Sept-Oct. 1969) Robertson writes, “there are more 
magazines / the more mags = the more free areas = a larger total free area.” The Great Auk began in 
September 1968, edited by the seventeen year old Charles Buckmaster. His editorials reflect a sense 
of urgency, as well as a call to arms. In issue three (November 1968) he writes,  
  TO ALL SECONDARY SCHOOL STUDENTS ..  
  GET OFFYRARSE&DOSOMETHING!!! ... star 
  t  YR  OWN  undergrounds .. ( if  they  mu 
                                               
 
 
 
22
 The use of unconventional punctuation and capitalisation is another feature of these underground magazines, as is the 
use of unsystematic short hand i.e. “wd.” for would. 
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  st  be  underground )  in  YR  OWN  schoo 
  ls.  there  is no  reason  why  2ndry  
  students  should  not  be  heard / ne  re 
  ason  why  they  should  not  MAKE  them 
  selves  heard  -  you  have  the  oppitu 
  nity ....... / now. (1) 
The Great Auk was styled after Hemensley’s Our Glass, and Roberts’s Free Poetry, which were 
foolscap gestetnered productions of a few stapled pages. The aesthetic was also practical. This “do 
it yourself” manifesto was also championed by Dugan. In issue eight (July 1969) of The Great Auk 
he writes:  
It is up to poets to change this situation. It is no good griping about the lack of public 
interest in poetry and meaning because the Commonwealth Literary Fund won’t give 
you a couple of years boozing money to write a masterpiece. We must all get in and 
work like hell to get our messages to the public. It only takes a few dollars worth of 
paper, some poems and a borrows duplicator to make a magazine. There are twelve 
million people waiting to read it. (“Poetry”) 
 Poets took up the challenge to create their own free spaces, whether they were responding to 
other editors’ calls or their own desires for new publishing opportunities. From 1969 to 1979 the 
number of poetry magazines grew exponentially. What began as a small number of little magazines 
publishing New Poetry over the decade grew to be hundreds of little magazines dedicated to or 
publishing it. These magazines included Cat by Andrew Jach; Mindscape, edited by Norman 
Thompson; Flagstones, edited by Ian Robertson (all in Victoria); Free Poetry, edited in Sydney by 
Nigel Roberts, Terry Gillmore and John Goodall; and Poem, edited by Ross Thompson and John 
Tozer in Melbourne.  
The magazines function as ongoing cultural conversations that are not restricted to poetry. 
These magazines not only provided an avenue for young writers to be published outside established 
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magazines, they also acted as broadsheets or newsletters, often laid out with multiple columns, 
advertisements for poetry readings, and lists of submission addresses for other little magazines. 
They were “manifestations” of the moment. They were not designed to be placed in bookcases, but 
were made to be circulated like handbills, or acted like events (Burger). In an issue of Our Glass 
1968, Hemensley writes, “A few of us were bashed up at the anti-Napalm demo on the 25th Oct. – i 
was one of 10 arrests – case adjourned til Dec 11th” (“Comment” n.pag.). In the following issue 
Hemensley reports “Bill Beard & Charles Buckmaster were assaulted on Oct 25th antiNapalm 
demo … - suffered blood nose/ cuts/ & dislocated thumb respectively/ subsequently / Michael 
Elliman
23
 & myself appeared at city courts. i recd. 30$ fine / Elliman a bond” (“Finally” n.pag.). 
Here Hemensley mentions other poets who would be known to Our Glass readers through their 
publication in the magazine, but he also demonstrates their shared ideologies and that they were 
brutalised by the state. This act of naming functions to group these poets together for the reader and, 
for us, this linking demonstrates connections in the network.  
 Another way these little magazines functioned cross-discursively in the network was 
through the promotion of other little magazines. Often this occurred with the inclusion of lists of 
magazines, rather than advertisements or reviews. The lists usually included editorial information, 
an account of the physical presentation of the magazines and sometimes commentary or criticism on 
recent issues. These references also demonstrate connections within the network: ongoing 
conversations, which Kenny has called “inter-reaction between poets” (“Welcome” 26). In this way, 
the little magazines promoted the writing and publishing of poetry, other like-minded poetry 
magazines and a sense of an alternative poetry community. 
                                               
 
 
 
23
 A La Mama poet. 
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Other magazines that can be included in this first avant-garde underground group include 
Flagstones (1969-1970), Mindscape (1969-1969), Tinker (1970-1971), Earthship (1979-1972), 
Your Friendly Fascist (1971-1984), Surfers Paradise (1971-1986), Leatherjacket (1972-?), Heart 
(1973-1974), Fitzrot (1974-1975), Victoria Bitter (1975-1975), and Magic Sam (1975-1982). These 
magazines share a duplicated aesthetic; and are largely produced with a small number of unfolded 
foolscap pages that are stapled together. There are some exceptions: Heart is folded and stapled; 
Leatherjacket had cardboard covers; and Surfers Paradise and Magic Sam had many pages. 
Nonetheless, this group of little avant-garde and underground little magazines were characterised by 
their desire to promote poetry and young writers in Australia. In all of them, the emphasis on poetry 
provides the central focus, but poetry is also linked to other forms of expression, such as drawing, 
prose and performance. The editorial in the first issues of Heart (May 1973) reads, “Forgive us the 
printing, forgive us the quality of the paper .. but READ THE POEMS, that is all that matters.” In 
the first issue of Leatherjacket (1972) the editors advise that the magazine will be “an irregular 
publication. [that] will appear every time we can afford to bring it out and every time we have to 
hand sufficient contributions.” Similar philosophies underpin all these duplicated magazines.  
The editorial policies were not always sophisticated. Free Poetry outlined its editorial policy 
in issue two cheekily as “we publish what we dig.” But they all responded to similar impetuses. The 
Great Auk gave preference to “unestablished unpublished & unheard of aust. Poets & etceteretera” 
(Vol. 1 no. 2 Oct. 1968). The editorial in the first issue of Your Friendly Fascist explores the 
production of another new magazine, “The primary reason for this mags’ existence, where there 
must be a dozen other equally crappy such mags in Australia at the moment, is simply because none 
of them consistently publish US” (2). The editors, Rae Desmond Jones and John Edwards, are 
sardonic about the underground scene as they position their publication as an alternative space: 
“Most of the poets in here are hooked by the balls: nobody loves us. The squares won’t have us, and 
the others have their own scene going. So fuck them all” (2).  
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While this group of magazines is in many ways the least like the established quarterlies, many 
of them are neatly set out and typed up, but poorly duplicated. The editors of Your Friendly Fascist, 
the most anarchistic of the little poetry magazines of this period, made a virtue of its poor 
reproduction quality. The first issue is practically illegible, due to the paleness of the ink, and in the 
second issue they address their readers’ complaints:  
Surely you can be expected to work hard and silently at deciphering -- after all you read 
James Joyce or at any rate Agatha Christie for the pleasure of deciphering. Or do you? 
However, ever mindful, dare reder of thy evensight and thy tepere, we have tried to 
make this issue legible. 
The second issue, however, is only marginally more legible, and the production quality of 
subsequent issues is little changed. The quality was not just a reflection of the printing technologies 
available, as many magazines were produced using roneo and gestetner machines that were by far 
more readable. Your Friendly Fascist was intentionally unruly, and often self-mocking, with 
startling covers and obscene cartoons. Jones writes, 
On an evening in 1970 my friend John Edwards and I were lamenting our fate. The 
literary revolution of 1968/9 had happened, and we had been passed by and pissed on, 
left in the wash as the great ship of poetic modernism steamed further into the distance. 
. . . After smoking something illegal, we came up with some incoherent inspiration: take 
bad poetry and make it an assault on the bland and the comfortable. What could be more 
in your face in 1970 than Fascism? The first issue was so badly printed on a gestetner 
that it is impossible to copy. It was cheap, and it was fun. John Tranter gazed 
thoughtfully at it and pronounced “mmm. Lots of energy here, not much control …” He 
was right.
 (“Lots of”) 
Your Friendly Fascist’s stance was oppositional. It set out not only to provide an alternative space 
for the publication of poetry, but did so in opposition to established and avant-garde magazines. 
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Free Grass appeared in 1969 with an anonymous editor. It was a hoax magazine produced by 
Tranter. In an interview with Patrick Allington, he says, “I remember thinking that much of the 
poetry in little ‘underground’ magazines of the time was very easy to write; that is, it was lacking in 
technical skills or challenge” and “perhaps I had a thought like this: ‘I could write the whole of one 
of those little magazines in an afternoon’, so I did … I didn’t have any particular poet or editor in 
mind as a target for my parodies, rather a group of tendencies or contemporary styles of poetry” 
(Allington, “Dreams” n.pag.). Tranter’s parody responds to a common criticism of the time; that the 
“mini-mags” were more about quantity than quality (Dugan, “Poetry”). This magazine could also be 
read as oppositional, because it critiqued underground and established magazines. 
The second group of little magazines, the ones I see as presenting themselves as alternatives 
to established magazines, are characterised in part by their higher production standards. These 
magazines are more like established journals, with folded stapled or perfectly bound pages with 
cardboard covers. Magazines like Riverrun, Dark Areas, and Fields more closely mimic the generic 
formats of established little magazines, as they tend to have elements such as contents pages, page 
numbers, and a standardised numbering system for issues (unlike say Fitzrot or Victoria Bitter 
which used different titles to differentiate between issues, rather than numbers). Most of these 
magazines were offset publications, allowing for the reproduction of images and photographs (not 
just hand drawn cartoons, or stencilled images as with the first group of magazines, for example 
Your Friendly Fascist).  
There is also a sub-section of magazines in this second group with institutional links, namely 
the large number of university-affiliated literary or poetry magazines. Such as Makar at the 
University of Queensland, Poems in Public Places produced from the University of Wollongong 
English Department, and Dodo with an editorial address at the University of Sydney. Another sub-
section of this group is the feminist and all-women editored magazines, Khasmik, Luna, and The 
Saturday Club Book of Poetry. These magazines are difficult to place in the taxonomy due to their 
high standard in production and content. However, they still present themselves as alternatives to 
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established journals, rather than in opposition to existing mainstream journals. These magazines 
could potentially be grouped separately within the taxonomy, but have been kept in the second 
group as a sub-set as they share a desire for the creation of a new space for poetry and they attempt 
to carve out this space in an institutional setting.  
Makar is an important magazine for the generation of 68 group. The magazine began in 1960, 
and Duwell became editor in 1968. He published a number of generation of 68 poets in the 
magazine, but the real break for young poets came in 1972 when one issue a year was replaced with 
three paperback books of poetry known as the Gargoyle Poetry series. Makar published thirty-seven 
books of poetry in this way from 1968 to 1979 including titles by Hemensley, Maiden, and Wearne 
(refer to appendix six). Duwell commissioned Tranter to edit an anthology of New Poetry resulting 
in the publication of The New Australian Poetry (1979). It was the first anthology Makar Press 
published, and was followed by A Possible Contemporary Poetry (1982), a collection of interviews 
with new poets, many of whom had been published in Makar magazine.  
The Gargoyle Poetry series and Makar Press were run by the English Society of the 
University of Queensland, separate from the University of Queensland Press (UQP). Duwell took 
over as editor in 1968 while a student at the University of Queensland and recollects, “I always 
thought, in my student days, of UQP as being a kind of vast multinational imperial company, or 
some such nonsense, whereas in fact of course it was a tiny publishing house” (Personal n.pag.). 
This observation is important, as this view of institutional presses as wholly other exists across a 
large number of little magazines and small presses publishing poetry. Small institutional presses 
like the University of Queensland Press still represented the threat of the “establishment” and 
“mainstream conservatism,” which poets of the generation of 68 opposed. 
The third group consists of very high quality, semi-professional little magazines publishing 
New Poetry and offering a real alternative to established magazines, include Aspect: Art and 
Literature edited by Rudi Krausmann with a number of contributing editors including Tranter and 
Beaver, and Compass: Poetry & Prose, a quarterly printed in Sydney by Beaver Press and edited by 
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Chris Mansell and Dane Thwaites. New Poetry (1971-1981) is also situated in this category. It was 
the renamed Poetry Magazine (1961-1970) which was itself the renamed Prism magazine (1954-
1961) and not to be confused with Grace Perry’s Poetry Australia (1964-1992). Poetry Magazine 
and Poetry Australia were already established little magazines in 1968; however, the renaming of 
Poetry Magazine as New Poetry was more than a symbolic gesture. New Poetry under Adamson’s 
editorship became the most high standard alternative little Australian poetry magazine dedicated to 
New Poetry. New Poetry had similar production standards to established literary publications of the 
time and had a comparable print run (Adamson, Personal n.pag.), but, it retained a focus on 
Australian and international New Poetry.  
 
Critical History of New Poetry Mini-Mags 
The mini-mags associated with “new writing” and the generation of 68 group were documented 
during the period in journals as early as Robert Ward’s “Underground Poetry” article published in 
the Australian Book Review in April 1969. Ward notes six of the earliest poetry magazines (Mok, 
Free Poetry, The Great Auk, Our Glass, Crosscurrents, and Free Grass) and provides an 
introduction to young Australian poets producing underground magazines. Later that same year in 
an article for Overland, Douglas identifies further New Poetry magazines and provides analysis of a 
number of them (“Mini-Mags” 46). The phenomenon of New Poetry was visible at the time, enough 
for Ward and Douglas to begin identifying and grouping magazines linked to it. 
Ward notes that the poets associated with these magazines are all “young, well below thirty, 
[making] them very much a post-war generation” (“Underground” 112). He reads them as 
“continuing [a] radical poetic tradition stretching over from the Angry Penguins ’forties, with 
Barjai, and Ern Malley’s Journal filling in the spaces,” though he accepts also, that these young 
poets see the Angry Penguins simply as old men (112).  
In “Notes,” an article on Australian poetry magazines in the first issues of Rigmarole of the 
Hours in 1974, Kenny outlines some poetry magazines. He writes that Meanjin and Overland “are 
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two journals that have had considerable influence and power in Australian writing, yet neither 
functions as a literary journal, yet both pretend to be so” (n.pag.). He accuses Overland “of such 
smallmindedness that it cannot see past its own backyard” and groups Overland, Westerly, and 
Southerly together as magazines whose “attitude to the local is blatantly chauvinist through they 
seem unaware of it—except for the new work which they react to with pages of negativity” (n.pag.). 
Kenny argues that the small magazines and “type-sheets” that emerged in Melbourne, Sydney and 
Adelaide in 1968 have “laid the seeds for a different journal in this country” and he lists magazines 
edited by generation of 68 poets, including Your Friendly Fascist, The Ear in the Wheatfield and 
New Poetry. Kenny is drawing a line between the established literary journals and the new little 
poetry magazines. He presents the old quarterlies as conservative and lacking “literary ideation,” 
but praises the new magazines for being “active participants in writing,” regardless of their 
“inaccuracies,” and lack of “literary criteria” (n.pag.). 
No further survey of the New Poetry little magazines appeared until Phillip Edmonds’s 1975 
Contempa article, “‘Little Magazines’ (1971-75).” Edmonds reflects on the gap left after the first 
wave of new little magazines like Crosscurrents, The Great Auk, Flagstones, Free Poetry and Mok 
had folded. He recalls the “hegemony of the ‘established’ magazines,” and how he began Contempa 
in 1971, later joined by Kenny as co-editor. Edmond argues that Contempa provided a bridge for 
the production of another wave of new magazines, including Fitzrot and Etymspheres. He writes 
about a number of new little magazines which began, or performed a “breakthrough” (like Makar) 
from 1971 to 1975. Edmonds remains cautious, ending the article with a disclaimer about his own 
position, “I have endeavoured to discuss the most interesting points of departure. Let the magazines 
speak for themselves” (n.pag.). Edmonds, like Kenny, is documenting the history of New Poetry 
magazines “from where I stand” (Edmonds n.pag.). In doing so, he positions his own magazine—
along with other little poetry magazines—as presenting an alternative to the established quarterlies 
and providing new free spaces for poetry post-1968. 
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Also in 1975, Robert Adamson’s article, “Notes and Comments,” in New Poetry discusses 
recent issues of a number of poetry magazines. Adamson provides an overview of the Australian 
poetry scene in magazines at the time of writing alongside his own critical arguments about the 
magazines and their editors (76-91). He writes about difficulties in finding good poetry reviewers, 
arguing that the best Australian poets are often the worst reviewers, calling Les Murray and Robert 
Grey “exasperating” and Shapcott and Beaver “reviewers that frustrate me in every way” (84). 
Adamson calls Tranter the “best/poet critic we have” and asks why one “complimentary grunt from 
Tranter is worth a thousand bravos from the Greys, Murrays, Shapcotts, Beavers, Pringles, Porters 
......” (85). He also notes the lack of mimeographed magazines from Melbourne over the last six 
months, the advent of a new magazine titled Magic Sam which “sounds like a toy,” and he calls 
“Makar the thinking man’s Contempa” (87).  
It is interesting that these accounts of magazines are written by magazine editors. They were 
perhaps, as Duwell (editor of Makar) writes in “A Guide to Australian Literary Magazines” for 
Span (1976), “guideposts” for traversing the confusing terrain of little magazines in Australia. 
Duwell provides information for twenty-six little magazines as a way to begin mapping the terrain 
(40-48). The following year Dugan (editor of Crosscurrents) compiled a “selective checklist” of 
“Little Magazines 1968-77” for Australian Literary Studies (1977). Dugan lists thirty-nine 
magazines, and mentions a further three magazines he was not able to find sufficient information 
about (Leatherjacket, Fields, and Dharma), and another three which were outside his frame of 
reference (Southerly, Meanjin, Overland). Dugan’s checklist includes the magazine’s title, editorial 
details, publishing addresses, beginning (and end) dates and number of issues published. For some 
magazines he includes a description of the physical layout (for example, roneoed and stapled 
foolscap broadsheet and Quarto, stapled offset), and content information (for example, poetry and 
prose magazine, content—poetry, and prose forms as well as poetry).  
A more comprehensive guide to little magazines in Australia did not appear until Denholm’s 
book Small Press Publishing in Australia in the Early 1970s, published in 1979. While Denholm 
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covers an extraordinary number of small magazines in Australia, due to his criteria, he does not 
mention in detail—or sometimes at all—a number of magazines that the generation of 68 group 
published in and edited. Aside from the articles mentioned above which act as surveys, notes, and 
reflections on Australian poetry magazines, and Denholm’s broad survey of small press publishing 
in Australia, the history of Australian underground poetry magazines from 1968 to 1975 is yet to be 
written.  
In order to compile a comprehensive list of underground poetry magazines either edited by 
generation of 68 poets, or to which they contributed, I turned first to the journal and magazine 
articles mentioned above. Then I found copies of the magazines collected and looked at the 
advertising in them for clues to more magazines. For example, Flagstones lists Crosscurrents, The 
Great Auk, Mok, Free Poetry, Mindscape, Poem and Aardvark, with addresses for submissions. 
Dodo 3.1 (1977) includes a “Guide to Budding Authors—Magazines,” which lists “some of the 
more noteworthy mag’s,” with short summaries and contact details (32-33). The entry for 
Etymspheres reads, “Submit only if of ‘internationalist’ leanings.” Leatherjacket is characteriseds as 
“Totally unpredictable. Forget it” (32); the advice for Meanjin is to “Try only if you want to feel 
you’re gonna get somewhere. Be honest with yourself,” and for Your Friendly Fascist the listing 
asks, “Rolled a drunk lately? If so, send your work to this little gem of a mag. Always worth a read 
and a try” (33).  
Like me, the readers of these magazines relied on them for information on other underground 
poetry magazines. For the editors of the magazines, listing other little magazines was also a way for 
the magazine to include itself within the “movement” or underground poetry “scene” by identifying 
their magazine alongside other experimental publications. Also participating in a dialogue between 
poets and magazines, they were sources of information about new books, poetry readings, new 
magazines, and so on, and contain further evidence of connections in the generation of 68’s 
network. 
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Little Magazine Networks 
The taxonomy provides a way to group and consider the different types of little magazines which 
generation of 68 poets edited and to which they contributed. But what happens when we shift focus 
and try to conceptualise the field through its connections? How do we examine the network 
connections that link these magazines and groups of magazines? The connections occur through 
interpersonal associations, friendships, and acquaintances between poets and editors, but also 
networked links with reading groups, bookshops, universities and small presses. The interpersonal 
associations between the producers of the magazines, the contributors and the readers can be traced 
in letters, contributor lists and diary entries. For each little magazine some of the interpersonal 
connections predate the magazine, while other connections are made through the magazine. For 
example, when Dugan produced Crosscurrents he was contacted by Hemensley, who was at that 
time also working on the first issue of his own little poetry magazine, Our Glass. Buckmaster 
contacted Dugan and Hemensley before he produced The Great Auk (Hemensley, “Documenta” 
136). Hemensley began the La Mama Poetry Workshops, where Dugan and Buckmaster were 
regular readers, and their magazines are connected to the La Mama scene.  
The La Mama scene connects with Sydney early on through two conduits, both people linked 
to magazines. The first, Nigel Roberts, is a Sydney poet and editor of Free Poetry who attended La 
Mama readings, and the second, Paul Smith, was a contributor to Our Glass who told Hemensley 
about Tranter’s magazine Transit in July 1968 (Hemensley, “The Beginnings” 17). In issue three of 
Parachute Poems (1973) the editor, Mal Morgan identifies magazines he associates with La Mama:  
As one of the ‘new-dead’ La Mama poets, I take personal exception to any pettiness or 
condemnation directed toward La Mama’s Poetry readings, or its organisers.  
Without that scene in ’68 – ’69, it must be pointed out that many efforts for and 
toward poetry, would have been reduced, or non-existent.  
That it was instrumental in stimulating many of today’s poets, by vehicle of Cross 
Currents, Our Glass, Great Auk, Flagstones, Mindscape etc., should be realized and 
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applauded, rather than its internal politics/ polemic attacked, by anyone who was not 
personally involved, or aware of its intrinsic nature.(n.pag.) 
Morgan’s grouping of underground and avant-garde little magazines associated with La Mama 
demonstrates not only connections between the early magazines and the poetry readings at La 
Mama, but also his own sense of Parachute Poems and other little magazines as a continuation of 
what the La Mama poets started. His editorial acts too as a defence of the 1968-1969 scene at La 
Mama, while also implicitly acknowledging that the moment and the scene has passed.  
 
Related Nodes: Bookstores and Small Presses 
Alongside lists advertising other magazines, the magazines also contain advertisements for new 
books, book launches, poetry readings and workshops. A number of the little magazines also listed 
places where they were distributed. For example, issue four of the Sydney magazine, Free Poetry, 
lists distribution networks including Third World (later Gould’s Books), Anchor, Pocket Bookshop, 
the Peg & Awl and the Pot Hole in Sydney; Jockels Bookshop in Collins Street Melbourne; and in 
Adelaide through the editor of Mok magazine. These bookshops function as nodes in the network, 
points of connection and conduits in the New Poetry network which functioned to distribute and 
promote New writing, small magazines and small press publications.  
The little magazines and their distribution networks helped bring together a community of 
people whose organising principle was poetry, and can be seen as leading the way for a number of 
small presses that published poetry pamphlets and paperbacks. Denholm writes that the “small 
publishing boom” of the late 1960s and 1970s, especially in relation to poetry magazines, was in 
part a “result of the ability of almost anyone to produce pamphlets, magazines and books, with the 
advent of offset printing and a freer approach to layout.” However, he also argues that the large 
number of small publishers that emerged during this period was “a response to cultural and 
intellectual developments in Australia . . . especially the emergence of many young new writers” 
and, significantly, a response “to the failure of the large Australian publishers and the overseas 
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publishers in Australia to understand and meet the needs of Australian writers” (“Small Press” 1). 
However, larger publishers quickly adapted small press publishing techniques, and by the early 
1970s paperback poetry books were being produced by small and large presses.  
 In the 1970s a number of small presses, and later a large publisher, began producing series 
of poetry titles in paperback, including University of Queensland Press, Makar Press, Prism Press, 
and Angus and Robertson. These poetry series all began and ended in the 1970s. The poetry 
published ranged from first books, such as John Forbes’s Tropical Skiing published by Angus and 
Robertson, to titles by more established poets like James McAuley, also published by Angus and 
Robertson as part of the Poets of the Month series. The University of Queensland series and the 
Prism series kept the more traditional format of approximately sixty pages, though in paperback. 
Makar Press and Angus and Robertson adopted the twenty to thirty page paperback form.  
In 1970 the University of Queensland Press began its Paperback Poets Series.
24
 The books 
were over sixty pages, with soft cardboard covers and perfect binding. Martin Duwell recalls,  
I think I always felt that the Paperback Poet series, which was Frank Thompson’s idea 
and a really clever idea—because you got a book for only $1—was actually invented for 
the generation before the generation of ‘68 because the poets who turned up in New 
Impulses in Australian Poetry, which was a UQP book, often hadn’t got publishers. 
People like Andrew Taylor, David Malouf and Judith Rodriguez hadn’t had their first 
books published and the reason for that was that there were only a few publishers, 
Angus & Robertson, Edwards & Shaw, and they were still dealing with the generation 
before them. They were clogged up and so UQP wanted to open up the passages, 
certainly not for the generation of ‘68 but for the generation before, and then just by 
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accident their first three books included Dransfield. (Personal n.pag.) 
Dransfield was Paperback Poets number two, after David Malouf’s Bicycle: and Other Poems 
(1971). Between 1970 and 1978 a number of generation of 68 poets were published in the series, 
including Johnston, Maiden, Viidikas, and Wearne. In this manner the University of Queensland 
Press provided opportunities for young poets to be published in affordable editions, alongside older 
poets, as Duwell suggests above. 
In 1971 Adamson established Prism Books
25
 in conjunction with the Poetry Society of 
Australia and New Poetry, which he co-edited with Cheryl Adamson (now Cheryl Creatrix), 
Adamson’s first wife. Prism began publishing the Prism Poets series also in 1971. Four titles were 
published in the series, before the series label was dropped. Until 1979, Prism continued publishing 
poetry titles by a number of Australian poets, including Dorothy Hewett, Maiden, Thorne and 
Adamson. The books were printed in editions of five hundred in soft cover, for $3.00, later $3.95, 
and one hundred hard cover copies bound in cloth and leather and numbered and signed by the 
author for $12.00.
26
 Prism published its last title, Adamson’s The Law at Heart’s Desire, in 1982. In 
1979 Adamson started Big-Smoke Press with Hewett and published two books, Where I Come 
From (1979) by Adamson and Greenhouse (1979) by Hewett.  
Makar Press, an arm of Makar magazine, published editions of one thousand books for its 
Gargoyle Poets series,
27
 which began in 1972. Gargoyles were sold for 75 cents (including postage). 
The books of poetry were also included as a part of subscription to the magazine. A yearly 
subscription included three issues of Makar, six Gargoyle Poet books, and cost $7.00 or $4.00 for 
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 Advertising brochure for Prism Books in New Poetry 23.1 (1974), and advertisement in New Poetry 24.1 (1976): 83. 
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students.
28
 Makar was assisted in kind by the Department of English at the University of 
Queensland, but it was not subsidised by the university (Denholm, “Small Presses” 34). The journal 
received financial assistance from the Literature Board of the Australia Council.
29
 The Gargoyle 
paperbacks are saddle stitched, usually with metallic cardboard covers and generally had twenty-
four pages. They are the same size as the Makar magazine and published a number of poets who 
contributed to Makar magazine and poets included in The New Australian Poetry published by 
Makar Press, including Hammial, Hemensley, Jenkins, Jones, Krausmann, Maiden, Scott, Tranter 
and Wearne.   
An advertisement for Makar outlines the aims of the Gargoyle Poetry series:  
To provide a format in which new poets could bring together poems which had 
previously been seen in journals so that both they and their readers would have some 
idea of the poet’s work as a whole.  
To provide a format which would suit sequences, radio plays etc. of poets who 
were already widely published.
30
 
Makar was an early publisher of poetry paperbacks, although Makar’s editor Martin Duwell writes, 
I can remember when we started the Gargoyles that I had no idea that books could be 
shorter than 64pp . . .—from memory—Peter Annand had the idea and he might have 
got it from Roger McDonald who spoke of an English publisher who was putting out 
three pamphlet sized books along with a magazine. What interests me about my own 
reaction is that I had never, ever, thought of this as a thing possible—I hadn't rejected it, 
it had just never entered my brain. (“Re: Chapbooks” n.pag.) 
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 Subscription flyer, Makar 11.2 (1975). 
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 Front page acknowledgements, Makar 12.1 (1976). 
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 Advertisement in Dodo 2.2-3 (Jul. 1977): 60. 
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While pamphlet sized books were a new idea, in an interview Duwell recalls,  
I never felt the paperback side of things was significant. I’ve never felt it was striking a 
blow for the working class to get rid of these ghastly hard-cover library tomes! I would 
have preferred all my books to have been sewn and hard-bound if possible - I just think 
it looks better and they last longer. So I’ve never had that prejudice . . . I didn’t have 
that political attitude towards “paperbackedness.” (Duwell, Personal n.pag.) 
In January 1976, Angus and Robertson began its own paperback poetry series, called Poet of 
the Month.
31
 The titles were published as individual paperbacks of twenty-four pages, and each 
series was also bound in a cased edition. The books were sold for $1.00 each.
32
 Judith Rodriguez 
writes of the series in 1976,  
It will be interesting to watch A&R’s present idea, its ugly little green and orange 
booklets issued once a month to be bound each six months; they are a handy length for 
the trail of new poets or the incomplete enterprises of known poets, - 24 pages. But they 
are unpalatable once you’ve had your book standards raised by Prism and Poet’s 
Choice
33
 and U. of Q. Press. (16)  
In August 1973 Rodney Hall and David Malouf were appointed the new poetry advisers at Angus 
and Robertson. Hall edited the Poet of the Month series (Walsh 62). Angus and Robertson was one 
of only two presses, “[o]f the eighty-five relatively large established publishers in Australia,” in the 
1960s and 1970s that was Australian owned and controlled. The other was Rigby (Denholm, “Small 
Presses” 1). They published four Poet of the Month series, twenty-four titles in all, from 1976 to 
1978, including books by Forbes, Maiden and Tranter. 
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 Other Small Presses Publishing New Poetry 
A number of other small presses published New Poetry during this period, including: Lyre-Bird, 
South Head Press, Island, Contempa, Outback, Wild and Woolley, Rigmarole, Maximus, Sea 
Cruise Books, Crosscurrent, Fragment, Saturday Centre, Sun Books and Second Back Row. Lyre-
Bird Writers is the earliest small press associated with New Poetry in Australia. The press was a 
founded as a poets’ cooperative by Roland Robinson, Nancy Cato and Kevin Collopy, and began 
producing books in Sydney from 1949 (Lyre-Bird). Lyre-Bird published eight titles between 1949 
and 1956. Robinson revived it from 1969 to1972 and published Tim Thorne’s first book of poetry, 
Tense Mood and Voice (1969), Robert Gray’s Introspect, Retrospect: Poems (1970), Wilhelm 
Hiener’s William Street (1970) and Peter Skrzynecki’s Head-Waters (1972). These paperbacks were 
published as limited editions of five hundred, with thirty-two pages, cardboard covers, and stapled 
bindings.  
South Head Press was established as a poetry press by Grace Perry in 1964, the same year she 
began Poetry Australia magazine (Denholm, “Small Presses” 44). Perry had been the editor of 
Poetry Magazine since 1961, but was expelled from the society for “publishing poetry that had 
already been printed or that came from non-members” (Jensen). Poetry Magazine began in 1954 as 
a monthly journal for the Poetry Society of Australia, which was founded in 1951. At its inception, 
the magazine was called Prism, until its name change in 1961 to Poetry Magazine. After Adamson 
took over as editor, he changed the name to New Poetry, and called their publishing arm Prism 
(discussed above) (Denholm, “Small Presses” 106). Poetry Australia and Poetry Magazine were in 
direct competition during the mid to late 1960s and the early 1970s, not least because Perry had 
“stolen” the Poetry Society’s subscriber list (Beaver, “Bruce” n.pag.). 
Perry was in favour of New Poetry and invited Tranter to edit the “Preface to the Seventies” 
issue of Poetry Australia (32 [1970]), published by South Head Press. Tranter’s first book, Parallax 
and Other Poems, was published as a special issue of Poetry Australia (number 34, 1970). South 
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Head published a large number of poetry books before it ceased operations in 1992, including Bruce 
Beaver’s influential Letters to Live Poets, as well as Lauds and Plaints: Poems (1968-1972) and 
Odes and Days: Poems, also by Beaver. Beaver was a contributing editor of Poetry Australia for 
some time (Beaver, “Bruce” n.pag.).  
Island Press was established and run by Philip Roberts from 1970 to 1979 when he handed the 
press over to Hammial. Island published Poets Choice magazine annually and a number of poetry 
books, including Johnston’s Ithaka, Adamson’s Swamp Riddles and Hemensley’s A Mile from 
Poetry (Denholm, “Small Presses” 30). Contempa Publications was founded by Robert Kenny, 
Michael Dugan (editor of Crosscurrents) and Phillip Edmonds in 1972 (Denholm, “Small Presses” 
22). The press published a number of New Poets and generation of 68 poets including Billeter, 
Jenkins and Ken Taylor. Contempa Publications also published Contempa magazine from 1972 to 
1978, edited by Edmonds. It was a well presented magazine of poetry and prose with Literature 
Board assistance from number five onwards to pay contributors.  
Outback Press was established in 1973 by Morrie Schwartz, Colin Talbot, Fred Milgrom and 
Mark Gillespie (Denholm, “Small” 39). Talbot outlined Outback’s publishing philosophy and 
direction in an interview:  
Outback Press sees itself in the new tradition of small presses, aiming for a young, 
thinking market. The books we plan to publish will rely heavily on fiction, on poetry, on 
large format graphic and photographic works, socio-journalistic studies, that higher 
consciousness stuff, but not ecology. We will be relying on offset printing, eye-grabbing 
graphics and unconventional typography. The new journalism is one of our strong 
things. (qtd. in Schwartz 64) 
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Outback published titles by Hutchinson, Hemensley, as well as Kate Jennings’s edited collection of 
women’s writing, Mother I’m Rooted,34 and the Applestealers anthology, edited by Kenny and 
Colin Talbot. Kenny also established Rigmarole Books and Ragman Productions, in association 
with Rigmarole of the Hours, and Rigmarole of the Hours Press. Rigmarole of the Hours began as a 
poetry magazine in August 1974. The editorial in issue one explains Kenny’s plans to replace some 
future issues with books by single authors (“Ragmen” n.pag.).35 Between 1974 and 1979 Rigmarole 
books published poetry books by generation of 68 poets including Maiden, Duggan, Billeter and 
Hemensley. 
Michael Wilding and Pat Woolley started Wild and Woolley in 1974 (Denholm, “Small” 49). 
Wilding edited Tabloid Story, with Frank Moorhouse and Carmel Kelly. Tabloid Story was a short 
story magazine supplement established in 1972 which was circulated with existing magazines and 
weeklies (Wilding, Wild 2). Woolley started Tomato Press in Melbourne. Wild and Woolley 
published titles by a number of generation of 68 and “New Poets,” including Adamson, Duggan, 
Hemensley, Krausmann, Roberts and Viidikas. Wilding was one of the editors of the anti-war 
anthology, We Took Their Orders and Are Dead . . . (Ure Smith 1971). 
Maxius Books was founded by Max Harris in 1975, and produced a small series of poetry 
books edited by Geoffrey Dutton, including Fay Zwicky’s Isaac Babel’s Fiddle, Geoffrey Thurley’s 
Quiet Flowers, David Foster’s The Fleeing Atlanta, and Dransfield’s Memoirs of a Velvet Urinal 
(Denholm, “Small Presses” 34). Sea Cruise Books was founded in Sydney in 1976 by the poets Ken 
Bolton and Anna Couani in conjunction with Absolutely Furious Productions, and Magic Sam 
magazine, edited by Bolton. Sea Cruise published poetry books by generation of 68 poets, Forbes 
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 Refer to Appendix Seven for a list of books published in lieu of Rigmarole of the Hours magazine.  
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and Hemensley. The books were sold for $2.00 each, plus 30 cents for postage. 
36
  
Saturday Centre published The Saturday Club Book of Poetry magazine, directed by Kenneth 
Laird. The executive editor was Patricia Laird and assistant editors included Rae Desmond Jones 
and Hammial. The press also published a number of poetry titles, including books by Jones and 
Hammial. Fragment Press in Sydney was run by Gary Oliver. He published Ploughman’s Lunch 
and Victoria Bitter (both edited by Oliver), and assorted broadsheets, brochures, and hand sheets by 
a number of new Australian poets (Denholm, “Small Presses” 26). Ploughman’s Lunch, later 
renamed Ploughman, includes poems by generation of 68 poets, Jones and Hammial. Jones also 
contributed to Victoria Bitter.  
During this period there were also special issues of magazines published as books by an 
individual author, such as Tranter’s Parallax and Other Poems (mentioned above), Crosscurrents 
special publication, number one, Hemensley’s The Going . . . And Other Poems (1969), and 
Buckmaster’s Deep Blue and Green: Poems (1970), also published by Dugan and Crosscurrents. 
 
Upsurge, and Volume of Publishing Activity 
This period in Australian poetry history is in part defined by its prolific publishing output and what 
is of interest here is the way these different nodes or connections in the New Poetry network can be 
analysed together to make sense of the publishing data. I draw on Shapcott’s statistical data 
published in “Australian Poetry 1970-1980: Some Statistical Observations” to examine the 
connections between the little magazines, small presses and established presses, but also the 
connection to the production and publication of poetry and the advent of the grants given by the 
Literature Board of the Australia Council.  
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In this article Shapcott argues that the generation of 68: 
had its flowering in the period from the anti-Vietnam demonstrations in the late 1960s 
up until the death of one of the ‘leaders’ of that generation, Michael Dransfield, in 1973. 
The whole phrase “Generation of ‘68” has been claimed as a rallying-cry by John 
Tranter (and others) to demonstrate a group that found a clear coherence in that period, 
and the general picture that has been a tremendous flowering, upsurge, and volume of 
publishing activity. There was indeed an increase in publications by the end of the 
1960s, but it was small if compared to figures after 1973. (“Australian Poetry” 102) 
Shapcott misrepresents Tranter (and others) here. However, Shapcott’s article does tabulate 
interesting data regarding the numbers of publications during the period which helps to highlight the 
importance of small presses in the upsurge of publishing during the period, small presses which 
were run by generation of 68 poets, or published collections by poets of the group. Shapcott lists 
publishers that published over 10 poetry titles between 1970 and 1980,  
Angus & Robertson (incl. 36 booklets)  80 vols. 
University of Qld. Press    58 vols. 
Gargoyle/ Makar booklets   39 vols. 
Hawthorn Press     20 vols. 
Prism/ New Poetry (Adamson)   18 vols. 
Contempa/ Rigmarole of the Hours (Kenny) 18 vols. 
South Head Press     15 vols. 
Island Press     13 vols. (102) 
In this list the top publisher by number of volumes is Angus and Robertson, one of Australia’s 
earliest established publishing houses and leading publisher in Australia. The large number, 
Shapcott points out, also includes 36 booklets, from the Poets of the Month Series; 1976-1978 (refer 
to appendix seven). The production of paperback poetry booklets was a commercial trend adapted 
from small press publishing during this period, though it also indicates the demand for poetry at this 
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time. The University of Queensland Press volumes also include thirty-three titles from the 
Paperback Poets Series, 1970-1978 (refer to appendix four). Both Angus and Robertson and 
University of Queensland Press published generation of 68 poets, as did Makar Press in the 
Gargoyle Poetry Series (refer to appendix six). Hawthorn Press in Melbourne however did not 
publish any New poets in its “Hawthorn Poets” series which published works by earlier generations 
of poets, such as Nigel Jackson, Olive Pell, and Allan Wynn. Prism/ New Poetry published the 
Prism Poets series and other titles under the auspices of the Australian Poetry Society (refer to 
appendix five). In this list of top publishers by number of volumes, there is a mix of established and 
small presses publishing a wide variety of poetry, and with the exception of the Hawthorn Press, all 
these presses published generation of 68 poets.  
Larger presses adopted not only the publishing practices of small presses but also took note of 
their author lists. For example, Wearne was published in the Gargoyle Poets series in 1972, and 
then in the University of Queensland Press Paperback Poetry Series in 1976. At the heart of this 
data, and these little magazines and publishing networks, is an increase in the production and 
publication of poetry, more specifically New Poetry, during this decade. As the network 
connections demonstrate, a number of factors contributed to the increase in poetry publication in 
this decade. Shapcott explains the rise in publications during this period in part by the contributions 
made by the Literature Board (“Australian” 101).  
 
Literature Board Grants 
In order to provide a provide a comprehensive analysis of the networks and connections of the 
generation of 68 group, we need to consider the role of Literature Board grants in the creation, 
promotion and distribution of poetry during this period. The Australian Council was created in 1973 
by the new Whitlam Labor government with seven boards, including a Literature Board, to replace 
the Australia Council for the Arts and the Commonwealth Literary Fund (CLF) (1908-1973). In 
1973 the Literature Board began with a budget increase (compared to the CLF) of over one million 
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dollars. Shapcott, a foundation member of the Literature Board, argues that “[t]his fourfold increase 
in support funds acted as a shot in the arm for Australian writers and literary activities. The initial 
Literature Board undertook major initiative, especially in promotion, and it subsequently increased 
the value and number of writers’ grants” (Shapcott, “The Literature” 8). The success of these grants, 
he writes, could be seen by the end of the 1970s as the “work of a whole new generation of 
novelists, playwrights and poets began to be noted” (8). The generation of 68 group were part of 
this new generation of writers. 
In fact, when we look at the list of grant recipients (refer to appendix three), most of the 
generation of 68 poets received Literature Board grants during the 1970s. These included 
fellowships, writer’s assistance grants, special purpose grants, and general writing grants. Of the 
twenty-four poets included in The New Australian Poetry, only six did not receive a Literature 
board grant during the 1970s: Buckmaster, Dransfield, Faust, Jones, Taylor and Scott. Buckmaster 
and Dransfield’s absence from the grant lists is understandable, given their deaths in 1972 and 1973 
respectively. Scott and Jones both received grants in the 1980s, leaving Faust and Taylor
37
 as the 
only poets in the anthology who did not receive Literature Board grants. 
Although it is the change from the Commonwealth Literary Fund to the Literature Board 
which is credited as providing funding to this generation of new writers, prior to the establishment 
of the Literature Board, a number of generation of 68 poets had received funding from the 
Commonwealth Literary Fund, including Dransfield (in 1972), and Tranter (for Red Movie and 
Other Poems). More broadly though, the change from the Commonwealth Literary Fund to the 
Literature Board was of great assistance to generation of 68 poets. The changes occurred at a time 
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when there was a large number of young poets writing poetry collections. Michael Wilding recalls 
the period: 
There was considerable cultural optimism around in the early 1970s. Even before the 
Liberal Country Party coalition bowed out after twenty-three years in 1972, it had 
expanded the activities of the old Commonwealth Literary Fund. Censorship was being 
relaxed. There was a backlog of cultural production waiting to appear. Those twenty-
three years may have been repressive and conformist, but beneath the surface things had 
been bubbling and now they began to burst forth. It was this release of the pent-up, 
rather than any new creative impulse, that characterised those brief years of the Labor 
government.
38
 (Wild 6-7) 
Literature Board grants can be seen as another conduit in the production and dissemination of “New 
Poetry.” Like little magazines and small press publishing, Literature Board grants offer a way to 
examine connections in the New Poetry network. There are other manifestations of these 
connections, other ways to trace linkages within the network as well have seen in relation to small 
press publishing, established presses and literary grants. Another way to approach network 
connections is through a consideration of the way this group of poets use names in their poetry. The 
generation of 68 poets are unique in the way they name other poets of the group in their poems. The 
following chapter discusses names as “vectors of sociability” and questions how we read names in 
poems, but also what the act of naming might represent in a networked group of poets.  
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Chapter Five 
Poets Naming Poets: Dedications As Connections 
 
I think continually of those who were truly great 
in the supermarket these canyons of 
soap powder holy frozen split peas 
e.g. write a conceptual poem, imagine 
the woman fingering keys of a cash register, 
all day long  Instant Pudding. 
Everyone’s in my new movie 
a huge TEK toothbrush soars above the opera house 
flies crawl across the T.V tube 
bridging the gap between illusion & reality like 
the little cloud on the screen where Terry’s spit 
narrowly missed the prime minister (1-12) 
 
Laurie Duggan, “Cheerio (for John Forbes)” 
 
In the last chapter, I examined magazines and small press publishing as a vehicle for connecting 
poets, establishing lines of communication and offering a new space for New Poetry in Australia. 
Just as magazines were shown to be conduits in the generation of 68’s network, this chapter offers a 
consideration of how naming in poetry can also act as a conduit. The use of names in poetry offers 
evidence of interpersonal connections, names act as signifiers of sociability, and function as 
signifiers of relationships between poets. This chapter argues that generation of 68 poets name as a 
cross-discursive act, which functions as a poetic dialectic, an ongoing conversation between poets 
that provides another way to map links between poets in the network. 
Poets of the generation of 68 often include names in their poetry. More specifically, they 
regularly name other generation of 68 poets in their poems. Poems provide another way to examine 
connections in the New Poetry network of which poets of the generation of 68 were part. This 
chapter identifies different types and functions of poetic naming, including dedications and elegies, 
and discusses how these acts of naming can perform different functions in poems. I begin with an 
examination of naming in dedications, and then discuss the uses of proper nouns in poems, naming 
as memoir, and naming in elegies. I also look specifically at the two generation of 68 poets who 
died during the period under consideration, Charles Buckmaster and Michael Dransfield, and 
examine the poems dedicated to them and the elegies written about them.  
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Names, Naming, and Nomenclature 
There is a history of interest in names and the act of naming (onomastics) that has not been 
considered in readings of contemporary poetry. W.H Auden writes that “[p]roper Names are poetry 
in the raw.” He presents names as little poems and poems as experiences properly named. Therefore 
poets are namers (190). In Auden’s equation, names and poets are awarded a special status. They 
are conflated to produce a dual role for the poet as namer and writer, where these actions become 
synonymous. When instructed by God to name all creatures, Adam becomes the “proto-poet” (190-
91). Adam’s nomenclature provides the genesis of onomastics: the study of the origin, history and 
use of proper nouns. Grammatically or poetically, proper nouns are not the same as common nouns 
and, despite a continuing interest in onomastics by scholars in linguistics and literary studies, little 
discussion has taken place of the way poets use names in poetry.  
Naming in poetry can demonstrate a level of sociability or social relations between poets of 
the group. Sociability is a form of association and interaction that functions within social networks 
(Simmel 255).
 39
 It speaks to a level of gregariousness—seeking company—as well as providing 
opportunities for social interaction. Naming in poetry reveals social networks, as in Duggan’s poem 
included as an epigram in this chapter, “Cheerio (for John Forbes).” The poem is dedicated to a poet 
of the generation of 68 group, John Forbes and it names Terry Larsen, a poet Duggan shared a 
house with in the early 1970s (Duggan, “Re: Question” n.pag.). The poem provides a connection for 
the reader between Forbes, Larsen and Duggan, but more than that it demonstrates a sociability 
whereby the social value of the poet’s interactions extends over and above individual and personal 
connections. The use of naming in these poems often indicates more than the poet’s individual 
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friendships. It also gestures to particular modes of interaction and exchange in the network, such as 
interpersonal and professional social relations. The dedication of the poem to Forbes presents the 
poem as a gift with an intended or assumed audience that does not need to be told Terry’s last name. 
The act of naming Forbes in the title creates a textual relationship between the two poets with 
whom Terry is also associated. As a vector of sociability, this poem provides textual connections 
between these poets and, in so doing, it provides insights into Duggan’s social network at the time.  
The evidence of interpersonal connections or relationships is not the only thing of interest in 
generation of 68’s poets’ use of names in poetry. Names do not only demonstrate social connections 
and historical evidence. They are tropes, poetic devices that cause us to read names in poems 
differently to how we read names in a note or a letter. The generation of 68’s use of names in their 
poetry reflects their attitude to the “well-made poem.” In this chapter, a consideration of these acts 
of naming leads to a discussion about a number of effects produced by naming. Names can 
represent a mode or style of working, because a poet’s name can stand in metonymically for their 
style or poetic. The use of names can also function as a form of recognition, thereby assigning a 
level of legitimacy or significance to a poet. This is noteworthy for this group which often names 
emerging or minor poets. Used in conjunction with the names of other poets, the act of naming 
creates associations and gestures towards groupings and forms of sociability defined in group terms. 
Tranter uses names in his poems for different reasons from Duggan or Roberts, and yet this group 
of poets shares the impulse to name. While naming and dedicating poems is not unique, such a high 
level of shared naming among a group of poets is.  
Previous poetry generations in Australian did not use the names of their contemporaries 
widely. If we look back to the literary generation immediately preceding the generation of 68, the 
post-war Australian poets represented in New Impulses in Australian Poetry, we do not find poems 
acting as cross-discursive texts demonstrating sociability through naming. However, the use of the 
names of poets in contemporary Australian poetry is now a common practice (Hile 2013). Hile, 
writing on Justin Clemens, “name-dropping,” and Australian poetry communities argues, 
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“Australian poets—Ken Bolton, Pam Brown, Duncan Hose, Ann Vickery, John Forbes, Laurie 
Duggan and dozens more—name-drop with a frenzied decisiveness” (n.pag.). She uses the phrase 
“name-dropping,” which connotes insincerity, but presents an argument that writers use names in 
different ways so that, while the practice of naming may be common, the reasons are varied and of 
interest. 
Some twentieth-century literary groups use names frequently in their works. Self-conscious 
groups like the Beat Generation refer to each other often in their writing, directly and indirectly.
40
 
Jack Kerouac’s novels present fictionalised representations of his friends, who were renamed to 
create autobiographical fictions. Allen Ginsberg includes his friends’ names in many of his poems. 
In “Howl,” he chronicles a number of friends, and in “Footnote to Howl,” he names intimates of the 
Beat generation Carl Solomon and Lucien Carr, as well as Beat poets and writers: Peter Orlovsky, 
Kerouac, William S. Burroughs, Neal Cassady and himself, “holy Allen.” In the writing of the 
Beats, friends act as muses, characters and subjects, while the act of naming also functions to 
promote each other as writers. Again, the sociology of sociability underpins these acts of naming, as 
the names gesture to more than their individual friendships. Despite a growing field of Beat 
generation criticism, little has been written about their use of naming.  
 
Dedications, Proper Nouns, and Elegies 
Muhsin al-Musawi argues that poetry dedications are generally overlooked by criticism. These 
seemingly innocuous acts of naming go largely unnoticed and yet, al-Musawi writes, “since the first 
decades of the twentieth century, dedications assume the significance of presents and gifts while 
vying for recognition or ascendance with or against each poet’s ghosts” (1). Al-Musawi reads 
                                               
 
 
 
40
 New York School poet Frank O’Hara also used proper names in his poetry, naming known and unknown poets, 
critics and artists which has led to him being understood as a coterie poet (Shaw 19) 
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Arabic poetry to argue that dedications can act as “signs of homage, allegiance and self-
identification,” but also offer a sense of “displacement, fear of betrayal, loss and ‘anxiety of 
influence’ of some sort or another” (7). These poetic intersections, created in the act of naming and 
dedicating in poetry, can be read as sites of exchange, where poets negotiate their position within a 
poetic field. Poets can evoke people in poems using names. They can conjure spirits into texts, 
because names are signs with signifiers and signifieds, connotations and denotations. However, they 
can also be empty signifiers, especially when the one named is relatively unknown.   
The invoking of poets by name, within a poem, occurs in a number of different ways in works 
by generation of 68 poets, chiefly by means of three practices: dedications, use of names in poems, 
and elegies. The most frequent and conventional way poets use names are in a dedication line 
beneath the poem’s title. These dedications, often in brackets or italicised, do not appear with the 
poem’s title in the index or contents page. Alternatively, the dedication may come at the end of the 
poem, as in Hammial’s “Soldiers Giving You Cigarettes,” where “for Bruce Beaver” appears 
italicised several spaces below the poem. Another common way to dedicate a poem is to have the 
dedicatee’s name included in the title as in “Letter to Kris Hemensley,” by Dransfield, or “Poem for 
Bob Adamson’s Head,” by Thorne. Writing a poem in the form of a letter is another dedication 
device that recurs in these books. Sometimes the dedications are to unnamed recipients, such as 
Roberts’s “NOTE / TO A FRIEND / ON A COMMUNE.” 
Poets’ names also appear as subjects in poems. The use of the name might denote a particular 
style, as in Tranter’s long poem “Ode to Col Joye,” where he questions what kind of day it is and 
answers with a number of possibilities—all poets’ names. The poem begins,  
You open your eyes and realise 
it’s the morning of a summer’s day in Sydney 
and it’s going to be—not a John Betjeman day, 
though you can hear church bells, 
   faintly across Annandale,  
and not a John Forbes day, though 
the first thing you notice is your suntan lotion 
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on the dressing table beside a beach towel 
decorated with a crude scene of coconut palms 
   and a jet bomber 
pencilling a faint vapour trail 
   across the Malayan sky (1-12) 
The naming of the English poet Betjeman alludes to the names of his blank verse autobiography, 
Summoned by Bells (1960), and the general Betjeman ethos. The reference to suntan lotion and a 
beach towel suggests images from the Forbes’s book On the Beach (1977), whose cover features a 
landscape and an aeroplane in the sky. Tranter links the title of Forbes’s poetry book with the cover 
and alludes to some biographical details: “across a Malayan sky.” Forbes’s father was a civilian 
meteorologist with the air force and the young Forbes lived for some years on an air force base in 
Malaya, near Penang (Bolton, Homage 9). The poem continues suggesting other kinds of day, by 
means of poets’ names, including Ken Bolton, Duggan, Les Murray, Sandra Forbes, John Ashbery 
and John Tranter, before finally settling on the Australian rock musician Col Joye:  
it’s a day for writing something ‘fresh’  
for Surfers Paradise  
and that makes it a Col Joye day; that,  
and the bright air  
glistening with poetry and the desire to please. (173-77) 
Surfers Paradise is  Forbes’s magazine, for which Tranter is writing the poem.  
In this poem, Tranter creates a slippage between the names of the poets and his reading of 
their poetic or personal politics. For example,  
it’s not a Les Murray day, though yesterday   
Doug Anthony’s name was all over the news-stands 
and you found a mysterious copy of The Land 
on your porch, bleached by the sun and rain; 
and it’s not a Bob Adamson day, 
though last week a bank robber 
ran amok and was shot to death just  
five blocks away, under a windy Sydney sky. (86-93) 
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Tranter aligns Murray with the one time leader of the National Party and Deputy Prime Minister, 
John Douglas Anthony and The Land, a rural magazine established in 1911. Tranter is jokingly 
suggesting that a “Les Murray day” might include conservative politics and rural issues. He alludes 
to Adamson’s criminal past through the auspices of a dead bank robber. Here, Tranter not only 
points to Adamson’s misdemeanours and time in prison, but also to Adamson’s use of these themes 
in his own poetry. In this poem, Tranter gestures to the way each poet’s work creates its own world; 
each poet has a different mode of perception with which Tranter demonstrates familiarity, creating 
an in-joke for knowledgeable readers. 
Tranter’s suggestions about the kind of day it is include observations not only linked to poets’ 
styles and biographical references, but also to the act of writing: 
   it’s the kind of day 
  where I notice that my Renault –  
       a beat-up Renault; how 
          Sydney, and how French! –  
  has the name RENAULT on its side in chrome letters –  
  how metonymic 
       that the name of the object is seen as 
  being part of the object to which it refers 
  it’s a day for writing 
       a self-referential line like this 
  and getting it done in time for a coffee 
      and a Chesterfield filter cigarette 
  and watching the smoke-ring blue 
       in front of the window 
            like a circular argument 
                 about Mannerist art 
  as confused as the smoke now 
       dispersing from the window (115-28) 
In this self-reflective section, Tranter acknowledges he has written a self-referential line by writing 
another one. Here he is not only being playful with other poet’s styles, but also his own; the 
conflation of names and poetic styles is presented as an ongoing dilemma. Towards the end of the 
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poem Tranter questions if it is in fact a “John Tranter day / not like last Monday, for example, / 
which was very serious and very / Alan Gould, or maybe Kevin Hart” (143-46). Some poets 
surround Tranter and he uses them to help define his own position, to secure himself a location in 
this field of poets, and as a way to acknowledge himself as existing among all these poets and their 
different poetics. What remains ambiguous is whether Tranter defines his style through the criticism 
of others, by listing the sort of poets he is not, or through a sense of collegiality, where the listing of 
poets draws the named together through their shared status as poets. Thus, it is difficult to tell if this 
poem is about demarcating the borders of a potential poetic group, or if it is an assertion of stylistic 
individuality, or both. What he does is bring his poets into the picture, which relies on the reader 
getting his references. In this way, the poem constructs a sense of a reading community.  
In a very different way, Duggan includes poets as subjects in his poems. In “Anagrams (after 
Jonathan Williams),” the poets’ names become the subject of the poem, as he rearranges the letters 
of Australian poets’ names to construct witty phrases. For example, Bruce Beaver, as the subject of 
Duggan’s word play, is rearranged to become “Be a verb cure!” (8); and Michael Dransfield’s name 
is transformed into “Dead man chills fire” (18). These anagrams act as a form of word play as well 
as recognition. They demonstrate Duggan’s familiarity with the poets named, but his choices offer 
an example of poetic intersections in a different way from Tranter’s “Ode to Col Joye.” There is 
less of a sense of “vying for recognition” among the named; rather, the anagrams are fun and 
amusing, and act as a form of homage, or at least acknowledgement, as all the poets named (except 
Williams) are Australian.  
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Duggan includes the names of Adamson, Beaver, Buckmaster, Paul Desney,
41
 Dransfield, 
Rodney Hall, Max Harris/ Geoffrey Dutton, Les A. Murray, Mark O’Connor,42 Vicki Viidikas and 
Alan Wearne. All these poets were figures in literary and poetic circles at that time. Most of these 
poets are of Duggan’s own generation, poets he knew personally, or knew through their poetry. Six 
of the poets named are included in Tranter’s anthology, The New Australian Poetry. The exceptions 
are the older poets: Hall, Harris, and Dutton with whom Duggan was also familiar. Duggan writes, 
“I got the idea from Jonathan Williams . . . The idea was to produce an anagram of an author's name 
that would also say something about that author” 43 (“Re: Anagrams”).  
Duggan’s playful use of names to create anagrams form experimental poems. Through their 
groupings they appear on the page like Dadaist sound poems. The rearrangements in “Anagrams” 
are also humorous, satirical and even nonsensical:  
  Les A. Murray 
 
Yes’m, a rural 
mules array 
rules. Ay arm, 
say “ar”, lemur! 
 
  Mark O’Connor 
    
Rock on, Roman, 
no moron rack 
                                               
 
 
 
41
 Duggan writes, “I didn't know Paul Desney very well though we were both involved with New Poetry in the early 
1970s. He was from Sydney and of Hungarian background and translated a number of Hungarian modernist poems, 
particularly the work of Andre (or Endre) Ady. There should be some pieces of his work in New Poetry unless I'm 
mistaken. Anyway he made a convincing argument that Ady was one of the handful of really important 20th century 
poets. I left the Poetry Society in the mid-70s and lost contact. But he appeared to disappear off the map” (“Re: 
Anagrams”).  
42 
The Sydney Mark O’Connor. 
43
 See An Ear in Bartram’s Tree (1969) and The Loco Logodaedalist in Situ (1971). 
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can norm or k.o 
Mr Anon, crook  
 
  Vivki Viidikas 
 
I? I? Vi vas I kick’d? 
 
  Alan Wearne 
    
An earn new, Al! 
anew realm an 
ale ran ane; 
wear an elan! (32-48) 
 
Duggan’s anagrams include some playful mocking, “Yes’m, a rural” (33), and they are funny 
exercises in rearrangement which produce surprising and amusing results, for example, “Rodney 
Hall / Hedon rally : / yell ‘hard-on!’” (24-26). His choices of names are clearly not restricted by 
difficulty; Vicki Viidikas (42) is not an easy name from which to make an anagram. 
Less common ways poets are named include epigrams, quotations, or allusions to a line from 
a poem. In Tranter’s Crying in Early Infancy: One Hundred Sonnets, sonnet “67” is titled, “(after a 
phrase by Laurie Duggan).” Tranter’s poem reads,  
As we sort of step out onto the page the initial 
concept of uneasiness promotes the guess 
that ‘slack humour edges into the factory yard 
that good taste abandoned’ though 
this plausible gesture blurs just at the point 
where our humourless imitations push across 
the edge of the paper and sort of into the photo 
of the ROCK ’N’ ROLL CAFÉ NOTEBOOK specious 
 
images in the mouth like PEPSI, ST. KILDA, 1936 
or later, COLO NO.7 BRICKYARD and too soon 
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their easy, vacant trends are ready to be borrowed  
and swiftly rearranged with the ‘glass of water’ 
which is mindless and thrilling at the same time 
jerking at the snap into clear focus and resolution. (1-14) 
Tranter mimics Duggan’s use of capitalisation, his references to historical “facts,” and his use of 
what Tranter has called a kind of “endless prevarication” in the form of the “sort of” in the first line 
of the poem (Tranter, “Re: What” n.pag.). Tranter writes,  
the whole poem is a parody of (or a homage to) his poetry style at that time, circa late 
1970s, and is meant to enact verbally some of the key strategies of his poetry; the 
circling around and around a dozen snippets of historical fact or jotted-down aperçus 
until the end of the poem calls for a kind of resolution. (n.pag.) 
Tranter’s use of Duggan’s name in the title alludes to stylistic considerations in the poem, but it 
demonstrates more than a familiarity with Duggan’s work, or Tranter’s ability to replicate Duggan’s 
poetic. It offers a playful reproach from Tranter to Duggan, a challenge to move on from his current 
style, so familiar now to Tranter that he can parody it. 
Tranter uses a similar approach (of parody and homage) in “Ode to Col Joye,” where he 
acknowledges a Duggan haiku by its title, “South Coast Haiku,” and writes his own “North Coast 
Haiku.” Duggan’s haiku reads, 
rain drips through 
the tin roof 
missing the stereo (1-3) 
Tranter’s reads,  
The milk can 
 falls off the back of the truck 
crushing the Bonsai Marijuana (78-80) 
Tranter’s mock-haiku reworks Duggan’s poem to create a Duggan-like or mock-Duggan poem. The 
alternative haiku demonstrates his familiarity with Duggan’s style and sensibility, and comments 
also on the differences between the North and South coast. His naming of Duggan and his use of 
elements of Duggan’s style creates a dialogue between Tranter’s and Duggan’s poems. The reader 
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is expected to be familiar with Duggan’s haiku, even though Tranter only cites the title, suggesting 
an assumed audience or an in-joke for a specific group, a feature common in a number of poems 
written by poets of this group. 
While the subject matter of the poems is different, there are other similarities beyond form. 
Neither poem follows the traditional haiku syllable count (5-7-5). In both, there is a contrast 
between nature and elements from the built environment. In Duggan’s poem, the stereo is missed by 
the rain coming through a hole in the tin roof; in Tranter’s poem, the bonsai marijuana is crushed by 
the milk can. The bonsai, another Japanese art form, provides a further allusion to the haiku form, 
although Tranter’s poem is more of an anecdote than a haiku, while the marijuana links the 
represented moment to the alternative lifestyle of the north coast of New South Wales.  
Tranter again defines himself through another poet, and, as he himself suggests, it is in the 
form of a parody and homage, therefore maintaining the sense of ambiguity also evident in “Ode to 
Col Joye.” Tranter’s naming and allusion in these poems on one level demonstrates his familiarity 
with other poets’ writing, but he also uses names and allusions to their poetics to position and 
define himself. The inclusion of Duggan’s haiku in The New Australian Poetry anthology suggests 
that he was fond of the poem, or at least saw it as representative of Duggan’s writing, or poetry of 
that period. 
 
Naming As Memoir 
Naming can also function autobiographically in poems when poets include names that record events 
or have narrative elements drawn from life. Duggan said he names people in poems because they 
“happen to be there” when he is writing (Personal n.pag.). Names appear in his poetry generally as 
part of the diary-like records he writes which also include text from signs, details of the landscape, 
and revelations of self: thoughts and memories. While Duggan may argue for their insignificance, 
the names are significant enough to be included and their inclusion affects how we read the poetry. 
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The names are part of Duggan’s poetic, a reoccurring trope that gestures not only to the name as a 
record in a poem, but to the art of the poem as poetic record.  
These poems become nodal points in the network, which has a generative effect, and becomes 
the source of the poetry. The intersections provide textual encounters for poets in the New Poetry 
network; they record and document events and social interactions. The fact that a poet just “happens 
to be there” when Duggan is writing is significant as a signifier of a certain art de vivre. Once 
named, the poets become inseparable from the event and the poem, and not merely incidental. This 
can be seen in “SYDNEY NOTES,” where Duggan writes about visiting Roberts, 
At Nigel’s a note 
‘at the Exchange Hotel 2.15-6.00’ 
I don’t know where it is (5-7) 
This record of Nigel’s note does more than chronicle the event. It also alludes to Duggan’s status as 
an outsider (he was from Melbourne) who does not know where the Exchange Hotel is. It is 
evidence of the homosociality of the poetry pub scene (Vickery 266). This mundane episode 
provides textual evidence of sociability and social connections in the poetry network. This kind of 
naming of poets who just “happen to be there” is also evident in “Cockatoo Draft,” 
reading Adamson’s new book The Rumour 
a reassuring letter from Tranter 
new edition of New Poetry 
with a new Wearne poem & three 
by Martin Johnston 
three vols. of Prism Poets 
finding it easy to denigrate (20-26) 
Duggan’s poem is like a diary entry that documents his mail; it functions to chronicle what he is 
reading and whom he is thinking about while he is writing the poem. The poets named are not 
awarded any special status for being poets; rather they exist as observations, and are often treated 
incidentally. However, Duggan creates a world where poetry matters, where one’s mundane 
activities are shaped by contact with poetry. The names form part of this poetic community; they 
provide an alibi for the events that he writes about as he invites witnesses into his poems through 
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the act of naming. They also suggest that the implied readers are poets. In this way, the poem 
creates a network of sociability in its own lines. The names reveal further connections and poetic 
intersections between Duggan and his friends, and between Duggan and the New Poetry network.  
Thorne also writes “incidental” autobiographical observations in his poems that name poets 
such as in “THE HOLY GAME,” where he writes, “letter from Adamson / across the International / 
Date Line.” (6-8). These lines link Thorne and Adamson while informing the reader that they 
correspond. Likewise, Maiden dedicates the poem “Tunnel” “for Tranter, after rereading Parallax,” 
which provides an autobiographical context for the poem, and gestures towards the mentor-like 
relationship Tranter had with Maiden early in her writing career (Maiden, “Interview” 125). The 
reading of these poems is dependent on a sense of community. In another instance of writing about 
poets because they are (or were) “there,” Dransfield includes Adamson in the narrative of his poem 
“The Change,” 
in the kitchen are fish 
adamson caught     the cat 
plays with one 
we try to eat them     soaked 
in water an hour the scales 
are easy to remove & i  
cut off the heads with a knife (III 23-29) 
Dransfield’s inclusion of Adamson’s fish tells the reader not only that Adamson fishes and caught 
fish, but that he gave them to Dransfield. The line demonstrates that they are friends, and that there 
is a connection between the poets beyond poetry. Adamson’s act of fishing is present in this poem; 
he is conjured into the poem through the fish and the acknowledgement of the gift, so that 
Dransfield grants him life in his poem. The poem is not only evidence of the relationship between 
Adamson and Dransfield, but it also speaks to the sense of community created by the verse—the 
poetic effect of their friendship—even though the reference to “cutting off the heads” introduces 
ambiguity about the status of their friendship. More broadly, these poems speak of the poetic 
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community of which all these poets were a part, and their use of naming helps the reader identify 
connections among them. 
Roberts’s “Aberrant Poetics 4—for Mark O’Connor” is dedicated to O’Connor,44 but is addressed 
to an anonymous reviewer of O’Connor’s poetry. The form of Roberts’s poem suggests that which 
was criticised in O’Connor’s.  
   so what 
  that it looks 
    like 
   cut up 
         prose 
 
       go 
  find fault 
          with thistle 
  because it is not 
   rose. (1-10) 
Roberts’s poem in defence of O’Connor demonstrates a familiarity with and fidelity to O’Connor’s 
poetry. The act of naming also suggests an assumed audience. The use of proper nouns and 
dedications suggest a sense of community, while acting potentially as a method of elliptical 
communication between poets. This conversational element is evident in Roberts’s poem, 
“Dialogue with John Forbes,” which presents a recent or imagined exchange between the poets,  
           Nige— 
  why / at your age 
          do you still 
     play football? 
                                               
 
 
 
44
 The “real Mark O’Connor” as Forbes called him: John Nash, the poet who wrote “Ode to Iggy Pop” (Tranter, “The 
Real” n.pag.). 
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     a test of self 
  physical fitness / & 
            a matter 
             of / duende 
 
           jesus— 
        then wait 
  until / you discover  
        the private 
  & existential / terror 
            of golf. (1-14) 
The poem reveals both poets’ wit and expresses a level of intimacy or familiarity. Roberts conflates 
physical fitness with duende,
45
 while  Forbes’s rejoinder posits golf as eliciting existential terror. 
The friendly banter, while humorous, is far from irreverent, as both poets craft jokes underpinned 
by philosophy, notably the French existentialism ascribed to Forbes, and duende somewhat 
ironically applied to Roberts and football.  
Another example of Roberts producing a conversational poem can be seen in Steps for 
Astaire, where, instead of the appearance of a transcribed conversation, the speaker responds to a 
well-known poem by William Carlos Williams,  
Carlos  
how many times 
have I asked you 
to get that barrow 
& those chickens 
in 
                                               
 
 
 
45
 A complex Spanish word defined by the poet Federico Garcia Lorca as meaning soul, heightened emotion, and 
artistic struggle. 
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out of the rain. (“The Red” 1-7) 
The form of Roberts’s poem mimics Williams’s “XXII” (The Red Wheelbarrow) as it responds to 
subject and objects in the poem: the poet, the wheelbarrow and the chickens. This kind of cross-
discursivity, where the poet enacts a dialogue, is evident in a large number of poems written by 
generation of 68 poets. It is questionable whether this is due to the American influences on their 
poetry, and their adaption of American models (Tranter, Introduction), or whether their dialectical 
approach is grounded in sociability and their connections in social networks organised around 
poetry. Either way (or both), these poems participate in an ongoing conversation, largely between 
friends, that readers are invited to share.  
Dransfield’s poem, “Letter to Kris Hemensley,” is dedicated and addressed to Hemensley. 
The poem is self-referential and metafictional. Dransfield writes with levity about the form of his 
poem. The poem is published in the bottom right hand corner of the page,  
O the felicity 
of writing 
so tiny a verse 
on this enormous page: 
images of dimension 
Amundsen’s flag 
bird on a frightened field 
of perfect snow (1-8) 
The images which Dransfield’s metaphors conjure speak to the white space of the page: the bird on 
a field of snow, or the flag of Roald Amundsen, the first person to reach the North Pole in 1926. 
Snow is also a slang term for narcotic drugs. Dransfield speaks of more than the appearance of his 
poem. The poem functions as commentary about his ability write a poem which can at once 
mention itself directly—“O the felicity/ of writing/ so tiny a verse”—and indirectly through his use 
of figurative language. It is also addressed as a letter to Hemensley, which provides the reader with 
an explicit acknowledgement of the implied reader while again, inviting the reader into the 
exchange. 
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In “Poem for Bob Adamson’s Head,” Thorne enters into a conversation with Adamson about 
influences, 
They have built St Vincent’s Hospital inside your head 
But Shelley already is half-way down the stairs 
And they can’t hold 
Either of the Dylans on any of the floors. 
Ezra refuses transfusions 
And Herrick is hell on the youngest of the nurses. (1-6) 
The poem is dedicated to Adamson’s head, which is also the subject and location of the poem. 
Aside from the one-sided nature of the dialogue in the verse, the names in the poem and the 
dedication conjure a level of familiarity and intimacy; they function as shared understandings and 
even personal jokes. The implied reader (the counter-cultural, “New Poet”), would know that “the 
Dylans” could be none other than Bob Dylan and Dylan Thomas. Thorne’s naming of Shelley, “the 
Dylans,” Pound, and Herrick also gestures to shared cultural experiences and common tastes.
 Poets regularly dedicate poems to non-poet friends, partners, relatives, and even public 
figures, such as Dransfield’s poem, “The War of the Roses,” dedicated ironically to Premier Bjelke-
Petersen,then Premier of Queensland,famous for his reactionary policies. Poems are also dedicated 
to poets whom the writer does not know personally, like Adamson’s “Supposedly Written in a 
Music Shop,” dedicated to Hart Crane, an early influence on Adamson, and the first part of 
Beaver’s “Letters to Live Poets,” dedicated to the New York poet Frank O’Hara.  
Some dedications function metaphorically, as in Johnston’s “Letter to Sylvia Plath,” 
published in The Sea-Cucumber (1978).The dedication line beneath the title reads “i.m. C.C.” The 
poem is an elegy, an in memoriam for Johnston’s mother, the writer Charmian Clift, who 
committed suicide in 1969. The poem however, is written as an address to the poet Sylvia Plath 
who committed suicide in 1963. The dedication to his mother, as subtle as it is, means that Plath’s 
name is used symbolically. Plath’s life and death are implicitly compared to those of Johnston’s 
mother. The dedication is central to a reading of the poem as confessional and functions in the 
liminal space between the private and the public. Even though Plath is considered a confessional 
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writer, and Johnston titles his poem as a posthumous letter to the poet, albeit one in memory of his 
mother, a confessional reading is still problematic. Johnston does not use “I” statements; the poem 
is not a recording of emotions, but it is, like the dedication, similarly oblique, 
 
  I 
Impacted fans of dawn unfold 
aubades of memory. Through the street 
cat-eyed last night’s now stirring, curled 
across the window, round your feet.  
 
Worlds’ whirling: cellos in the fur 
will scrape the brain across a string 
unfurling spiderwebs in air 
to suck the discords mornings bring 
 
when evenings twitter and grow stale 
The game’s musical cats. The prize, 
a peepshow glimpse at what you fail 
or come too late to realise 
 
of nights. You’ll notice, though the wine 
sheened you in canopies of gold, 
the glitter’s trickled down to stain 
the morning’s floor. It’s hot (it’s cold). (1-16) 
This first part of the poem reads more like Part Two of T.S. Eliot’s “The Waste Land,” “A Game of 
Chess,” with its spectral narration and air of remorse, rather than a Plath poem. The imagery in the 
second part of Johnston’s poem changes from depicting the urban to a more organic space. Again, 
there is a narrator’s voice, but the first line of the second part creates a hinge in the poem. Presented 
in quotation marks, the statement is unattributed. Is it the narrator speaking to the subject? Is the 
poet addressing his mother or Plath? Is it a line from another poem, perhaps an intertextual 
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reference woven into this epistolary poem? The line reads like a line from Plath, though it is not 
from one of her poems, 
   II 
“You’re wearing yourself again.” 
The fragile occupant recalls 
flowering of emblematic veins 
to foliate paper on the walls 
 
which are all acting’s foliage. 
Then consciousness assumes a place 
where memory theatre marks the stage; 
rooting against the carapace 
 
tendrils gone mandrake writhe and slide 
because a nerve refracted there 
touches their filigree’s outside 
and makes a scream out of thin air. 
 
The walls grow rot and fungi pass 
from smell to form. The patrons come,  
crumble to waterfalls of glass. 
Pale eyes from the proscenium. (1-16) 
Also in Johnston’s collection The Sea-Cucumber is the poem “The Sea-Cucumber”, for Ray 
Crooke,
46
 an elegy for Johnston’s father following his death in 1970, and “In Memoriam”, 
dedicated to Forbes, which is written as a memorial to a number of dead poets, including O’Hara, 
Berryman, and Pound, but also generation of 68 poets Dransfield and Buckmaster. The poem is a 
                                               
 
 
 
46
 Crooke, a Melbourne artist, won the Archibald Prize in 1969 with a portrait of George Johnston, Martin Johnston’s 
father. 
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gift to Forbes, but it also documents a range of influences and pays specific attention to the 
relationship between death and poetry. The poem reads: 
O’Hara, Berryman, Seferis, Pound 
have a lot in common. Not only are they all dead poets 
but they make up a metrically perfect line 
running on iambic sleepers to whatever personal 
ameliorations I think, for me, they’re good for. (22-26) 
Nevertheless, it is the number of poets writing about dead poets that seems to concern him. The 
emphasis of the death of a poet that seems to draw his ire, even though his own poem is also 
inevitably about death. 
And that’s the way the games goes. Reading the Saturday papers 
and the cultured magazine, I find my nightmares visited 
by a terrible vision of contemporaries writing elegies 
notebook and rainslicked at the graveside 
or serial as Magritte’s windows or Donne’s time 
 
in recession of identical rooms. 
Whether there is particular grief in the death of poets 
is a question that much engages us, 
that we answer always in the affirmative, 
a priori, because it’s so very useful to us to do so. 
 
Pale watercolour lovers in the pastel sun 
we can rape and chomp our friends’ corpses at midnight, 
hunch and sidle in the morgue, our eyes 
a tracery of red veins in the Gothick crypt, and the tourist 
maps show Transylvania’s regular trains, its ordered roads. 
 
Because it does come down to rape, this invasion 
of one’s substance by that of another 
without connivance. And not the strongest or fiercest 
can fight it, but must lie back and open 
up to the slime and spawn. 
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Death and rebirth myths are made by poets, and no wonder: 
one Dransfield can feed dozens of us for a month, 
a Webb for years. And they’re fair game, we can plead continuance,  
no poet ever died a poet: as the salt muck filled Shelley 
the empyrean gave way to the nibbling fish and the cold. (27-57) 
 Johnston seems somewhat cynical about poets trading on the death of poets in poems; he is 
concerned about the invasion without consent, the vampiric act of poets feeding on other poets: 
For the fan of letters opens and shuts and the wind blows 
errant zig-zags of light and night through the phrases, 
chops, remoulds, effaces. Theologians 
have always found dismembered cannibals tough. 
The whole thing becomes too tight, which is not at all 
 
what’s needed, whatever sensualists may say. 
Too like Zen archery, too painful somewhere around 
what used to be called the heart. The parataxis 
of time and light could have flowed around and through 
these dead and living poets and myself. 
 
That would have been a pretty nonsense. Instead the flicker- 
flicker of a zoetrope. In this peepshow world 
all styles come down to punctuation. O Mayakovsky, 
Buckmaster, all of you, they’re circumventing Euclid. 
They knew that parallel lines in curved space meet 
   
eventually, somewhere: in the black hole between spaces, 
the full stop with no sentence on either side, 
between the moving magic-lantern slides. 
Not that you wouldn’t have gone there yourselves willingly: 
where the blood pours out the dead come to feast. (58-78) 
Johnston takes Euclid’s axiom of parallel postulate and subverts it to become a full stop in space: a 
point between sentences which, without sentences either side, is reduced to a black hole. It 
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transforms the geometric principle to a punctuation mark, which symbolises the poet’s death. 
However, in the poem it is not Johnston “circumventing Euclid” but “they,” poets like Buckmaster 
and Mayakovsky who went there “willingly,” as they committed suicide. Buckmaster was the first 
of this loose group of poets to die. His death, followed shortly after by Dransfield’s, inspired a 
number of elegies by other generation of 68 poets. These poems present another way that generation 
of 68 poets name poets in poems.  
 
Elegies: Buckmaster and Dransfield 
Elegies are poems of mourning and consolation (Sacks 2). The earliest surviving elegies date from 
the seventh century BC and do not have a set form but are often characterised by their subject or 
mood (Kennedy 2). One way an elegiac tradition can be identified is by certain conventions and 
imagery that recur over this extended period (14). Sacks argues that elegiac conventions are 
grounded in social and psychological practices associated with death. Therefore, the literary form is 
inseparable from non-literary responses to loss (1-2). Such a relationship between rites and 
ceremonies and poetic responses can be seen in their shared conventions, which Sacks suggests 
include the use of repetition, reiterated questions, vengeful anger or cursing, processions, transitions 
from grief to consolation, and images of the resurrection (2). Elegies are inseparable from grieving, 
and yet contemporary elegies tend to question grief and how one is to grieve and what it means to 
write about grief and grieving (Ramazani).  
Elegies perform numerous roles. They can be cathartic outpourings of grief, or an opportunity 
for the poet to lament loss and transform despair. They can provide an occasion for the poet to give 
life to the subject after their death, because the deceased live on in poems. Central to all these 
approaches is the idea that “writing out of loss” creates “something of use for the survivors” 
(Kennedy 11). This “something” goes beyond catharsis. Elegies ask and pursue questions about 
how to live with death, and how to adjust to loss and overcome trauma (Kennedy). The generation 
of 68 group wrote a large number of elegies, usually for friends and relatives, but of specific interest 
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to this thesis are the elegies written for their contemporaries. Because these function as naming and 
dedications, they also pursue something very different from the forms of sociability evident in the 
other poems discussed above. 
Buckmaster committed suicide in 1972, and Dransfield died from drug-related complications 
(possibly tetanus) in 1973. Their early deaths, at ages twenty-one and twenty-five respectively, led 
to a number of elegies and dedications by poets of the generation of 68 group. From 1968 to 1969, 
Buckmaster was involved in the La Mama Poetry Workshops and edited his own poetry magazine, 
The Great Auk. Dugan recalls:  
The last three years of Charles’s life were clouded by drugs, depression and periods in 
psychiatric hospitals. For some time he worked in the Source Bookshop and with the 
support of the owners, Paul and Ann Smith and Alec Morton, among other people, 
maintained a precarious stability punctuated by  occasional depressive  breakdowns. 
(“Introduction” xiii) 
Dugan also writes that Buckmaster continued writing during this period, but “destroyed much of 
what he had written” (xiv).  
Hemensley writes about Buckmaster’s suicide in his diary, 3 December 1972: 
The suicide of Charles Buckmaster was the sad news forwarded to us from 2 different 
sources last week. Michael Dugan phoned one evening—&— Margaret Taylor on the 
Thursday evening when we were out (visiting Betty Burstall and later Paul Adler and 
Ena in Carlton). It was not unexpected. Margaret said that he had seen ‘top consultants’ 
and that he was ‘doomed’. We are told that there is a family history of this . . . Charles 
was 21. So young. and yet—the poem he published in The Age 2 years ago—which i 
hadn’t seen until Judy Duffy [Loretta's sister] showed it to us a couple of weeks or so 
ago—was astonishingly authoritative and mature. [The Age poem was 'Starting Out', 
beginning: 
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That the changes have been swift 
and uninvited 
That their year tore by, your holy face 
matures like the dawn: centring 
on some great simplicity 
of right living. 
I can't know you at all. 
In retrospect all the poems appear to be suicide notes (Mark Hyatt [English poet] was 
another such case)—but 2 poems in particular –The Age poem, & ‘Seed’ which I 
published in Earth Ship #7—the most moving epistles. (“Kris Hemensley” n.pag.) 
The poem, “Seed,” by Buckmaster, to which Hemensley refers, reads: 
red spattered on an orchard path. That’s all. 
I saw nothing. 
Perhaps they kicked dust over the blood 
allowing you to double 
back through the soil. 
 
alone. I manufactured 
isolation and found you—and that place 
is nothing, less. 
For it be 
the world of one mind, 
we were deceived. 
 
dark sky, cold earth 
how you came such 
whispering 
the words 
of an epitaph still bleeding 
within the asylum walls. 
Speaking 
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in a garbled tongue 
only one man understands. 
 
this is the place where you came to your end 
where our spent words turn out 
into darkness 
 
+ 
 
Brother the set paths—the world they have forced 
destroyed you. 
 
+ 
 
By this way, how so little 
is needed of life, how such demands, to receive life in all seasons 
to issue love, so simply and freely 
 
are ordered within themselves. 
and yet are betrayed, and counterfeited, and all gestures 
are received 
only to be abandoned, reverberating 
 
within the skull. 
----And so have shuffled through postures, and cried to be free. 
have lined shotgun 
barrel to chest, sounded such 
fury 
in an instant; your life, mine, standing by you 
 
buried and above you: 
I am of these worlds, others, and create my own, 
dependant: 
………………….(And write no epitaph, lay seed).  
Melbourne April 1971 (1-42) 
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It is difficult not to read “Seed” in light of Buckmaster’s suicide, as prophetic, or as a suicide note, 
as Hemensley does. There may even be a sense of guilt in this realisation, because Hemensley was 
the editor of Earthship number 7 and published the poem. The last line of the poem seems to 
instruct others while gesturing to Keats’s “Here lies One whose Name was writ in Water.” 
Nevertheless, who is the subject of the poem, or the epigraph that is not to be written?  
The opening line situates the poem in an orchard, perhaps Gruyere near Lilydale in Victoria, 
the location of Buckmaster’s parents’ farm. The words “brother” (24) and “shotgun” (35) link with 
the blood “splattered on an orchard path” (1) to reveal the subject of the poem: Buckmaster’s 
brother, who committed suicide in a bungalow on the farm. Larry Swartz writes that Buckmaster 
“re-enacted the suicide of [his] older brother, taking his own life with his brother’s gun” (n.pag.). 
The “you” in the poem is his brother, but the poem is a nameless elegy, a memorial poem written in 
solidarity with his brother’s life and his death. In the lines, “this is the place where you came to 
your end” (21), “have lined shotgun/ barrel to chest, sounded such / fury” (35-37), Charles links his 
own experiences to his brother’s, “I am of these worlds” (40). When read retrospectively, the poem 
does seem to foreshadow biographical events, the unnamed deceased in the poem acting as a double 
for Charles Buckmaster. The second person narrative mode can be read as third person limited, 
because the narrative voice of the poem becomes connected to the subject. When Buckmaster 
writes, “write no epitaph, lay seed” (42), the instruction reads ironically as an epitaph, but also as 
advice for him and his subject, the ambiguous “you” of the poem. 
Hemensley’s prose poem, “for Charles Buckmaster,” responds to Buckmaster’s final line in 
“Seed.” The last lines of Hemensley’s poem read, “i search for epitaphs against your expressed 
wishes. i let the / robbers in. there is no salvation.” Here Hemensley attempts to reconcile 
Buckmaster’s wishes with his own wishes. The naming of Buckmaster in the title takes on a dual 
form of dedication and address,  
darling boy—“a dark country” it is—“a hard road”—alone for a moment with the 
images that expressed that grin the gesture towards life’s ridiculous requirements. we 
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who are jealous to hold your energies & affections attend to your every whim—would 
save you from work & hurt if in so doing would hold you with us longer. (5-10) 
Hemensley’s naming of Buckmaster as “darling boy,” like his desire to save Buckmaster from work 
and hurt, has a fatherly or avuncular quality. Hemensley writes directly to the young poet from his 
position as a slightly older poet affected by loss. After the initial address to Buckmaster, the poem 
uses imagery associated with death to speak obliquely about life and loss, rather than specifically 
about Buckmaster’s life and death:  
there is a shortcut thru the cemetery. games to play. black 
& golden angels jump from one broken grave to another. dancing 
on death’s back. the face of decay occasionally flitting into their  
minds eased with red wine forced not into obvious sacrileges.  
but subtle irregularity—the dalliance of youth with immortality. (23-27) 
Yet the dedication and the address encourage a reading of the poem as elegy. As an elegy, the poem 
is aware of its form, as the last lines of the poem suggest. This oblique approach provides a way for 
Hemensley not to write an epitaph, while searching for ways to write an epitaph, in this case in the 
form of an elegiac poem.  
A number of poems were written for and about Buckmaster, and many share Hemensley’s 
dilemma regarding approach. Some of the poems specifically tackle the shock of the news and the 
process of coming to terms with their discovery of Buckmaster’s death, like Hutchinson’s “for 
charlie,” where he writes about hearing of the poet’s death. The language attempts to reconcile the 
change in tense that ensues now that “he is gone.” 
(ii) 
he had passed away, passed out, passed on. 
he is gone. he is ‘was’       not here. 
before he went he burned his future. 
in the future he is was, and cannot 
be there. if some words escaped,  
he will be. but that is later, 
now, he is, for libraries, nonexistent. 
for me he is now was, but grows— 
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he seems to be a verb (14-22) 
The repetition of “he” emphasises not only the focus of the poem, but also the pointedness of the 
consideration of the “he” that is dead. The poem also refers to one of Buckmaster’s last actions, the 
burning of his manuscripts before his death. Hutchinson writes about his own feelings, albeit at one 
remove from a direct expression of emotion, “but I loved him loved his life, / loved his women, and 
loved his example. / I am allowed some kind of latitude for emotion” (23-25). The poem becomes 
an act of reflection and an attempt at catharsis, moving beyond the confusion and shock of his death 
towards a transformation and a more familiar convention of elegy: consolation. Except that here, in 
the last lines, Hutchinson does not achieve resolution:  
(iv) 
we knew only acts, 
his insidereal, he only knew himself. 
perhaps if by telling, he could have told 
he may not have deprived us of himself 
even before he died. 
but he knows and he did. 
I am at a loss. 
 
perhaps in describing these difficulties 
I may understand his loss, 
in losing in the telling 
and then losing in the doing. 
 
(v) 
but now, the news is on tv. 
may we celebrate the scattered 
flashes,  
& carry his love like a young tree. (32-46) 
The repetition extends beyond the use of the word “he” so that the phrasing loops back on itself as 
Hutchinson attempts to reconcile the different types of loss: the loss of life, Buckmaster’s own 
unspoken loss and Hutchinson’s loss of understanding. This loss is located in the lacuna between 
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the telling and the told, in the “what if” alluded to in the lines “perhaps if by telling, he could have 
told/ he may not have deprived us of himself” (34-35). 
Less explicit than Hutchinson’s poem, Hemensley’s “To Share in Your Contentments (for 
Charles Buckmaster)” also creates an elegiac mood. Hemensley’s poem speaks of shared intimacies 
and absence. Abstract and atmospheric, the lines gesture to things, experiences, and memories. The 
last line reads as a lamentation that requires us to reread the poem in light of it, bookended as it is 
by the title. What are Buckmaster’s contentments which Hemensley wishes to tell of—is it death, or 
the silence that Hemensley equates with Buckmaster’s passing? 
  john cage 
       music music music  
      take axe to muzack! 
  the woods 
        the peace & tranquillity 
              positive activities 
  i would now 
            (in this place) 
             share in your contentments (1-9) 
Roberts’s untitled poem “(this poem is),” is also a poem for and about Buckmaster, but one 
that enunciates the difficulty of the elegiac form: “this poem is the poem that we publicly / & 
immediately declared / we couldnt write / this is the poem that we privately immediately began” (6-
8). Part of the problem Roberts identifies about writing an elegy is that the poet cannot write about 
the deceased without the weight of the whole elegiac tradition oppressing him and making it 
difficult to write something personal in light of the weight of the tradition and the conventions. The 
poet must find a personal space within or beyond these conventions. He must be willing to attempt a 
reconciliation between the public and the private. 
In “(this poem is),” the repetition of the words, “this poem,” at the beginning of each line only 
provides cadence in the poem. Each line is a metaphor for Buckmaster, or the act of writing an 
elegy for Buckmaster. 
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this poem is a literary fellowship in his name / take what you can 
this poem is whitman / olsen & Baudelaire 
in turn / shouting drinks 
this poem is bill beard or kris hemensley 
reading / over his shoulder 
this poem is not key 
to any mystery still in times cupboard / of you / & him 
this poem is consensus of the blank look on many faces 
in the pub / that night 
this poem is quoting lenin / who said 
we are all dead men / on furlough 
this poem is a stick rutted on that fence / against 
the moments silence 
this poem is for Charles Buckmaster. (21-34) 
Roberts’s poem is poignant. When he names Buckmaster in the last line of “this poem is,” it is 
Buckmaster’s name that provides the denouement of the poem. The meaning of the whole poem 
seems to rest on the dedication. Lines like “this poem is In Memoriam verse / this poem is a black 
silk sheet” take on new meaning when we reach the last line: “this poem is for Charles 
Buckmaster.” Similarly, Johnston’s “i.m. C.C.” dedication in the “Letter to Sylvia Plath,” forces us 
to reconsider our reading of the poem when we know that “C.C.” are his Mother’s initials. 
These poems for Buckmaster are elegies from friends moved by his suicide; they offer 
intimate portraits, and demonstrate a sense of loss and reflection. In doing so, they also enter into 
the elegiac tradition, creating poems that exhibit public mourning, which seek to memorialise the 
deceased poet, and present the author’s individual connection to the dead young man. Implicit in 
these poems is a reflective form of sociability, one that is grounded in the memories of the 
individual poet who is writing, as well as the deceased poet’s posthumous existence in poetry. 
There is a double act created in the remembering and memorialising, the difficult task of grieving 
and commemorating.  
Dransfield was the other generation of 68 poet who died during the decade under 
consideration and whose death was written about by generation of 68 group poets. At the time of his 
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death, Dransfield was better known than Buckmaster, due to his publications in established 
magazines like Meanjin, Southerly, Poetry Australia and Poetry Magazine, and due to his three 
published books of poetry. His status as a poet only increased after his death. Krausmann’s poem 
“Poet, Because You Are Dead (in memoriam for Michael Dransfield)” laments the special status he 
has attained in death—reminiscent of Johnston’s line quoted above, “one Dransfield can feed 
dozens for a month.”  
Krausmann writes: 
Poet 
because you are dead 
you are beautiful 
 
because you are dead 
your eye is transcendent 
  
because you are dead 
we keep your memory 
 
because you are dead  
you remain a riddle 
 
because you are dead 
we love you 
 
because you are dead 
we are honest 
 
because you are dead  
your word is immortal (1-15) 
Krausmann seems worried that Dransfield’s status as a dead poet has become the raison d’étre for 
his status—his death becomes his legacy. He worries that it is only because Dransfield is dead that 
he is loved and his words immortalised. However, while Krausmann’s poem seems questioning of 
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the transformation of Dransfield’s image through death, he expresses concern with what might be 
the appropriation of Dransfield’s legacy, and the centrality of death in the reading of his working 
after the event, as Dransfield’s death and status as a young dead poet become inseparable from his 
work and his legacy.  
In Robert Adamson’s Swamp Riddles (1974), an untitled poem begins “(For Michael 
Dransfield).” A different version of the poem is published in Southerly (30.1 Mar. 1974) and titled 
“The Thoughtless Shore.” A further version appears in Adamson’s Selected Poems (1977). Read 
together, the three versions of the poem speak of the difficulty of writing elegies, and gesture to 
what Werner Senn calls Adamson’s “anti-elegiac stance” (132). We can see this in the treatment of 
the line “I weaken the elegy for you” which is present in the first two versions of the poem and 
absent from the third. There is a process of working through ideas in this part of the poem, of 
revealing and concealing imagery and thoughts as Adamson tries to bring together his emotions and 
experiences in the act of writing an elegy, something the other poems also display. The three 
versions of this final section of part one are different. The Southerly version reads: 
Why weren’t you more  
Sentimental—all those novels you used to  
 
read I suppose—Anyway on the shore at Flat Rock 
the moonlight floods in, sentiments aside, 
 
I weaken the elegy for you—there is a moon there,  
and a man watching the tides flow in. (“The Thoughtless” 24-32) 
The untitled version of the poem in Swamp Riddles reads: 
why weren’t you  
more sentimental—all those novels  
you used to read I suppose. Anyway on the point 
moonlight floods in, sentiments aside, 
I weaken the elegy for you— 
 
There is a moon there, and a man watching 
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the tides flow in. (“Untitled” 28-34) 
And in Selected Poems the poem reads: 
Why weren’t you more sentimental? 
 
All those novels you used to read I suppose. (“The Thoughtless,” 24-25) 
The line, “I weaken the elegy for you” has been erased in the final version, as has the imagery of the 
man, the moon and the tide, making the question about sentimentality more direct and distanced 
from questions of forms, a reference to a weakened elegy suggests.  
These examples connect to problems inherent in the writing of elegies, contemporary 
difficulties with the form, and Adamson’s desire to focus on the deceased and not turn the focus 
onto himself as the writer. Adamson’s anti-elegiac stance is one of questioning the conventions of 
the elegiac form. He does this in the obliqueness of the initial figure in the poem of a person 
watching the tide turn. In the Southerly version of the poem he writes, “‘We cannot tell whether / 
rage or grief shakes him’” (1-2). This distance from the subject decreases in the Selected Poems 
version of the poem where these lines are transformed to “So out there now I cannot tell whether 
rage / or grief shakes him” (1-2). The change to first person creates directness and, in a sense, 
makes it more banal and less poetic. Any intimacy created by the shift to first person is challenged 
by the questioning of the form of the speaker’s grief: “How can it matter how many times my friend 
died, / he is dead, thoughtlessly dead” (Selected 12-13). There is also the more explicit 
acknowledgement of the poetic presentation of one’s grief, “‘Let me give you an illusion of not 
grieving’” (18) which indirectly acknowledges the sentimentality of a memory of “cats-piss” (22) 
and “paperbacks gone with mould” (23). 
The smell of “cats-piss” is worked into a shared moment between Adamson and Dransfield, 
which presents details of enmeshed personal histories and friends ensconced in the shared need to 
escape. The lines, similar in all three versions of the poems, demonstrate their intimate friendship 
but also Adamson’s desire not to romanticise his memories of Dransfield in his poems. In the 
Southerly version of the poem he writes:  
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We escaped the city by listening to endless pop 
songs, in damp nights. Terrible record 
 
players, fish chips & Coke. Now the smell of cats’ 
piss will always remind me of you (“The Thoughtless” 23-28) 
In Swamp Riddles the lines are only slighted changed: 
We escaped the city by listening to  
endless popular songs 
   
on damp night through broken radios; fish 
chips & Coke. Now the smell of cats-piss  
will always remind me of you, (“Untitled” 23-27) 
In Selected Poems the music has changed to country and pop, and the word “now” has moved from 
the first word to the last word of the line, changing its theme. The word “now” at the beginning of 
the line anchors it in the present tense and places the emphasis on the word “now.” When the word 
“now” is moved to the end of the sentence, the emphasis is then on the smell, rather than time.  
We escaped the city by listening to country music, 
and endless pop songs on broken radios 
on damp nights with our fish, chips and Coke. 
 
The smell of cats-piss will always remind me of you now (“The Thoughtless,” Selected 
19-22)  
Each version is slightly different, but the smell of cat’s piss remains. This unflattering association, 
the acrid stench of cat’s urine, and his choice of the pungent colloquialism: “cats-piss,” is a 
deliberate device used by Adamson to demonstrate that he is not romanticising Dransfield. These 
lines play out the tension between the sentimental and the desire to remember, on one hand, and the 
documentation of moments, on the other, as well as secret and public displays of grief and 
mourning. Adamson does not just work through Dransfield’s death in these poems. These three 
versions participate in a dialogue with the elegiac tradition, the distance between feeling and 
representation, and the guilt in making art from death: “My ‘personal experience’ done over in 
verse/ this elegy following all its predecessors // calling out in public, sobbing too” (“The 
Thoughtless,” Selected 64-66).  
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The title, “The Thoughtless Shore,” is taken from a line in John Ashbery’s poem 
“Illustration,” a poem about the death of a religious novice. Before jumping from the top of a 
building she tells the crowd gathered below, “‘I desire / Monuments,’ . . . ‘I want to move / 
Figuratively, as waves caress / The thoughtless shore.” (13-16) The use of Ashbery’s image is a 
poetic intersection where Adamson explicitly or implicitly acknowledges a poet he admires. Read 
together, the title and the dedication to Dransfield, who is also a subject of the poem, remind me of 
al-Musawi’s argument that “dedications [are] vying for recognition or ascendance with or against 
each poet’s ghosts” (1). The intertextual allusion demonstrates Adamson’s debt to Ashbery, and he 
creates a relationship between himself and those named in the poem:   
Beautiful, ineffectual rebels of an imagined sky. 
We searched the long dead for the living: 
 
Blake, Shelley, they were the harder stuff— 
ideas of ourselves as poets was addiction 
 
more terminal than any opiate chemists could refine. 
 
So we rode out our nights higher then 
than ever with our smack or chalked-up methadone. (II 21-27 “The Thoughtless Shore,” 
 Selected) 
Blake and Shelley are named as idols for the enfants terribles, the poètes maudits Adamson and 
Dransfield. Adamson identifies his experiences with poetry with Dransfield’s, using their common 
tastes and addictions as a vehicle to speak for both of them: “ideas of ourselves as poets was 
addiction.” Here, as in other contemporary elegies, reflections on the meaning of death and grieving 
are also meditations on the meaning of poetry and writing. The use of “we” also demonstrates an 
intimacy that Adamson uses to legitimise his insights into Dransfield’s posthumous expectations,  
I see the hours spread, somehow, before me. 
 
The hours we once walked together through. 
Those lived in hours, how many! 
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And the word, all the thousands of them, 
we rambled there telling each other amazing lies. 
 
You would have expected an elegy or so from me,  
remember our Theory of Excess! (II 7-13 “The Thoughtless Shore,” Selected) 
The “Theory of Excess” is an allusion to a personal joke: it has a conspiratorial tone; and 
demonstrates that he and Dransfield shared a bond and an understanding. This is also apparent in 
the line directed to Dransfield, “You would have expected an elegy or so from me.” Adamson’s 
consideration of Dransfield’s expectations is also apparent in a handwritten note to Dransfield. At 
the bottom of a typed undated letter to Dransfield,
 47
 Adamson writes in red pen, “I didn’t dedicate 
anything to you in The Rumour because it’s not what’s your kind of feeling, there’s a new series of 
poems called ‘The Hidden Swamp Riddles’ for M. Dransfield, in ‘The Glory Box’”48 (“Dear”). 
Dransfield did not live to see Swamp Riddles published. This letter, like the poem, speaks to the 
assumed desire for dedications between Adamson and Dransfield. It provides some insight into 
Adamson’s poetic process, and his reasoning for not dedicating poems in The Rumour to 
Dransfield. It also underscores the reasoning involved in the line, “You would have expected an 
elegy or so from me,” because, implicitly, the inverse is also true; Adamson would have expected 
an elegy from Dransfield, because they shared a poetic friendship, a friendship based on shared 
passions and experiences.  
Adamson’s poem tackles explicitly what many of the elegies discussed in this chapter 
demonstrate more implicitly: the fact that elegies are problematic for poets, more so than other 
                                               
 
 
 
47
 The letter is archived with Dransfield’s papers in a folder dated 1969-1972. The letter was probably written in 1972. 
In the letter, Adamson mentions that he has not received Dransfield’s two books for review. Drug Poems and The 
Inspector of Tides were both published in 1972, and Adamson writes that his new magazine Leatherjacket has sold out 
its first issue, which was released in 1972. 
48
 Adamson planned to call his next book The Glory Box & Other Rituals (Adamson, “Dear”) 
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forms. The difficulty seems to lie in the question of tone and how to make public one’s private 
grief. Elegiac poems present the writer with a number of challenges, but perhaps the most difficult 
is striking the delicate balance between writing about someone who has died and your own grief, 
without making yourself, as author, your own subject (Kennedy 1). We can see this fear in 
Adamson’s and Hutchinson’s poems. Roberts identifies the schism, “this is the poem that we 
publicly / & immediately declared that / we couldnt write / this is the poem that we privately & 
immediately began” (6-8). It is the liminal space between the public and private, form and personal 
experience, which these elegies depict.  
The poets seem worried about self-indulgence, presenting their personal emotions in poetry, 
and how adequate poetry can be in the face of death and grief. Samuel Taylor Coleridge argues that 
it can be no other way; that in the treatment of any subject, in an elegy, there will always be:  
reference to the poet. As he will feel regret for the past and desire for the future, so 
sorrow and love become the principal themes of the elegy. Elegy presents everything as 
lost and gone, or absent and future. The elegy is the exact opposite of the Homeric epic, 
in which all is purely external and objective, and the poet is a mere voice. (268) 
For Coleridge, the elegy is inseparable from the poet’s feelings, and the poet is central in the elegy. 
This is a position that many poets of the generation of 68 group question in their elegies, their “anti-
elegiac stance.” There is a desire to avoid Coleridge’s central themes of sorrow and love with the 
poet as the authority for poems, which place the deceased as the central figure, so that readers know 
the dead not through the poet’s grief, but through the poet’s emphasis on them.  
Roberts identifies the schism between the difficulty in writing an elegiac poem and his need to 
write it when he states “this is the poem that we publicly / & immediately declared that / we couldnt 
write / this is the poem that we privately & immediately began.” There are difficulties also for 
generation of 68 poets due to the historical nature of elegiac conventions, the long tradition 
associated with the form that inevitably produces questions about how to write an avant-garde 
elegy.  
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For readers, the names and the dedications provide documentation; they contain elements of 
memoir and autobiography, as well as poetic intersections and forms of sociability. The names play 
an important role in the poems; they connect individuals, but more importantly, the number of 
connections that we read in the poems of generation of 68 poets speaks loudly about the poetic 
community and groups within the generation of 68 group. 
In developing a framework for reading and considering a literary generation, the way the 
generation represents itself, consciously and unconsciously, is important in any understanding of 
their work and their status as a group. While these poems were written before the poets had been 
gathered together under the label generation of 68, earlier chapters have demonstrated that under 
this umbrella term there existed a number of groups that were networked to each other: La Mama, 
Monash, Balmain and so on. Naming is just one way of reading connections; another is through 
little magazine and publishing, and another is in biography, letters, diaries, and other archival 
materials and even interviews. The use of names offers the reader textual evidence of intersections, 
sociability and connections, while also offering something new in terms of textual traditions and 
ways of approaching the works of writers in literary groups. They represent a way of creating 
community and so provide a way of reading community. Placing names at the centre of the 
discussion in this chapter has allowed a consideration of the many different ways these poets use 
naming and its poetic effect. I have discussed names as poems, signifiers and empty signifiers, but 
in each instance, each act of naming creates a relationship between the poet and the named. The 
names are more than just words in the poem. Their significance extends beyond that of proper 
nouns, because the names present us with clear sites of exchange in the poetry network, in which 
readers are invited to partake.  
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Chapter Six 
Tracing the Networks: Omissions and Ongoing Conversations 
 
And I have left out many other young poets whose developing work shows 
sympathy with the writing included here, who would no doubt add breadth 
and colour to this collection. But this book is not meant as a state-of-the-art 
review. I see it as an attempt to give shape and body to a historical period in 
our writing that began around 1968, and that I now feel drawing to a close. 
The experiments of the late 1960s and early 1970s were not so much 
beginners’ exercises as determined and serious attempts to revitalise a 
moribund poetic culture, and the best of them stand as considerable 
achievements in the history of Australian poetry.  
 
John Tranter, Introduction xxvi 
 
This final chapter presents the main arguments of the thesis, the significance of the research, and to 
suggest further applications of a network approach. It begins by referring to an omission in the 
thesis and, more broadly, the field: the lack of women in The New Australian Poetry. Other critics 
have raised this issue and this chapter discusses it with a view towards further applications of 
network theory. In addressing the question of women in the “generation of 68,” this chapter 
presents ways which a network approach might be applied to this and other areas in the field of 
poetry communities and literary generations. The chapter also speculates on other applications and 
areas for further development and research. Finally, it concludes by acknowledging the ongoing 
conversations in poetry written by generation of 68 poets.  
 
The Generation of 68 Network 
The realisation of a new generation of poets writing and publishing from 1968 may not have 
originated with Tranter, but his anthology crystallised the idea of the generation of 68. The New 
Australian Poetry represents Tranter’s critical of the Australian New Poetry scene as it was going 
on around him from 1968 to 1979. The anthology and the label “generation of 68” has been a 
starting point for thinking about how groups of poets are connected and ways in which a literary 
“generation” can be examined through network connections. One of the guiding questions for this 
thesis has been how can we trace the emergence or development of a literary generation. Further, 
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how do we critically approach a group like the generation of 68 when the label, and the generation 
itself, is still so contested? This thesis began by acknowledging that the generation of 68 was a 
construct, a label retrospectively applied to a loose grouping of poets. The study of the network 
connections of this group of poets has revealed the existence of the groups within the generation of 
68 group and the connections between them. The poets in The New Australian Poetry are part of 
overlapping poetry communities. The anthology is “Tranter’s version” as Wearne and others claim, 
but my readings of the network connections certainly add weight to Tranter’s claim of 
generationalism and a distinct generational experience shared by a number of young poets. 
Tranter’s anthology was an attempt to represent his generation defined by what he saw as 
poets who both represented and defined of the period. He was not alone in his desire to chronicle 
“New Poetry” in Australia. The impulse was shared by other editors compiling anthologies such as 
Applestealers and The Younger Australian Poets. Hemensley chronicled the period in his private 
diaries, which were reproduced in Earthship to provide a history of La Mama and the associated 
poetry scene. These entries attempt to document readings and events and define the scene and the 
La Mama poetry community. Denholm and Tregenza’s little magazine and small press publishing 
histories offer another record of this period. All these approaches order and reorder history through 
different lenses, but with a similar purpose, to represent what was happening or had happened in the 
Australian literary scene in the 1970s, beginning in the late 1960s.  
Tranter’s version “stuck.” It stuck in as much as it is still a key text and a key anthology for 
the period. It is a reference point for other editors and anthologists. For example, Felicity Plunkett’s 
edited collection Thirty Australian Poets, which defines itself against The New Australian Poetry, 
takes “the idea of the Generation of ’68 and explores the work of thirty poets born in 1968 and 
beyond” (Preface xii). Plunkett refers to the “post-68ers” as a generation and she acknowledges 
Tranter as a poet who has “published, edited and mentored many of this generation, [and who] is, in 
many ways, an inspiration” (xiii). McCooey writes that Plunkett’s “decision to concentrate on poets 
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born after 1968 is both a filtering device and an elegant gesture towards the ‘Generation of ‘68’” 
(Introduction xiv).  
 
Omissions: Networked Poets Who Are Not Generation of 68 Poets  
Having established a method for an examination of the connections among this generation of poets, 
we can now return to the network and consider omissions: omissions from the anthology, but also 
omissions from the critical histories of this period. As much as the network shows participants in 
the groups that constitute the generation of 68, it also includes many poets who do not appear in the 
anthology, although they were connected through shared nodes and vectors of sociability. There are 
of course poets excluded due not to their generational status, but their relationship to the “new,” 
poets like Robert Gray, Les Murray, and the “Canberra School” (which included Alan Gould, Kevin 
Hart, and Mark O’Connor). But other poets who were not represented were part of the generation of 
68 network through nodes like La Mama and small magazines; for example, Bill Beard (b. circa. 
1948), Ken Bolton (b. 1949), Steve Kelen (b. 1956) and Richard Tipping (b. 1949). These poets 
were connected in generation of 68s network, but not as conspicuously. There are many reasons 
why poets, who are part of the generation and the network and are not represented in the anthology; 
reasons such as age, publication history, and the poet’s connection to Tranter. Some poets were not 
included in The New Australian Poetry simply because Tranter was not aware of their work by 1978 
when he was compiling the anthology (Personal n.pag.).  
For example, Bolton was a high school student in 1968, and did not begin writing poetry until 
1971 or 72, but “not stuff you’d show anybody” (“Re: Gen” n.pag.). He was friends with Forbes 
and Duggan, as well as Roberts and Krausmann, but not with Tranter. Bolton does not consider 
himself as a generation of 68 poet in terms of generationalism, but rather sees himself as part of a 
younger generation of poets. He was not writing or publishing during the “founding moments” of 
the “generation of 68,” but began contributing to small poetry magazines in the mid-1970s and did 
not start editing Magic Sam until the late 1970s. While he was a part of the network, he was not part 
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of the same generational moment; he did not feature prominently in the “New Poetry” network until 
the late 1970s and into the 1980s.  
Beard was a La Mama poet who published in numerous small poetry magazines including 
Crosscurrents, Free Poetry, Magic Sam, Mok, Our Glass, The Great Auk,and The Ear in the 
Wheatfield. He was also a regular contributor to New Poetry, where Adamson referred to him as 
“Australia’s most expansive and at the same time singular poet” (23.1 [1974]: 4). He was friends 
with Buckmaster, Dugan, and Hemensley, and in the “Notes on Contributors” section in 
Hemensley’s The Best of the Ear it states:  
BILL BEARD (Australian). Involved in poetry & performance all over Australia since 
the late ‘60s. With Hemensley and Ken Taylor, one of the original “La Mama” poets 
(pre-Poetry Workshop). Published in numerous magazines, but no book yet. 
Therein lies the answer for his exclusion from the anthology. While Beard was part of the network 
and the generation, and was connected through a large number of poetry magazines and La Mama, 
he never published a book of poetry. All the poets in Tranter’s anthology, with the exception of 
Faust (included on Hemensley’s persuasion), published at least one book between 1968 and 1979); 
this seems intrinsic to Tranter’s criteria for selection for the anthology. 
 
Where Are the Women? Tracing Women in the Network 
The mapping of the generation of 68’s network raises questions about poets who were on the 
periphery. Who were the poets at the edges of the network, perhaps not as connected through nodes 
and conduits as other poets, but who nevertheless were writing and publishing alongside generation 
of 68 poets? These questions provide the foundation for another consideration: where are the 
women of the generation of 68 located in the network?  
The absence of women in the generation of 68 has not been addressed in the thesis up to this 
point. It is a significant area which has been discussed by a number of critics, including Kate Lilley 
and Ann Vickery. However, questions remain about the position of women writers in the male-
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dominated poetry communities of the late 1960s and throughout the 1970s. Only two women were 
included in The New Australian Poetry. Women poets who were part of the generation of 68 
network but not represented in The New Australian Poetry include: Pam Brown (b. 1948), Joanne 
Burns (b. 1945), Lee Cataldi (b. 1942), Susan Hampton (b. 1949), J.S. Harry (b. 1939), Kate 
Jennings (b. 1948), Carol Novak (1948-2011), Dorothy Porter (1954-2008), Jennifer Rankin (1941-
1979), Robyn Ravlich (b. 1949) and Gig Ryan (b. 1956). These women were writing and publishing 
during the same period as the generation of 68 and most published collections of poetry in the 
1970s (refer to appendix ten). 
Network theory could be used to further address this gap in the field. A network theory 
approach can locate women in the network (and other generations or literary communities) that 
have been overlooked in critical histories. The first step of a network approach seeks to establish the 
formation of the network and the second phase examines the implications of the connections in the 
network. A further phase could be instituted which addresses anomalies and omissions in the 
network. This constitutes a number of questions, namely, are the poets that are excluded part of 
other networks; are they just not as visible in the network as others—due to a lower number, or 
different kinds of connections, for example—and does the network enable a better reading of the 
poets who have been overlooked? 
When I interviewed Tranter and asked about his selection of poets for The New Australian 
Poetry, he acknowledged the lack of women writers in the anthology, citing a similar number of 
women being included in the New American Poetry anthology, but rather than providing space for 
one poem from many poets Tranter says he: 
wanted to give each of the writers a fair amount of space ten or fifteen pages each rather 
than just one page each and that meant I was looking for poets who could present a 
fairly large slice of material that was strong stuff throughout whatever that means. And 
there were a few women poets I had thought to include and when I went to look at their 
work I could only find three or four poems that I wanted to use out of the whole book 
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and I thought that was going to look dismissive if I put in a poem or two by this person 
and fifteen by someone else. So I decided to focus on the writing I thought I liked a lot 
and that only ended up with two women in the anthology, Vicki Viidikas and Jenny 
Maiden both of whom have very strong work in there. (Personal n.pag.) 
Tranter suggests that the lack of women in the anthology reflects his own taste as well as a lack in 
publishing by women poets of which he was aware. In an interview with John Kinsella, Tranter 
says,  
As to why there were fewer women poets than men poets among the people whose work 
developed strongly in the so-called “Generation of ’68”, it’s hard to say. Those things 
happened nearly a quarter of a century ago, now . . . Perhaps most young women had 
too much sense to slog away at poetry. Only a tiny proportion of any generation of 
writers is going to succeed, and lack of success in that field left a lot of young men 
miserable, unemployable, and generally strung-out.  
However, Tranter goes on to say, 
Of course the women’s movement through the seventies and eighties gave support and 
direction to a lot of women poets, and you can see the results in the writing; some good, 
some not, like most writing in any age, but by comparison stronger, more individualistic 
and better-developed than before. (Tranter, “Kinsella” n.pag.) 
Lilley argues that the mid 1970s to 1980s was a “boom time for small press poetry lists . . . in 
which women featured significantly though often marginally” (266). She lists presses connected to 
the “New Poetry” network, including the University of Queensland, Prism, Gargoyle Poets, and 
Rigmarole of the Hours. She notes that at the time Tranter’s anthology was published (1979), a 
number of new and specifically feminist journal and publishing imprints “were beginning to 
consolidate a proactively subcultural and politicised ‘separate sphere’ of formally diverse women’s 
writing, cognate with the growth of Australian academic feminism, and the rise of revisionist 
courses on women’s writing and feminist theory” (266). She cites Mother I’m Rooted (edited by 
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Kate Jennings, 1975) and the Penguin Book of Australian Women Poets (edited by Susan Hampton 
and Kate Llewellyn, 1986) as collections which “emblematically book-end a crucial decade of 
Australian publishing for both poetry and feminism, and exemplify very differently motivated 
responses to the shared project of anthologising poetry by Australian women” (266).  
These anthologies have different editorial ideologies. Jennings published the work of 152 
women, without biographical details, page numbers, or an index. The contributors were selected 
from over 500 submissions. Lilley writes that about a third of the women included had a history of 
publication. Some published subsequently, while others went on to become writers of cultural 
criticism. However, Lilley argues that, for a collection underpinned by the desire to reveal the 
“hidden talents of diverse women,” the “technique of editorial decontextualisation guaranteed the 
continuing obscurity of those women who were not already known” (268). Hampton and 
Llewellyn’s edited collection contains biographical notes and indexes. It included Aboriginal 
singers through to contemporary women’s poetry. It aimed to represent the range of women’s 
poetry in Australian in a different way to Mother I’m Rooted.  
Both are ambitious collections, but for different reasons—one is a history of women’s writing 
in Australia, the other is very point-in-time, but aims to demonstrate that there is such a thing as 
women’s writing. This is significant, as Jennings’s anthology had been published by the time 
Tranter was collecting work for The New Australian Poetry, there is a sense that women’s writing 
was taking place in a separate space. Tranter, reviewing the Penguin Book of Australian Women 
Poets, argues that the editors attempt to bring contemporary women’s poetry into its “proper” place 
in mainstream Australian culture and acknowledges the gender imbalance in contemporary poetry 
anthologies, citing Hampton and Llewellyn’s statistics, that in fifteen collections of Australian 
poetry since 1970, the average number of female poets was 17 per cent. All the editors were men 
(Tranter, “Dealing” n.pag.). Tranter, of course, was one of these men. 
There is an ongoing tension between inserting, or reinserting, women into Australian poetry 
histories, or writing separate women’s publishing histories. Vickery traces the rise of women’s 
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poetry in the 1970s in the “male homosociality” of the Australian poetry scene. She draws on Susan 
Stanford Friedman to present an argument for an examination of women’s writing not as separate to 
men’s, but rather as existing within the dominant scene, an acknowledgement of the “plural, 
localized narratives” possible within a scene (265). In this way, Vickery reads women poets as a 
part of, rather than separate from, the New Poetry scene of the 1970s. In doing so she acknowledges 
the importance of little magazines for poets of the period as a way of “generating a sense of 
alternative community” and free space for poetry, but also as means to create cliques and coteries 
(266). The “parameters” of these groups, Vickery argues, were defined and reinforced in the 
“custom of listing other magazines for readers to support,” which not only provided promotion for 
other poetry magazines, but by omission also placed some magazines outside the community 
parameters (267). These ideologically underpinned cross-advertisements were also supported by 
editorials (267). Poetry collections and editorial policies provide further ways to reinforce gendered 
boundaries.  
We know women wrote and published poetry during this period and were involved with a 
number of nodes in the generation of 68 network. Vickery points to 1968 as the starting point for 
the emergence of small magazines and to 1969 as the beginning of second wave feminism in 
Australia (“The Rise” 270). The women’s movement and the generation of 68 were part of the same 
larger cultural movement, they were similar ages to the men and similarly used “advances in print 
technology to raise a sense of community” (270). Following Vickery’s lead, we can use the network 
to locate or relocate women poets. In effect, this calls for a rereading of the network with regard to 
poets who are less prominently featured in the network. We can use the network to read 
interdependencies between networks and to examine the formations of networks informed by 
connections to other networks. We can also examine the nodes that acted to exclude women from 
the network and those, like little magazines, to which women actively contributed and created. This 
is certainly an area for further critical work, I wish now to test this approach with a short case study 
to illustrate how network theory might be utilised to read women within the dominant culture, rather 
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than outside.  
 
Case Study: Pam Brown in the Network 
Pam Brown (b. 1948; Seymour, Victoria) was published in Mother I’m Rooted, Hecate, and the 
Penguin Book of Australian Women Poets, as well as Magic Sam and Surfers Paradise. Brown 
moved to Sydney in 1968. She became friends with Laurie Duggan in 1970 or 1971, but did not 
meet Tranter until 1988, almost a decade after The New Australian Poetry was released. Brown 
contributed to, and helped make, Magic Sam with Anna Couani, Ken Bolton, and Sal Brereton. She 
had published three small independent books by 1972. She read poems at the annual Balmain poetry 
readings in the 1970s, invited by Nigel Roberts with whom she collaborated on a book called A 
Package Deal Assembly Book (edited by Brown, Tim Burns, Dave Morrissey, and Roberts). Brown 
was connected to a number of generation of 68 poets and publications, as well as other creative 
communities. She recalls being:  
engaged in a variety of counter-cultural activities – sculpture at Martin Sharp’s Yellow 
House, UBU films’ lounge-room screenings at our house and, earlier, film-making 
(Albie Thoms’s Sunshine City) in our flat on Crown Street, Surry Hills. Plus, after Pat 
Woolley moved the offset printing press out of the front room of our Surry Hills house 
across to Glebe Point Road around 1972, I set up Cocabola’s Silkscreen Printing at the 
front of the ‘shop’ and the offset printery became Tomato Press. (n.pag.) 
She was connected in the generation of 68 network through Duggan, Roberts and others, but 
rejects inclusion in the generation of 68. Brown is five years younger than Tranter and Adamson, 
and recalls having “nothing to do with the editorial activities of John Tranter and Bob Adamson at 
the time.” In fact, she argues that: 
Tranter’s anthology didn’t register with me until years later when I began to notice (and 
doubt) the eponymous phrase ‘generation of ’68.’ But now that Tranter’s and 
Adamson’s products have been thoroughly historicised and though John Tranter’s 
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selection was aiming at a fresh perspective at the time, I’m not sure that what they 
presented of Australian poetry was an ‘alternative’ canon. Perhaps their drive was 
mainly ‘generational’ and not necessarily a challenge to an existing status quo—as if 
they wanted in on a pantheon rather than to deconstruct one. New Poetry didn’t seem 
‘new’ to me in the mid-1970s. (n.pag.) 
Essentially, she reads herself as outside the generation of 68 owing to her age (as Bolton 
does). Though Dransfield and Wearne were, like Brown, born in 1948, and Hutchinson, Jenkins, 
and Maiden were born in 1949, like Bolton. The youngest in the anthology are Forbes (1950), 
Buckmaster (1951), and Kenny (1952). But Brown is also conscious of not having a shared poetic. 
The generation of 68 is part of a larger cultural movement, and there are connections in the network 
to other underground and counter-cultural activities. Through her connections Brown is part of the 
generation of 68 network, but just as importantly, she is involved in other networks. Vickery is right 
to push for readings of women alongside men, and a network approach offers a way to begin 
mapping and reconsidering women’s writing during this period.  
 
The Ongoing Conversations  
In terms of future research into this area, I wish to acknowledge the ongoing nature of the networks 
and conversations of this group of poets. The poetry dedications, naming in poetry, and elegies for 
generation of 68 poets by generation of 68 poets have not ended. The network still contains 
connections. Actors in the network are still linked and their poetry continues to provide evidence of 
these continuing conversations. Duggan’s poem from 1994 “Ornithology” includes the lines,  
      I have floorboards 
  A TV (TV!) 
     but I won’t describe the casing 
   - that would be too John Forbes. 
    To describe the cathode ray tube 
      would be too John Tranter  
      (though from this 
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    I’m saved by ignorance). 
       I’d mention 
   the program if it were on 
           (being a literalist) 
    - tonight: The Maltese Falcon! (213-224) 
Poems demonstrating vectors of sociability for this group have continued through the decades. In 
many ways, the references have developed more entrenched meanings over time. Duggan 
acknowledges that: “Some lines about an empty room and a television set, immediately evoke 
John’s poem ‘TV’ (a poem which, much to John’s distress, had become a kind of ‘how-to-do-John- 
Forbes’s demonstration piece in the hands of his critics) and a reflection on the poetics of our so-
called ‘generation’” (“Return” 76).  
The poem includes a number of other generation of 68 poets, and begins on the day of the 
funeral for Bob Harris (1951-1993), a Melbourne born poet and editor of New Poetry and Overland. 
Duggan also refers to Martin Johnston’s poem “In Memoriam,” a poem dedicated to John Forbes, 
but about dead poets. Duggan’s poem was written in 1993 while Forbes was still alive (he died in 
1998 from a heart attack). Johnston, an alcoholic, died in 1990 after collapsing and falling into a 
coma, and Jas Duke died of a heart attack in 1992:  
a service today for Bob Harris, 
which John attended—without Martin Johnston’s “In Memorium” 
(buried in my cache of poetry, somewhere in a box labelled Tampax 
  up the road at Jenny’s place. 
 
    I imagined Jas Duke 
 playing chess with Martin: they would have found community 
though they never actually met. 
   Bob, Jas and Martin: all to some extend 
  “self-educated” – or at least 
    (in Martin’s case) 
            “eccentrically” educated (8-18) 
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The poem is not formally elegiac (despite the funeral, it is not a mourning poem), instead Duggan 
evokes a community of dead poets who share the same space as live poets. Alongside the dead 
poets, the poem also mentions Ken Bolton, John Jenkins, Kris Hemensley, Walter Billeter, Alan 
Wearne and others. Duggan bypasses the silence of death by continuing the conversations, 
populating his poem with group of poets of his generation. Even in death, the poetic conversation 
continues, and Duggan speaks to them (and us) about his memories and the names are invoked as 
participants and imaginary companions. 
In 1968 I would not wear jeans 
 – a phenomenon I saw as the upper class dressing down 
         (the “boss class” as the Labor Club would say). 
   I wanted to dress up  
  wore black and white check trousers and neat turtlenecks 
   like my favourite bands.   
 
Years later, long haired, bearded, in flared jeans 
 I would appear on the right of a photographed group: 
  Kris, Retta, Robert and others with Robert Duncan; (291-299) 
In some ways, Duggan’s poem is a continuation of a poetic he developed in the 1970s. The 
chronicling style reminiscent of poems like “SYDNEY NOTES,” and “Cockatoo Draft.” It 
demonstrates the continuation of the connections and the conversations, the circling and recircling 
of the subjects, people, and moments that are important to Duggan.   
Robert Adamson’s “Letter to John Tranter” functions as a dialogue that gestures to their long 
and complex relationship:  
In the National Library, letters you wrote 
get shuffled about in a big bright cell,  
each word refocussing my memory 
as it hits the light, the foxed paper  
loaded with concerns time’s 
transformed to code. Even your 
black irony couldn’t crack it open now, 
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you who told me that if I kept reading Mallarmé 
I’d never make sense again. Listen, sweet brother 
it’s been a long and bloody journey 
how could I wound you with the days, you wrote. 
My brain ‘bled truly from the broken head’, 
I read your poem ‘Bardo Thodol’ and you gave me 
The Book of the Dead and laughed darkly 
at the name of the doctor stuck to my 
hospital bed: Lazarus. The harbour was all 
around us then, our workshops projected 
huge poems onto the walls of universities and kitchens. 
Mallarmé is almost a brand names these days, transparency 
a word politicians use to lie about the arts; in the 
universities language poets write poems 
in something called text. Our youthful passions 
for fast cars and strange gods, repeating sentimental 
regrets meaning absolutely nothing. (1-27) 
It is also a poem about time, and shared histories: a poetic Künstlerroman. Adamson begins in the 
“present” in the National Library with Tranter’s letters, and writes about his memories of their early 
friendship, when they both attended poetry workshops at the University of Sydney, where drafts of 
their poems were projected onto walls for peer-review. Adamson recalls Tranter’s poem “Bardo 
Thodol” as one of the best at this time, saying that: 
it just stood out to me as something exciting, something really good, and something that 
you would want to write like yourself and it was kind of – I could see that he was 
working out similar concerns we had for some reason we both had come from similar 
places in terms of our backgrounds in reading. He had been writing longer than I had, 
he had been writing since he was a teenager and I only started writing when I was 
twenty-four or twenty-five. (Personal n.pag.) 
A shared link to strange gods is made in the title of Tranter’s poem and the book he lends him: 
Bardo Thodol is also known as The Tibetan Book of the Dead. Adamson recalls,  
the thing was most of the poets I knew they were all atheists they hated the idea of any 
kind of religion. Tranter, he was a bit interested in Buddhism, that’s not really a 
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religion; it’s not like a belief in God. I was always open to that and wanted to find a 
God. (Personal n.pag.) 
Adamson does not only recall memories of Tranter in his poem, but writes about specific 
connections as he decodes “the code” of the letters. The poem’s shift between the present and the 
past gestures to their ongoing connection to one another, and is another form that their ongoing 
dialogue takes.  
A more defensive articulation of this ongoing dialogue is present in a recent poem by Maiden, 
“Diary Poem: Uses of Frank O’Hara.” 
  Years ago when John Forbes praised 
  my later work, he said my Problem 
  of Evil was influenced by Tranter’s 
  Red Movie, and being younger and furiouser, 
  I rang Forbes and explained P. of E. 
  was actually written first. The paper 
  printed an apology but wicked Forbes 
  started at once to speculate that Tranter 
  had based Red Movie on P. of E., a claim 
  of which I thought I’d better warn Tranter, 
  _____who laughed: 
  ‘Anxieties of Influence’, and that phrase 
  came back to me recently when a reviewer 
  said I’d learned a lot from Frank O’Hara. 
  I explained to my daughter I’d never 
  read O’Hara and she, the Fire Tiger, 
  defended me on those grounds, so the reviewer 
  professed shock that I had never read O’Hara. 
  I wondered: am I shocked myself (1-19) 
The poem responds in part to a review of Liquid Nitrogen by Alison Croggon and published online 
in Overland (8 Mar. 2013). Croggon writes,  
The poems show how much Maiden has learned from Frank O’Hara—the rhythms are 
insistently evocative of his work—especially how the apparent speech-like ease of 
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O’Hara’s poems depends on an unerring ear for the intricate poetic rhythms and supple 
thought of each line. (n.pag.) 
Maiden’s daughter, Katharine Margot Toohey, says of the review: 
Her work is not based on Frank O’Hara (God, Overland really is trying any attack they 
can). I checked this out with my mother, who is happy to admit she has only read a 
couple of lines of Frank O’Hara, wasn’t inspired and can’t remember them. (n.pag.) 
Croggon responds to Toohey: 
Frankly, I am taken aback by this response to an admiring review of your mother’s 
work, which I understood as a complex poetry which worked strongly on ambiguity. 
(And I’m also slightly shocked that she hasn’t read Frank O’Hara, though perhaps if she 
did she might find his use of rhythm interesting.) You couldn’t have misunderstood—or 
misrepresented – my argument more completely. (n.pag.) 
And the back and forth continues in the comments section under Coggon’s review; Maiden’s poem 
enters, albeit more obliquely in some ways, into this terse but fascinating dialogic space. Her poem 
participates in the discussion not only on the anxiety of influence, but the corresponding network 
relations between Maiden, Tranter, and Forbes.  
 The advent of online journals and cross-discursive practices between print journals and their 
online counter-parts means that these discussions take new forms and can evolve quickly. The first 
comment on Croggon’s review appeared on the day it was published (8 Mar. 2013), and the final 
comment was posted two days later. Maiden’s poem, “Diary Poem: Uses of Frank O’Hara” written 
in response to the review and her daughter’s response, was published by Australian Book Review in 
June 2013. This very public back and forth may seem atypical, but, given the online furore which 
resulted from the discovery of plagiarism by Australian poets Andrew Slattery and Graham Nunn in 
2013, there seems to be an appetite for this kind of public poetic discussion. There are many other 
examples of poets using web pages as forums for ongoing discussions, as there are many more 
examples of generation of 68 poets still naming fellow generation of 68 poets in their poems, or 
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dedicating poems and books to one another and writing elegies for their dead friends. The 
connections continue, and, if anything, become more visible with time and technology.  
The thesis has focused on the formation and development of the network which produced the 
generation of 68 and The New Australian Poetry anthology. It has considered ways which we can 
read connections between generation of 68 poets in the network, and most importantly, it has 
offered a new approach for considering the generation of 68 poets in light of their generational 
status.  
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Appendix One 
 
“They Dared to Live” Advertising Flyer for The New Australian Poetry49 
 
                                               
 
 
 
49
 Permission to reproduce the advertisement granted by Tranter. 
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Appendix Two 
 
Australian Small Press Poetry Magazines in which generation of 68 Poets
50
 Published (1968-1979), 
in Alphabetical Order
51
 
 
Aardvark. Ed. Little Dorrit, John Jenkins, the Sundance Kid and Deke Thornton. No. 1 (c. 1970).  
Aspect: Art and Literature. Ed. Rudi Krausmann. No. 1 (Winter 1975)- Vol.4 No.3 (1979).  
Beyond Poetry. Ed. Cheryl Adamson and Chris Edwards. No. 1 (1974)- 6(1975).  
Born to Concrete. Ed. Various. No. 1-4 (197?)-? 
Cat. Ed. Andrew Jach. (July 1969).  
Contempa. Ed. Phillip Edmonds, and Robert Kenny. No. 1 (1972)- 10 (1974); Ser. 2, no. 1 
 (1975)-no. 6 (1978).  
Crosscurrents. Ed. Michael Dugan. Vol. 1.1 no.1-1.1 no. 4, vol.2.1- 2.2 (1969). 
Dark Areas. Ed. Sandy Clark, and Jane Donald. No. 1 (Jan.-Feb. 1971)- 5 (May 1972). 
Dharma. Larry Buttrose, Michael Hope, Stephen Measday, Donna Maegraith, Donald 
 Robertson, and Span. No. 1 (1971)-no. 15 (1975).  
The Digger. Ed. Various. 1972- 1975.  
Dimensions. Ed. Bruce Dawe.  
Dodo. Eds. Elizabeth Butel, Keith Shadwick, and Tom Thompson. No. 1 (Oct. 1975)- ? 
 Each issue separately titled: no. 1, Nude dodo ; no. 2, Dodo two ; no. 3, Anzac dodo ; 
 no. 3 1/2 Dada dodo ; no. 4, Ovodeeododo.  
The Ear in the Wheatfield. Ed. Kris Hemensley. No. 1 (May 1973)- 19 (Dec. 1976).  
Earthship. Ed. Kris Hemensley. No. 1 (Oct. 1970)- 13 (Oct. 1972).  
Etymspheres: The Journal from the Paper Castle. Ed. Walter Billeter, and John Jenkins. Vol. 1, no. 
1 (1974), 1/2 (1974)-1/3 (Spring 1976); series 2, no. 2 (1975).  
Expression. Ed. Peter Bladen. No.1 (1962)- 11.1(1972). 
Fields. Ed. Adrian Flavell. No.1 (1971)- No.4 (1973).  
Fitzrot. Ed. ΠO. No. Zero (c.1974), 1 (c.1974), “Fitzroot issue” (c.1974), 2-3 (c. 1974), 4 (c. 1975).  
Flagstones. Ed. Ian Robertson. Vol. 1, no. 1 (July 1969)-[v. 1] no. 5 (Feb./Mar./Apr. 1970).  
Foundation. Ed. Robert Hughes. 1-2 (1975).  
                                               
 
 
 
50
 As collected in The New Australian Poetry (1979) edited by John Tranter.  
51
 The issue and volume numbering is consistent with the system used by the magazine. 
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Free Grass. Ed. Anonymous (John Tranter). No. 1 (1968). 
Free Poetry. Ed. Terry Gillmore, John Goodall and Nigel Roberts. No.1 (1968)- 8? (1970).  
The Great Auk. Ed. Charles Buckmaster. Vol. 1, no. 1 (Sept. 1968)- [v. 1] no.12 (Jun. 1970).  
Gruntled. Ed. D. Morgan. No. 1 (c.1972).  
Heart. Ed. Robert Burgess, Robert, Peter Caprioli, Christopher Coxhill, Pip Giles, Wendy Harvey, 
and John-Peter Horsam. No. 1 (May 1973)- No.3 (Jan. 1974).  
I's & E's: poetry etc. Ed. ΠO. No. 1 (c. 1979)- ? 
Journal Rhizome. Ed. James (Jimi) Taylor. No. 1 (Nov. 1970)- 2 (197?).  
Khasmik. Ed. Stephanie Bennett and Margaret McMann. No. 1-2 (1974)- 197?.  
Leatherjacket. Ed. Robert Adamson. No. 1 (Feb. 9, 1972)- ?.  
Leaves. Ed. Philip Chub, and Laurie Duggan. No. 1 (Nov. 1971).  
Magic Sam. Ed. Ken Bolton. No. 1 (1975)-6 (1982).  
Makar. English Society of the University of Queensland. No. 1 (1960)- 14(1980).  
Meanjin. University of Melbourne. No.1 (Jan. 1947)- ongoing. 
Mindscape. Ed. Norman Campbell Thompson. No. 1 (Aug. 1969)- 2 (Nov. 1969).  
Mirabeau Goat Poem. Eds. Laurie Duggan, John Gough, Robert King, Colin McDowell, Rob 
Smyth, and David Watt. No. 1 (August 1968).  
Mok. Ed. Robert Tillett, and Richard Tipping. No.1 (Mar. 1968) - 5 (Spring 1969).  
New Poetry. Poetry Society of Australia. Vol.19 no. 1 (Feb.1971)- Vol.30 no.1 (1984). 
News and Weather. Ed. Nigel Roberts and Richard Tipping. (1973). Unpublished manuscript.  
Obo. Ed. ? N.d., c. 1969.  
Our Glass. Ed. Kris Hemensley. No. 1 (May 1968)- 7 (July 1969). 
Overland. O.L Society. No. 1 (Spring 1954)- ongoing.  
Parachute Poems. Ed. Mal Morgan. No. 1-3 (1973).  
Ploughman’s Lunch. Ed. Gary Oliver. No. 1 (Sept. 1973)- 2 (Nov. 1973). Renamed Ploughman 
Poems. No. 3&4 (Jan. 1974), No. 5 (Mar. 1974), No. 6/7/8 (June 1974).  
Poem Magazine. Ed. Ross Thompson and John Tozer. No. 1 n.d- 2 (Nov. 1969).  
Poetry Australia. Five Dock. No.1 (Dec. 1964)- No.133 (1992). 
Poetry Magazine. Australian Poetry Society. No.1 (1961)- 18 (1970). 
Poet’s Choice. Island Press. (1970) - (1979) 
Prose and Poetry Broadsheet. Ed. Jurgis Janavicius and K.J. Kemezys. No. 1 (1969)- 14  (1973).  
Quadrant. Australian Association for Cultural Freedom. No. 1 (summer 1956/57)- ongoing. 
Real Poetry. Ed. Larry Buttrose, Stephen Measday, and Donna Maegraith. No. 1 (1978)- 2 (1979).  
Rigmarole of the Hours. Ed. Robert Kenny. No. 1 (1974)- 16 (1979). Issues 2- 15 were published as 
books of poetry by individual authors.  
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Riverrun. Ed. Brian Musgrove.Vol. 1 No.1 (Winter 1976)- Vol. 1 No. 4 (Summer 1977-78).  
The Saturday Club of Poetry. Ed. Patricia Laird. 1(Spring 1972)- Vo.4.4 (Winter 1976).  
Sheet. Ed. Michael Dugan. No. 1 (March 1969).  
Southerly. Australian English Association. Vol.1 no.1 (Sep.1939) - ongoing. 
Surfers Paradise. Ed. John Forbes. No. 1 (1971)- 4 (1986).  
Three Blind Mice: Rigmarole of the Hours. Ed. Walter Billeter, Kris Hemensley, and Robert 
Kenny. In association with The Ear in the Wheatfield and The Paper Castle. (1977). 
Timestream. Ed. Richard Coady. No. 1 (c.1973)-5(n.d), Ser. 2, no. 1 (c.1975).  
Tinker. Ed. Glehn Moore, and Tom Svikart. No. 1 (1970)- 2 (Oct. 1971).  
Transit: New Poetry. Ed. John Tranter. No. 1 (Sept. 1968)- 1 (Jan. 1969). 
Trespasser. Fragment Press. No. 1 (April 1974).  
Westerly: A Quarterly Review. University of Western Australia. Began in 1956. Vol. numbering 
begins with 23 (1978) - ongoing.  
Whole Earth Sun Moon Review. Whole Earth Bookstore. No. 1 (1973)- ? 
Victoria Bitter No. 1 (Jan. 1975) - no. 9 (Sept. 1975)- ? 
Your Friendly Fascist. Ed. John Edwards and Rae Desmond Jones. No. 1-(c.1971)- 10 (c.1984).  
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Appendix Three 
 
Generation of 68 Poets
52
 Awarded Literature Board Grants (1973-1979),
53
 in Alphabetical Order 
 
Adamson, Robert: Fellowship (6 mths 1973), Special Purpose Grant (1973), Fellowship (1973), 
Fellowship (12 mths 1975), Fellowship (36 mths 1975), Fellowship (12 mths 1979). 
Beaver, Bruce: Special Purpose Grant (1973, 1976, and 1977). 
Billeter, Walter: Special Purpose Grant (1973), Fellowship (1976 and 1977). 
Buckmaster, Charles. Died in 1972. 
Dransfield, Michael. Died in 1973. 
Duggan, Laurie: General Writing Grant (1977). 
Faust, Clive: No grants listed. 
Forbes, John: Special Purpose Grant (1973), Young Writer’s Fellowship (6 mths1974). 
Hammial, Philip: General Writing Grant (1977). 
Hemensley, Kris: Young Writer’s Fellowship (12 mths1973), Fellowship (12 mths1974). 
Hutchinson, Garrie: Special Purpose Grant (1973), Young Writer’s Fellowship (12 mths1973). 
Jenkins, John: Special Purpose Grant (1973), Young Writer’s Fellowship (6 mths1974), General 
Writing Grant (1977). 
Johnston, Martin: Young Writer’s Fellowship (12 mths1973), Special Purpose Grant (1979). 
Jones, Rae Desmond: no grants until the 1980s. 
Kenny, Robert: Young Writer’s Fellowship (6 mths1974). 
Krausmann, Rudi: General Writing Grant (1977), Fellowship (12 mths 1978). 
Maiden, Jennifer: Special Purpose Grant (1973), Young Writer’s Fellowship (12 mths 1974), 
Young Writer’s Fellowship (12 mths 1976), Young Writer’s Fellowship (12 mths 1977). 
Roberts, Nigel: Fellowship (6 mths 1973). 
Scott, John: no grants until the 1980s. 
Taylor, Ken: no grants listed 
Thorne, Tim: New Writer’s Fellowship (6 mths 1974), Fellowship (6 mths 1976), Special Purpose 
Grant (1977), General Writing Grant (1977), General Writing Grant (1978). 
                                               
 
 
 
52
 As collected in The New Australian Poetry (1979) edited by John Tranter.  
53
 Grant information from The Literature Board: A Brief History by Thomas Shapcott.  
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Tranter, John: Young Writer’s Fellowship (12 mths1973), Fellowship (12 mths 1977), Fellowship 
(24 mths1978). 
Viidikas, Vicki: Young Writer’s Fellowship (12 mths1974), Fellowship (12 mths 1975), Fellowship 
(12 mths 1978). 
Wearne: Young Writer’s Fellowship (12 mths 1974), General Writing Grant (1978). 
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Appendix Four 
 
University of Queensland Press, Paperback Poets Series (1970-1978), in Chronological Order 
 
Malouf, David. Bicycle: and Other Poems. 1970. Paperback Poets 1. 
Dransfield, Michael. Streets of the Long Voyage. 1970. Paperback Poets 2. 
Hall, Rodney. Heaven, in a Way. 1970. Paperback Poets 3. 
Taylor, Andrew. The Cool Change. 1971. Paperback Poets 4. 
Page, Geoff, and Philip Roberts. Two poets: The Question and Single Eye.1971. Paperback 
 Poets 5. 
Harry, J.S. The Deer under the Skin. 1971. Paperback Poets 6.  
Simpson, R.A. Diver. 1972. Paperback Poets 7. 
Dransfield, Michael. The Inspector of Tides. 1972. Paperback Poets 8. 
McMaster, Rhyll. The Brineshrimp. 1972. Paperback Poets 9. 
Tipping, Richard. Soft Riots. 1972. Paperback Poets 10. 
Shapcott, Thomas W. Begin with Walking. 1972. Paperback Poets 11. 
Slade, Leon. Slade's Anatomy of the Horse. 1972. Paperback Poets 12. 
Lake, David. Hornpipes & Funerals: Forty-Two Poems and Six Odes of Horace. 1973. 
Paperback Poets 13. 
Rodriguez, Judith. Nu-Plastik Fanfare Red: and Other Poems. 1973. Paperback Poets 14. 
Hall, Rodney. A Soapbox Omnibus. 1973. Paperback Poets 16. 
Jurgensen, Manfred. Signs & Voices. 1973. Paperback Poets 17. 
Viidikas, Vicki. Condition Red. 1973. Paperback Poets 18. 
Maiden, Jennifer. Tactics. 1974. Paperback Poets, Second Series 1. 
Kavanagh, Paul. Wild Honey. 1974. Paperback Poets, Second Series 2. 
Gray, Robert. Creek Water Journal. 1974 Paperback Poets, Second Series 3. 
McDonald, Roger. Airship. 1975 Paperback Poets, Second Series 4. 
Page, Geoff. Smalltown Memorials. 1975. Paperback Poets, Second Series 5. 
Smith, Graeme Kinross, and Jamie Grant. Turn Left at Any Time with Care: Poems. 1975. 
 Paperback Poets, Second Series 6. 
Thurston, Robin. Believed Dangerous: Fifty Eight Poems. 1975. Paperback Poets, Second 
 Series 7. 
Skrzynecki, Peter. Immigrant Chronicle. 1975. Paperback Poets, Second Series 8. 
Tipping, Richard. Domestic Hardcore. 1975. Paperback Poets, Second Series 9. 
Roberts. Philip. Will’s Dream. 1957. Paperback Poets, Second Series 10. 
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Kocan, Peter. The Other Side of the Fence. 1975. Paperback Poets, Second Series 11. 
Simpson, R.A. Poems from Murrumbeena. 1976. Paperback Poets, Second Series 12. 
McDonald, Andrew. Absence in Strange Countries. 1976. Paperback Poets, Second Series 13. 
Wearne, Alan. New Devil, New Parish. 1976. Paperback Poets, Second Series 14. 
Johnston, Martin. The Sea-Cucumber. 1978. Paperback Poets, Second Series 15. 
Gould, Alan. Icelandic Solitaries. 1978. Paperback Poets, Second Series 16. 
Hart, Kevin. The Departure. 1978. Paperback Poets, Second Series 17. 
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Appendix Five 
 
The Poetry Society of Australia, New Poetry, Prism Books (1971-1979), in Chronological Order 
 
Thorne, Tim. The What of the Sane. 1971. Prism Poets 1.  
Ravlich, Robyn. The Black Abacus. 1971. Prism Poets 2.  
Adamson, Robert. The Rumour. 1971. Prism Poets 3. 
Buckmaster, Charles. The Lost Forest. 1971. Prism Poets 4.
54
 
Adamson, Robert. Swamp Riddles. 1974. 
Duncan, Robert. The Venice Poem. 1975. 
Hewett, Dorothy. Rapunzel in Suburbia. 1975. 
Williams, Max. The Poor Man’s Bean. 1975. 
Maiden, Jennifer. The Problem of Evil. 1975. 
Macrae, K.L. The Amazing Scaffold. 1975. 
Murray, Stephen. The Dragon Principle. 1975. 
Kantarizis, Sylvia. Time & Motion. 1975. 
Porter, Dorothy. Little Hoodlum. 1975. 
Thorne, Tim. New Foundations. 1976. 
Harris, Robert. Translations from the Albatross. 1976. 
Adamson, Robert. Theatre. 1976. 
Malouf, David. Poems 1975-76. 1976.  
Adamson, Robert. Cross the Border. 1977.  
Porter, Dorothy. Bison. 1979.  
Shapcott, Thomas. Turning Full Circle. 1979. 
                                               
 
 
 
54
 The series numbering ends here. 
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Appendix Six 
 
Makar Press, Gargoyle Poets Series (1972-1979), in Chronological Order 
 
Rowlands, Graham. Stares and Statues. 1972. Gargoyle Poets 1. 
Wearne, Alan. Public Relations. 1972. Gargoyle Poets 2. 
Packer, Richard. The Powerhouse. 1972. Gargoyle Poets 3. 
Annand, Peter. The Long-Distance Poet’s Entry into Heaven. 1973. Gargoyle Poets 4. 
Kefala, Antigone. The Alien. 1973. Gargoyle Poets 5. 
Jones, Rae Desmond. Orpheus with a Tuba. 1973. Gargoyle Poets 6. 
Hemensley, Kris. Love’s Voyages. 1974. Gargoyle Poets 7. 
Griffin, John. A Waltz on Stones. 1974. Gargoyle Poets 8. 
Bennett, Stephanie. Madam Blackboots. 1974. Gargoyle Poets 9. 
Beach, Eric. St Kilda Meets Hugo Ball. 1974. Gargoyle Poets 10. 
Novack, Carol. Living Alone Without a Dictionary. 1974. Gargoyle Poets 11. 
Tranter, John. The Blast Area. 1974. Gargoyle Poets 12. 
Lea, Shelton. Chockablock with Dawn. 1975. Gargoyle Poets 13. 
Neilsen, Philip. Faces of a Sitting Man. 1975. Gargoyle Poets 14. 
Maiden, Jennifer. The Occupying Forces. 1975. Gargoyle Poets 15. 
Scott, John A. The Barbarous Sideshow. 1975. Gargoyle Poets 16. 
Rankin, Jennifer. Ritual Shift. 1976. Gargoyle Poets 17. 
Rowlands, Graham. Poems Political. 1976 Gargoyle Poets 18. 
Taylor, Andrew. Parabolas: Prose Poems. 1976. Gargoyle Poets 19. 
Vleeskens, Cornelis. Hongkong Suicide: and Other Poems. 1976. Gargoyle Poets 20. 
Walker, Lyndon. The Green Wheelbarrow. 1976. Gargoyle Poets 21. 
Annand, Peter. These Ducks: and Other Poems. 1977. Gargoyle Poets 22. 
Jenkins, John. Blindspot. 1977. Gargoyle Poets 23. 
Krausmann, Rudi. The Water Lily: and Other Poems. 1977. Gargoyle Poets 24. 
Hammial, Philip. Hear Me Eating. 1977. Gargoyle Poets 25. 
Edwards, John. Salt. 1977. Gargoyle Poets 26. 
Curtis, Graeme. At Last No Reply. 1977. Gargoyle Poets 27. 
Kitson, Viv. Life Death and some Words About Them. 1978. Gargoyle Poets 28. 
Bostok, Janice M. On Sparse Brush. 1978. Gargoyle Poets 29. 
Kelen, Stephen K. The Gods Ash their Cigarettes. 1978. Gargoyle Poets 30. 
Jones, Billy. Cup Full of River. 1978. Gargoyle Poets 31. 
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Page, Geoff. Collecting the Weather. 1978. Gargoyle Poets 32. 
Witts, Michael. South. 1978. Gargoyle Poets 33. 
Slade, Leon. Bloodstock Bleeding. 1979. Gargoyle Poets 34. 
Anderson, Peter. Pretending to be Salvador Dali. 1979. Gargoyle Poets 35. 
Neilsen, Philip. The Art of Lying. 1979. Gargoyle Poets 36. 
O'Donohue, Barry. From the Edge of the World. 1979. Gargoyle Poets 37. 
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Appendix Seven 
 
Angus and Robertson, Poets of the Month Series (1976-1978), in Chronological Order 
 
McAuley, James. Music Late at Night: Poems 1970-73. 1976. Poets of the Month, Series 1.  
Tranter, John. The Alphabet Murders. 1976. Poets of the Month, Series 1. 
Lehmann, Geoffrey. Extracts From Ross’ Poems. 1976. Poets of the Month, Series 1. 
Forbes, John. Tropical Skiing. 1976. Poets of the Month, Series 1. 
Shapcott, Thomas. Seventh Avenue Poems. 1976. Poets of the Month, Series 1. 
Bronsky, Simon. Good Morning Earthquake. 1976. Poets of the Month, Series 1. 
Taylor, Andrew. The Cat’s Chin and Ears: A Bestiary. 1976. Poets of the Month, Series 2.  
Standgard, Maurice. Poems. 1976. Poets of the Month, Series 2.  
Martin, Anthony. The Suburban Service and Other Predicaments. 1976. Poets of the Month, Series 
2.  
Wallace-Crabbe, Chris. The Foundations of Joy. 1976. Poets of the Month, Series 2.  
Brosgarth, Paul. Winter in the High Country. 1976. Poets of the Month, Series 2. 
Slade, Leon. Animal Crackers. 1976. Poets of the Month, Series 2. 
Griffin, John. Menzies at Evening. 1977. Poets of the Month, Series 3.  
Hanna, Bruce. An Empire of Exiles. 1977. Poets of the Month, Series 3. 
Williams, Max. Hard Is the Convict Road. 1977. Poets of the Month, Series 3. 
Murphy, Peter. Glass Doors and Other Poems. 1977. Poets of the Month, Series 3. 
Manifold, John. Sonnets and Sundries. 1977. Poets of the Month, Series 3. 
Churches, Christina. My Mother and the Trees. 1977. Poets of the Month, Series 3. 
Mitchell, Patricia. Poems. 1978. Poets of the Month, Series 4.  
Gallagher, Katherine. Tributaries of the Love-Song. 1978. Poets of the Month, Series 4.  
Wasburn, V. Glen. Near to the End of My Sorrows. 1978. Poets of the Month, Series 4.  
Smith, Vivian. Familiar Places. 1978. Poets of the Month, Series 4.  
Giles, Barbara. Eve Rejects Apple. 1978. Poets of the Month, Series 4.  
Maiden, Jennifer. Birthstones. 1978. Poets of the Month, Series 4.  
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Appendix Eight 
 
Issues of Rigmarole of the Hours (1974-1979), in Chronological Order  
 
Rigmarole of the Hours. Ed. Robert Kenny. 1(Aug. 1974).  
Gallagher, Katherine. The Eye’s Circle. 1974. Rigmarole of the Hours No. 2. 
Billeter, Walter. Trans. Paul Celan. Breath Crystal. 1974. Rigmarole of the Hours No. 3. 
Hemensley, Kris. Sulking in the Seventies. 1975. Rigmarole of the Hours No. 4. 
Kenny, Robert. ‘Poem’: (Poem in Inverted Commas). 1975. Rigmarole of the Hours No. 5 
The Antipodean Summer Postcard Series. Ed. Robert Kenny. 1975. Rigmarole of the Hours No. 6. 
Lee, Gerard. Manual for a Garden Mechanic. 1976. Rigmarole of the Hours No. 7.  
Duggan, Laurie. East: Poems 1970-74. 1976. Rigmarole of the Hours No. 8. 
Maiden, Jennifer. Mortal Details. 1977. Rigmarole of the Hours No. 9. 
Hemensley, Kris. Down Under. 1978. Rigmarole of the Hours No. 10.  
Couani, Anna. Italy. 1977. Rigmarole of the Hours No. 11.  
Hemensley, Kris. Games. 1978. Rigmarole of the Hours No. 12. 
Kenny, Robert. Etcetera. 1978. Rigmarole of the Hours No. 13. 
Riley, John. Trans. Osip Mandelshtam. Stalin Ode Sequence. 1979. Rigmarole of the Hours No. 14.  
Billeter, Walter. Trans. The Head of Vitus Being a Portrait in Prose by Konrad Bayer. 1979. 
Rigmarole of the Hours No. 15.  
Anderson, John. The Bluegum Smokes… 1978. Rigmarole of the Hours No. 16.  
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Appendix Nine 
 
Books Published between 1968 and 1980 by The New Australian Poetry Poets, in Alphabetical 
Order by Author 
 
Adamson, Robert. Canticles on the Skin. Sydney: Illumination, 1970. 
---. Cross the Border. Sydney: Hale and Iremonger, 1977. 
---. The Rumour. Sydney: New Poetry, 1971. Prism Poets 3.  
---. Selected Poems. Sydney: Angus and Robertson, 1977. 
---. Swamp Riddles. Sydney: Island, 1974.  
---. Where I Come From. Sydney: Big-Smoke, 1979.  
Beaver, Bruce. Letters to Live Poets. Sydney: South Head, 1969.  
Billeter, Walter. Sediments of Seclusion. Armadale, Vic.: Contempa, 1973. 
Buckmaster, Charles. Deep Blue and Green. Heidelberg West, Vic.: Crosscurrents, 1970. 
---. The Lost Forest. Sydney: New Poetry, 1971. Prism Poets 4.  
Dransfield, Michael. Drug Poems. Melbourne: Sun, 1972. 
---. The Inspector of Tides. St. Lucia: University of Queensland P, 1972. Paperback Poets 8. 
---. Memoirs of a Velvet Urinal. Adelaide: Maximus, 1975. 
---. Streets of a Long Voyage. St. Lucia: University of Queensland P, 1970. Paperback Poets 2. 
Duggan, Laurie. East: Poems 1970-1974. Clifton Hill, Vic.: Rigmarole, 1976. 
---. Under the Weather. Sydney: Wild and Woolley, 1978. 
Forbes, John. Drugs. n.p: Black Lamb,1979. 
---. On the Beach. Sydney: Sea Cruise, 1977.  
---. Stalin’s Holidays. Glebe, N.S.W.: Transit, 1980.  
---. Tropical Skiing. London: Angus and Robertson, 1976.  
Faust, Clive. Token or Trace. Devon, UK: Tangent, 1980.  
Hammial, Philip. Chemical Cart. Sydney: Island, 1977. 
---. Footfalls and Notes. Cammeray, NSW: Saturday Centre, 1976. 
---. Hear Me Eating. St Lucia: Makar P, 1977. Gargoyle Poets 25.  
---. Mastication Poems. Cammeray, NSW: Saturday Centre. 
---. More Bath, Less Water. North Sydney: Red, 1978. 
---. Swarm. Sydney: Island, 1979. 
Hemensley. Kris. A Mile from Poetry. Sydney: Island, 1979. 
---. Beginning Again: Poems 1976. Darlington, N.S.W.: Sea Cruise, 1978. 
---. Domestications: A Selection of Poems 1968-1972. Melbourne: Sun, 1974. 
---. Dreams. London: Edible, 1971. 
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---. The Going and Other Poems. Heidelberg West, Vic: Crosscurrents, 1969 
---. Love’s Voyages. St. Lucia: Makar P, 1974. Gargoyle Poets 7.  
---. The Miro Poems. Alverstoke, UK: Stingy Artist, 1979. 
---. The Moths. Carlton, Vic.: Paper Castle, 1978.  
---. The Poem of the Clear Eye. Carlton, Vic.: Paper Castle, 1975.  
---. Rocky Mountains and Tired Indians. Bexleyheath, London: Joe Di Maggio, 1973. 
---. The Soft Poems: For Timothy. Bexleyheath, London: Prison Clothes; Joe DiMaggio,  1972. 
---. Sulking in the Seventies. Clifton Hill, Vic.: Ragman,1975. Rigmarole of the Hours 4.  
---. Two Poets. s.l., s.n. 1968.  
Hutchinson, Garrie. Dart Objects: Poured Concrete, 1967-71. Melbourne: Synergetic, 1971.  
---. Nothing Unsayable Said Right: 50 Poems, 1968-72. Melbourne: Sun, 1974. 
---. Terror Australis: Poems. Fitzroy, Vic.: Outback, 1975. 
Jenkins, John. Blindspot. St Lucia: Makar P, 1977. Gargoyle Poets 23. 
---. Zone of the White Wolf and Other Landscapes. Armadale, Vic.: Contempa, 1974. 
Johnston, Martin. Ithaka: Modern Greek Poetry in Translation. Sydney: Island, 1973.  
---. Shadowmass. Sydney: Arts Society, 1971. 
---. The Sea-Cucumber. St Lucia: University of Queensland P, 1978. Paperback Poets, 2
nd
 Ser. 15. 
Jones, Rae Desmond. The Mad Vibe. Sydney: Saturday Centre P, 1975. 
---. Orpheus with a Tuba. St Lucia: Makar P, 1973. Gargoyle Poets 6.  
---. Shakti. St Lucia: Makar P, 1977. 
Kenny, Robert. Dead Oceans Poems. Melbourne: Rigmarole, 1975. 
---. Etcetera. Clifton Hill, Vic: Ragman, 1978. 
---. ‘Poem’: (Poem in Inverted Commas). Clifton Hill, Vic: Ragman, 1975. Rigmarole of the 
 Hours 5.  
Krausmann, Rudi. From Another Shore. Sydney: Wild and Woolley, 1975. 
---. Structures and Other Poems. Marulan, NSW: Glenrock, 1969. 
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Appendix Ten 
 
First poetry collections published by women who were part of the generation of 68 network and not 
included in The New Australian Poetry (1979). In alphabetical order.  
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